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[Continued from page 527.]

In the introductory remarks on the first convocation, submitted

in my preceding contribution, I have stated, collectively, all that I

purpose to offer, explanatory of the general history of the three

great buddhistical convocations, held in India, as deduced from

the data found in Buddhistical Pali Annals. I should have forwarded,

therefore, on the present occasion, the account of the second and

third convocations, without further comment, had it not furnished

two dates, recorded, both circumstantially and specifically, with

peculiar distinctness, which dates are pointedly at variance, in their

results, with the chronological evidence, afforded in European litera-

ture connected with that particular period of Asiatic history.

The first of these dates is that of the second convocation, which,

as already stated, was held at the completion of the first century after

the death of Sakya, or before the birth of Christ 443 ; and the other,

that of the third convocation, which was held before Christ 308 in

the 17th year of Asoko’s reign, falling respectively to the dates of

the Buddhistical era, 100 and 235.

As it is between these two epochs that the invasion of India by

Alexander the Great, and the embassy of Megasthenes to the court

of Sandracottus at Palibothra, took place, which are considered to

constitute the earliest and the best authenticated links connecting

the histories of the west and the east, it is reasonable to expect that

European criticism will be, at once, and specially, directed to the exa-

mination of these particular portions of the Buddhistical annals, with
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714 Examination of the Pdli Buddhistical Annals. [Sept.

the view to testing their authenticity by the extent of their accordance

with the chronology of the western authorities. I am induced,

therefore, to recur here to some of the observations offered, on this

question, in my introduction to the Mahdwanso, the probable limited

publicity of which work is not likely to diffuse those remarks through-

out that more extended sphere in which the Journal of the Bengal

Asiatic Society circulates.

The chronological data contained in the Atthakathd on the Pita •

kattaya, and in the Mahdtvanso, connected with the history both of

India and of Ceylon, exhibit, respectively, in a tabular form, the

following results.

Indian Table.

Accession of each king. Reign.

B. C. B. B. years.

. ... M /Sakya attained Buddhohood in the
Bimbisaro 603 60 52 j i6th year of this reign.

{

Sakya died and the first convocation

was held in the 8th year of this

reign. The former event con-

stitutes the Buddhistical epoch.

A. B.

UdAyibliaddako 519 24 16

Anuraddhako )
S03 40 g Collectively.

Mundho *

Nagadasako, 495 48 24

Susunigo, 471 72 18

no f The second convocation held in the
Kaldsdko 453 90 28 | 10thofthis reign.

Nandos,.. ....... 118 22

Nandos, 403 140 22

Chandagutto, ..... 162 34

Bindus&ro 196 28

Asoko, 224 37

Collectively.

Individually.

This monarch’s inauguration took

place in A. B. 218, four years after

his accession, which shews an ana-

chronism in this table of 10 years

at his accession. The third convo-

cation was held in the 17th year

after his inauguration.

Ceylonese Table.

Accession. Reign.

Relationship of each

succeeding sovereign.

No. Name. Capital. B. C. Bud. years.

1. Wijayo, 543 1 38
j

' The founder of

Wijayan dynasty.

the

2. Upatisso, .... 505 38 1 Minister, regent.

3. Panduwaso,. .

.

504 39 30 -
f Paternul nephew

1 Wijayo.

of

4. Abhayo, 474 69 20 i
f Son of Panduwaso,

[ throned.

dct
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Interregnum 454 89 17

5. Pandukabhayo,. . AnurAdhapura, 437 106 70

6. Mutasiwo, Ditto, .... 367 176 60

7. DewAuanpiyatisso ,
Ditto 307 236 40

f

Mahanago Migamo ...

Yatdlatisso, .... Kalydnia
L

Gotibhayo, .... Mdgimo,
Kalydni-tisso, .. Kalydnia,

Kakawannatisso, Mdgdtno

8. Uttiyo, AnurAdhapura, 267 276 10

9. Mabisiwo, Ditto, 257 286 10

10. Suratisso Ditto, 247 296 10

11. SAno and Guttiko,
,
Ditto, 237 306 22

12. AsAlo, Ditto 215 328 10

13. Elaro, Ditto, . . „ . . 205 338 44

14. Dutthagamani, .

,

, Ditto 165 382 24

i Maternal grandson of

J
Pauduwaso.

Paternal grandson.

Second son.

Hrother whofound- ] ~ •»

ed the southern g
principality of jj,

Itohano. 1 2 S
Son. M |
Son.

Not specified.

Son of Gotibhayo.

Fourth son of Mutasiwo.

Fifth ditto.

Sixth do., put to death.

Foreign usurpers, put to

death.

Ninth son of Mutasiwo,
deposed.

Foreign usurper, killed

in battle.

Son of Kdkawannatisso.

Within the period comprehended in the above tables, there are

four specific dates given in the Indian history, and two in the

Cevlonese history, all computed from the epoch of the death of Sakya

which occurred (as already stated) in the year B. C. 543, and which

constitutes the Buddhistical era.

The four Indian dates are

:

1st. Sakya attaining Buddhohood in the 1 6th year of the reign

of Bimbisaro, B. C. 588.

2nd. * Sa'kya’s death (in the 80th year of his age and the 45th

of his Buddhohood) in the 8th of the reign of Ajatasatto, in which

year also, the first convocation was held, B. C. 543.

3rd. f The second convocation held 100 years after the death of

Sakya, in the 10th year of Kalaso'ko’s reign, B. C. 443.

4th. X The inauguration of Asoko in the 2l8thyearof Sakya’s

death, at the close of the 4th year after this monarch’s accession,

B. C. 324.

The two Ceylonese dates are :

1st. § The landing of Wijayo in Ceylon on the day that Sakya
expired, B. C. 543.

2nd.
||
The arrival of the Buddhistical mission under Mahindo in

* Vide Chap. II. of the Mahdwanso. + Vide Chap. III. of ditto,

t Vide Chap. V. of ditto. § Vide Chap. VII. of ditto.

II I am by no means confident that I may not be in error in computing this

term from the inauguration of Asoko in A. B. 218, instead of his accession four

years earlier, in A. B. 214.

4 y 2
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Ceylon in the 236th year after Sakya, being the first of the reign of

Dewa'nanpiyatisso, and the 18th of that of Asoko, B. C. 307.

All these dates, specific as well as relative, excepting the computed

one of the accession of Asoko, (which alone admits of correction on

the plea of a clerical error, to the extent of ten years, in the reign of

Chandagutto) adapt themselves with so much precision to the

several epochs they are designed to indicate, that I conceive it would

amount to a positive infatuation for any advocate of the cause of Bud-

dhistical literature, to venture to disturb their adjustment on any of

the various pleas, of mistranslation, mistranscription, or misapprehen-

sion of the writer's meaning ; on which it is but too often the prac-

tice to attempt to correct chronological data contained in Indian

historical records of remote antiquity.

It appears to me to be impossible for any unbiassed examiner of

these records, to follow up the links of this well connected chain of

chronological evidence, and arrive at the specific date, assigned to the

inauguration of Asoko, of A. B. 218, occurring at the close of the

4th year after that monarch’s accession, without acknowledging that

that date is designedly a cardinal point in the history, in which it holds

so conspicuous a place.

The date of the accession of Asoko, four years antecedent to his

inauguration, being thus distinctly fixed to be A. B. 214 or B. C. 329

on Buddhistical evidence, if that evidence is to be sustained, the

invasion of Alexander must, as the necessary consequence, be con-

sidered to have taken place in the early part of the reign of Asoko,

and not during the commotions which preceded the usurpation of the

Indian empire, by his grandfather Sandracottus ; and the embassy

of Megasthenes and the treaty of Seleucus must also necessarily

fall to a more subsequent period of the reign of Asoko, instead of their

occurring during the rule of Sandracottus.

Averse as I equally am, either to suggest or to adopt theoretical

and hypothetical views connected with oriental research, I must, in

candour, admit myself to be persuaded of the correctness of the con-

clusions which identifies Sandracottus with Chandagutto; and by

my adherence to that persuasion, I am necessarily compelled to

acknowledge that there is a discrepance of about 68 years between the

western and the Buddhistical chronologies, at the particular point at

which this identity takes place.

It is not, however, my intention, nor am I qualified, to analyze the

two chains of data, and to balauce the weight of the evidence each

affords, for the purpose of deciding which of the two preponderates,

and indeed once for all, 1 cannot be too explicit in avowing that the
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service in which I have been employed has afforded me neither the

leisure, nor the access to the means, that would admit of my prose-

cuting a comprehensive literary research. The sole object I have in

view at present is to collect and arrange matter for the subsequent

consideration of competent parties ; and if in the progress of this

humble task, I occasionally enter upon a critical examination of those

materials, I wish those observations to be regarded rather as indexes

to the repositories from whence collateral information has been drawn,

or indications of the points which demand further inquiry, than as

opinions in themselves entitled to weight, and advanced with the view

to invite criticism.

In this spirit, and in the prosecution of this design, I proceed to

offer the following remarks as explanatory of the grounds on which I

am disposed to consider, that the error of the above discrepancy was

designedly committed by the early compilers of these Buddhistical

annals, partly in India, and partly in Ceylon, for the purpose of working

out certain pretended prophecies hereafter noticed.

In the first place, these minutely adjusted dates are to be found only

in Buddhaghoso’s Pali version of the Atthakatha, and in the

Mahawanso

;

the latter history being avowedly compiled from the

Singhalese Atthakatha, from which Buddhaghoso translated his

version also of the sacred commentaries into Pdli ; making a pilgrim-

age from India (where those Atthakatha were, it is said, no longer

extant; to Ceylon for the express purpose of accomplishing that task.

Both works, therefore are derived from the same source, viz. the

Atthakatha brought from India by Mahindo in B. C. 307, and pro-

mulgated by him in Ceylon in the native language.

In the second place, these dates are called forth, for the purpose

of showing that certain pretended prophecies of Sakya and his disci-

ples, all tending directly or indirectly to invest the Indian emperor

Asoko, the heirarch Moggaliputtatisso, and the island of Ceylon

with special importance, as the predicted agents by whom, and the pre-

dicted theatre in which. Buddhism should attain great celebrity, were

actually realized. In the third place, no mention whatever is made of

these prophecies in those parts of the text of the Pitakattaya in which

the other revelations of Sakya himself, are recorded ; and where

indeed, until a recent discussion raised by me, the heads of the Buddhis-

tical church in Kandy believed they were to be found.

The first of those prophecies refers to Ceylon and is given in the first

sentence of the 7th and the last of the 6th chapter of the Mahawanso.
“ The ruler of the world (Sa'kya) having conferred blessings on the whole

world, and attained the exalted, unchangeable ‘ nibbina *eated on the throne,
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on which ‘ nibbina' is achieved, in the midst of a great assembly of DdwataS
j

the great divine sage addressed this celebrated injunction of *Sa/kko, who stood

near him : one Wijayo, the son of SIhaba /hu, king of the^land of Lila, together

with seven hundred officers of state, has landed on Lanki. Lord of Ddwos 1 My
religion will be established in Lanki, on that account thoroughly protect,

together with his retinue, him and Lanki !

“ This prince named Wijayo, who bad then attained the wisdom of experience

landed in the division Tambapanni of this land of Lanki, on the day that the

succession (of former Buddhos) reclined in the arbour of the two delightful sal

trees, to attain ‘ nibbinan.’ ”

This revelation or injunction, the object and effect of which are to

fix the same day for the date of the death of Sakya and the landing of

'Wijayo, is not only not to be found in the Parinibbdna-suttan, where, if

any where, it ought to be recorded, but is omitted even in Buddha-

ghoso’s Pali Atthakathd on that portion of the Buddhistical scrip-

tures ; nor have the priesthood been yet able to refer me to any other

section of the Pali sacred commentaries where it is to be met with.

We shall probably find that this is one of the numerous passages of

the historical portion of the ancient Singhalese Atthakathd which

Buddhaghoso excluded from his Pali version. I shall have to

advert to these omissions of historical data, in a future notice of the

genealogy of Indian kings.

The second prophecy is thus introduced in the 17th chapter of the

Mahdwanso, propounded by the thdro Maiiindo, in the account of the

arrival and enshrinement in Ceylon, in the reign of the Ceylonese

monarch Dewananpiyatisso, of certain corporal relics of Sakya

obtained from India.

“ While seated on the throne on which be attained ‘ parinibbdnan,' these five

resolves were formed by the vanquisher endowed with five means of perception.

“ Let the right branch of the great bo tree, when Asoko is in the act of

removing it, severing itself from the main tree, become planted in the vasa

(prepared for it).

“ Let the said branch so planted, delighting by its fruit and foliage, glitter

with its six variegated colors in every direction.

“ Let that enchanting branch, together with its golden vase, rising up in the

air, remain invisible for seven days in the womb of the snowy region of the

skies.

“ Let a two-fold miracle be performed at Thipiramaya (at which) my right

collar-bone is to be enshrined.

“In the Hemawilako diyobaf (Ruwanwelli) the jewel which decorates Lanki,

there w ill be a ‘ drdna’ full of my relics. Let them, assuming my form as Buddho

and rising up and remaining poised iu the air, perform a two-fold miracle.

* India.

t These d&gohas are now in ruins, at Anuradhapura. The account of their

construction will be found in the Ma/iiwanso.
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14 The successor of former Buddhos (silently) willed these five resolves : on

that account, in this instance, this relic performed this miracle of two opposite

results.

“Descending from the skies (the collar-hone relic) placed itself on the crown

of the monarch’s head. The delighted sovereign deposited it in the shrine. At

the enshrining of the relic in the dagoba (on the full moon day of the month of

Kattika) a terrific earthquake was produced making the hair (of the spectators)

to stand on end.

* ‘ Thus the Buddhos are incomprehensible : their doctrines are incomprehen-

sible : and (the magnitude of the fruits of faith, to those who have faith in these

incomprehensibles, is also incomprehensible.')

“ Witnessing this miracle the people were converted to the faith of the

vanquisher. The younger brother of the king, the royal prince Matta'bhayo,

being also a convert to the faith of the lord of 1 Munis entreating of the lord of

men (the king) for permission, together with a thousaud persons, was ordained

a miuisterof that religion.”

This prediction is to be found in Buddh aghoso’s Atthakatha on

the Parinibbdna-suttan.

The third prophecy is given in the following words in the 5th

chapter of the Mahuwanso, as enunciated by the thdros who held the

second convocation in B. C. 443, predictive of Moggaliputtatisso

being destined to preside at the thiud convocation, to be held for

the suppression of a calamity which was to occur in 118 years from

that date. This revelation also is recorded in Buddhaghoso’s

Atthakatha.

“ The th^ros who held the second convocation, meditating on the events of

futurity, foresaw that a calamity would hefal their religion during the reign of

this sovereign (Asoko). Searching the whole world for him who would subdue

this calamity, they perceived that it was the long-lived Tisso, the brahman (of

the Brahmaldka world). Repairing to him, they supplicated of the great sage to

be born among men for the removal of this calamity. He, willing to be made

the instrument for the glorification of religion, gave his consent unto them.

These ministers of religion then thus addressed Siggawo and Chandawo, two

adult priests. In eighteen, plus one, hundred years hence, a calamity will befal

our religion, which we shall not ourselves witness. Ye (though) priests failed to

attend on the occasion (of holding the second convocation on religion)
;

on

that account, it is meet to award penalties unto you. Let this be your penance.

The brahman Tisso, a great sage, for the glorification of our religion, will be

conceived in a certain womb in the house of the brahman Moggali. At the

proper age, one of you must initiate that noble youth into the priesthood. (The

other) must fully instruct him in the doctrines of the supreme Buddho I”

On an attentive examination of the foregoing Ceylonese table, and

of the historical details furnished in the Malidwanso, the following

grounds suggest themselves to my mind for distrusting the correctness

* A quotation from the sacred commentaries.
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of the date assigned for the landing of Wijayo: and for considering

it a fiction.

1st. The improbable coincidence of its occurrence on the precise

day that Sa'kya died.

2nd. The aggregate period comprised in the 236 years from the

landihg of Wijayo to the accession of Dewananpiyatisso is apportion-

ed for the most part on a scale of decimation, among the six rajas

who preceded Dewa'nanpiyatisso.

3rd. One of these six rajas, Panduka'bhayo, according to the

Mahuwanso, married at 20 years of age ; he dethroned, when he was

37 years old, his uncle Abhayo ; and reigned thereafter 70 years. He
must therefore have been 107 years old when he died, having been

married 87 years : and yet the issue of that marriage Mutasiwo suc-

ceeded him, and reigned 60 years !

It is obvious, therefore, if the foregoing numerical succession of

rajas be correct, that as regards the personal history of the two kings

last named, their portion of the whole term of 236 years, which is

represented to have intervened between the landing of Wijayo and

the accession of Dewa'nanpiyatisso, is inadequately filled up by the

historical incidents furnished by the Mahuwanso
; and that a curtail-

ment of at least 60 years is required to adjust the narrative to any

admissible duration of human existence.

Before, however, any conjecture can be afforded as to whether that

curtailment should be effected by bringing forward the landing of

Wijayo, or throwing back the accession of Dewananpiyatisso, it

will be requisite to examine the ensuing portion of the Ceylonese

table ; for the purpose of ascertaining whether that portion also of the

Ceylonese history exhibits any chronological incongruity ; and if it

does, whether the incongruity demands dilation or contraction for the

adjustment of its chronology.

It will there be found that four of Dbwa'nanpiyatisso’s brothers,

severally, succeeded to the monarchy, and each of them also reigned a

term of precisely ten years. Between the accessions of the third and

fourth brothers, Su'ratisso and Aselo, two foreigners named Seno and

Guttiko usurped the throne, and retained their power for 22 years.

Aselo put these usurpers to death, and after his decennial rule, Ela'ro

invading Ceylon from the Chola country deposed Aselo.

Now this Aselo is stated to be the ninth son of the above mention-

ed Mutasiwo, who enjoyed a long reign of 60 years, after succeeding

his father Panduka'bhayo, who at his demise, as noticed above, had

been married to Mutasiwo’s mother for 87 years. As Mutasiwo

is not represented to be a minor, supposing him to have only attained
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twenty, at his accession, his age, at the time of his death, according

to the foregoing data, is left to vary from 80 to 147, as he may

have been born in the first, or the sixty-seventh year after his parents’

marriage. Whether Motasiwo died at the age of 80 or 147, from

the date of his demise to the accession of his ninth sou Aselo, (even

supposing him to be a reputed posthumous child of the venerable

Mutasiwo) as a period of 90 years had elapsed, he must have been

upwards of 90 years old when he commenced a turbulent reign by

dethroning and putting to death two foreign usurpers; and closed it

when he was past his 100th year, by being himself dethroned and put

to death by Ela'ro, the first Cholian conqueror of Ceylon. That usurper

reigned for 44 years when he was killed in battle by Dutthaga'mini

in B. C. 161, from wbich date, the authenticity of the chronology of

the Makdwanso is not only free from all apparent discrepancy, but

admits of corroboration by collateral evidence.

It will I think, from the foregoing remarks, be admitted, that the por-

tion of Ceylonese history subsequent to the reign of Dewananpiyatis-

so, and down to Dutthaga'mini, is also defective, and that either we

must have more dramatis persona: to fill up the historical tableau

exhibited in the Mahdwanso between the years B. C. 543 and B. C.

161, or we must contract the duration of the term allotted to the inci-

dents of that early section of the Ceylonese history.

Without going into further hypothetical comments, I venture to

assert, after a careful examination of the various annals which I have

had the opportunity of consulting, that any inquirer, not a Buddhist

bound by his creed to believe in the prophecies before mentioned,

will be disposed to decide that it is the chronology and not the general

narrative of the history that requires correction.

The smallest amount of curtailment rendered necessary for the

adaptation of the preposterous terms assigned to some of the early

rulers of Ceylon, to an admissible duration of human existence, is

about 60 years, between Wijayo and Dewa'nanpiyatisso
; and a

similar amount of retrenchment, between Dewa'nanpiyatisso and

Dutthagamini, which would bring down the landing of Wijayo from

B. C. 543 to 423, being a period, (by the double retrenchment) of 120

years ; and the accession of Dewa'nanpiyatisso from B. C. 307 to

247, being a period, (by the second single retrenchment) of 60 y'ears.

The effect which this adjustment has in tending to reconcile the

Ceylonese with the European chronology will be noticed, after an ex-

amination of the contemporaneous portion of Indian history.

However justifiable it may be to disturb, on these grounds, the

date assigned to the landing of Wijayo, while there is no other

4 z
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evidence for the support of that date than a pretended prophecy, and

while the train of events adduced to sustain that date, incontestibly

shows an anachronism, in excess, of 120 years,— I can see no tenable

plea on which the correctness of the Buddhistical era founded on the

death of Sa'kya in B. C. 542 can be questioned.

There is a chain of uninterrupted evidence in the historical annals

of Ceylon from B. C. 161, to the present day, all tending to the con-

firmation of the authenticity of the date assigned to that era. The

inartificial manner, also, in which that chain of evidence is evolved, is

so different from the guarded adjustments that take place in the four

preceding centuries, that it still further tends to conciliate confidence.

It will be seen in the Mahdwanso that the duration of the reigns of

all the kings subsequent to Dutthaga'mtni are strictly within the

bounds of probability ; although these terms are seldom stated with

such precision as to give the fractional part of the last year in each

reign. The absence of this minutiae of chronology must necessarily

conduce, in a long line of successions, to an aggregate accumulation of

a trifling anachronism. Accordingly when we suddenly come upon a

date, recorded to mark the epoch of some great religious schism, or

decyphered from some obscure inscription, and we apply that informa- «

tion to the correction of the current narrative, we find, as we ought

to find, in the absence of artificial arrangement and falsification of

data, accumulations of trivial anachronisms amounting to four, five,

and six years, in the long intervals that have elapsed between each of

those dates.

And again, when we find that these dates, rari nantes ingurgite vasto,

adjust themselves retrospectively with the year of Sa'kya’s death, and

prospectively with the present year, A. B. 2380, or A. D. 1837, with-

out deranging (excepting to the limited and necessary extent above

noticed) any of that enormous mass of details involved in a history

extending over a duration of twenty centuries ; it is impossible without

rejecting incontrovertible evidence, to question the correctness of the

Buddhistical era.

With this conviction, or perhaps it will be called prejudice, strongly

impressed on my mind, of the correctness of the date assigned to the

Buddhistical era, I look to the details of the three ensuing centuries

.

of the Buddhistical history of India, for the correction of the blots and

discrepancies which European criticism will detect and expose in its

comparison of the Buddhistical and European dates, assigned to the

era of Chandag otto’s reign ;
and the consequent inaccuracy of the

dates of the second and third convocations.

I have not yet met in Buddhistical records with any prophecy, or
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other restraint, dictated either by superstition or imposture, which

should have compelled Buddhistical authors to work out their histo-

rical narrative so as to bring the 10th year of Kala'soko to the 100th

vear of Sa'kya. But some such restraint or motive must doubtless

have operated to have led to the manifest distortion of facts, which

represents that the second convocation was held at the close of the

100th year after Sakya’s death.

In the ensuing translation it will be seen that no less than eight

of the leading members who officiated at the second convocation

“ had beheld Tatha'gato.” Supposing them to have been only seven

vears old, even (the earliest age at which noviciates are admitted), in

the year Tatha’gato died, “ these respositories of the whole word of

Buddho” must have been 107 years old at the time they took their

leading part in the second convocation. On this point, however,

the Mukdwanso contains very specific information. In the 4th

chapter in describing that convocation, it is there stated :

“ Sabbaka'mi was at that time high priest of the world, and had already

attained a standing of one hundred and twenty years in the ordination of

* Uposampada’ Sabbaka'mi, Salho, Rewato, Kujjasobhito, Yasso, the son

of Ka'kondako and Sambcso, a native of Sana : these six th^ros were the disci-

ples of the th4ro A'nando. Wa'sabhaga'miko and Sumano, these two th^ros

were the disciples of the th^ro Anuradho
;
these eight pious priests, in afore-

time, had seen the deity who was the successor of former Buddhos.

“ The priests who had assembled were twelve hundred thousand. Of all

these priests, the th^ro Rewato was at that time the leader.”

As the “ Uposampada” ordination could not be obtained, even in

the early ages of Buddhism, under the age of 20, it follows as a neces-

sary consequence, if the authenticity of this history is to be admitted,

that this hierarch was 140 years old when he presided over this con-

vocation. No person surely will dispute the justice of my questioning

the correctness of this chronology ; or take upon himself to deny

that the correction of the anachronism here pointed out demands a

curtailment of at least 60 years.

I am perfectly aware that in suggesting this inevitable retrench-

ment of 60 years, I pro tanto increase and indeed, precisely double-

the amount of the pre-existing anachronism as to the European date

of the reign of Sandracottus. All, therefore, that I am entitled to

deduce from this anachronism is that there is an undeniable and

intentional perversion of historical data in the first century of the

Buddhistical era. Whether this perversion can be corrected, either

directly or inferentially, from other sources, is a question which those

orientalists alone can answer, who have other collateral data on which

they can rest their arguments.

4 z 2
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From the date however of the second convocation in the 10th

year of Ka'la'soko’s reign, a pretended prophecy already quoted, does

occur to fetter Buddhist annalists, and compel them to make the 218th

year of Sa'kya, fall to the 4th of the reign of Asoko.

If without reference to any of these prophetic dates, or historical

predictions, we follow the narrative history of the Buddhist patriarchs,

and which is termed “ the sacerdotal succession,” we shall find ample

justification for throwing equal discredit on the dates of both convo-

cations. In that narrative will be found a consecutive and detailed

account of no less than “ six generations of preceptors” having inter-

vened from the death of Sa'kva to the meeting of the third convoca-

tion ; comprising a period of 235 years, and affording an average of

about 39 years for each preceptor. Sabbakami, a member of the first

generation, is represented to have presided over the second convoca-

tion, and Moggaliputtatisso, a member of the sixth generation, over

the third convocation. Had we no other dates given to us, than

those of the death of Sa'kya, and of the third convocation, we
should, dealing with averages, place the second convocation over

which Sabbaka'mi presided within 39 years after Sa'kya’s death, and

in that case the sentence “ these eight pious priests in aforetime had

seen the deity who was the successor of former Buddhos,” instead of

being a glaring absurdity would have amounted to an obvious proba-

bility. But the unfortunate imposture, emanating apparently in Mog-

galiputtatisso, which asserted that Sabbaka'mi had said in the

second convocation, “ In eighteen, plus one, hundred years hence, a

calamity will befall our religion which we shall not ourselves witness,”

in reference to the schism that Moggaliputtatisso suppressed in the

reign of Asoko, has led to these fatal, and at the same time clumsy

distortions of historical and chronological data, by Buddhist authors.

By placing the second convocation over which Sabbaka-mi presided

in the 100th year, they are obliged to assign to him the age of 140

years, and to make it appear also that the age of the first generation

of preceptors had not then passed away. And at the time the third

convocation was held, only 135 years afte the second, Moggali-

puttatisso, who presided over it, is represented in the ensuing extract

to be of the six generations of preceptors and “ an aged person.”

The Mahdwonso mentions with greater distinctness that “ in the

seventeenth year of the reign of this king (Asoko) this all-perfect

minister of religion (Moggaliputtatisso) aged seventy-two years,

conducted with the utmost perfection this great convocation on reli-

gion.” We are in short, on the one hand, told that at the end of the

first century some of the preceptors of the first generation were alive,
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and, on the other, that only 135 years thereafter, the head of the

church was of the sixth generation, and at that time of the advanced

age of seventy-two years.

It is not possible, therefore, to recognize the correctness of any of

these dates, which are based on pretended prophecies, and in rejecting

them as fictious we are reduced to the necessity of adjusting the

events comprised in these three centuries by two points only, on which

alone anv reliance can be placed, viz : the Buddhist era of Sa'kya’s

death, B. C. 543, and the European age of Sandracottus, (about)

B. C. 325. If (as is stated) Sandracottus reigned *34 years, his

son Bindusa'ro 28 years, and the third convocation was held in the

17th year of Asoko’s inauguration and 21st of his reign, we shall

have to place the third convocation in B. C. 242 instead of B. C.

307, which (as the 18th of Asoko falls to the 1st of the Ceylonese

monarch Dewa nanpiyatisso) would accord with the preceding ad-

justment of the Ceylonese chronology within the trifling amount of

six years.

Although the general result of this adjustment only produces an

alteration in the Buddhistical chronology of this period amounting to

65 years, still it is one calculated to occasion an extensive derangement

in the foregoing table, from the very circumstance of its assumed

claim to minute accuracy.

I do not despair, however, of seeing these discrepancies accounted

for in due course of time. We know that the Brahminical authorities

arrange the Maghada line of succession differently from the Buddhis-

tical. There is evidently some confusion in the durations assigned to

the reigns of the ten Nandos. But whenever, or by whatever means,

the adjustments are made, they must be made, to the limited extent

of the above anachronism, in direct defiance of the Buddhistical

authorities extant in Ceylon

;

and by hitting blots, and detecting

inaccuracies which have inadvertently escaped the notice of the pious

impostors who have spared no pains in endeavouring to interweave

the prophetic and falsified chronology of India and of Ceylon into

each other.

As an illustration of their ingenuity, I give the following extract

from another part of Buddhaghoso’s Aithakathd.

“ In the feighteenth year of the reign of Aja'tasatto, the supreme Buddho
attained Parinibbanan. In that very year, prince Wijayo, the son of prince

Si'ho, and the first monarch of Tambapanni, repairing to this Island, rendered

* I am disposed to adopt the reading of the last extract of the Atthakathd

which makes this term “ twenty-four years.”

t This appears to be a clerical error for eight.
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it habitable for human beings. In the fourteenth year of the reign of Uda'ya-

brado, in Jambudipo, Wijayo died here. In the fifteenth year of the reign of

Uda'yabhado, Panduwa'sadewo came to the throne in this island. In the

twentieth year of the reign of Na'gada'so there, Panduwa'sadewo died here.

In the same year, Abhayo succeeded to the kingdom. In the seventeenth year

of the reign of Susuna'go there, twenty years of the reign of Abhayo had been

completed ;
and then, in the said twentieth year of Abhayo, the traitor Pan-

duka'bhayo usurped the kingdom. In the sixteenth year of the reign of

Ka'la'soko there, the seventeenth year of Panduka'bhayo’s reign had elapsed

here. The foregoing (years) together with this one year, will make the eighteenth

(of his reign). In the fourteenth year of the reign of Chandagutto, Panduka'-

bhayo died here ; and Mutasiwo succeeded to the kingdom. In the seven-

teenth year of the reign of Dhammasoko rdja, Mutasiwo raja died, and

Dewa'nanpiyatisso raja succeeded to the kingdom.

“ From the Purinibbdnan of the Supreme Buddho, Aja'tasatto reigned twenty-

four years. Uda'yabhado, sixteen
;
Anuruddho and Mundho, eighteen. Na'-

gada'sako, twenty-four Susuna'go, eighteen years. His son Ka'la'soko,

twenty-eight years. The ten sons of Ka'la'soko reigned twenty-two years. Sub-

sequently to them, Nawanando reigned twenty-two years. *Chandagutto,
twenty-four years. Bindusa'ro, twenty-eight years. At his demise Asoko

succeeded, and in the eighteenth year after his inauguration, Mahindo th£ro

arrived in this island. This royal narration is to be thus understood.”

The fictitious synochronisms attempted to be established in this

extract, between the chronology of India and of Ceylon, are, it will be

observed, most successfully made out. The discrepancies as to the

year of Aja'tasatto’s reign, in which Sa'kya died ; as to the compari-

son between Ka'la'soko and Panduka'bhayo, and as to the duration

of the joint rule of Anuruddho and Mundho, as well as that of

Chandagutto, all manifestly proceed from clerical errors of the

transcribers ; as will be seen by the following juxta-positions.

A. B. A. B.

Buddho died and Wijayo landed

18tli of Ajdtasatto in Ceylon, 1

1 4th of Ud&yabhaddako,. .

.

Last of Wijayo, 58

15th of Ditto, First of Pandewaso, 89

20th of Nagaddso Last of ditto,

89 20th of Abhayo, 89
16th of Kalasoko, 17th of Pandakabhayo, ..

14th of Chandagutto, Last of Ditto, 176

17th of Dhammasoko, Last of Mutasiwo, 236

With these preparatory remarks, the design of which has been

already explained, I shall proceed to translate the following passages

descriptive of the second and third convocations, taken from the in-

troduction in Buddha'ghoso’s Atthakathd on the IVinayo and Abhid-

hammupitako.

* In a preceding note, I have stated thnt I consider this date, though an

apparent erratum, to be correct.
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Second Convocation.

It is stated in the account of the first convocation on the Winayor

that, in the first place, this question was asked by the venerable Maha'kas-

sapo. “ Belo'Li, Upa'li where was the Pdrdjikah first propounded ?” and

that after other prescribed interrogatories, lie questioned him as to its import,

its origin, and as to who the party concerned was.

In the course of that discussion, most fully illustrating (the Pdrdjikah) even

from the cause that gave rise thereto, it was set forth by the beloved Upa'li,

who was desirous of explaining every circumstance connected therewith, speci-

fying even by whom it was originated, and by what circumstances it was

occasioned, beginning with, “ At that period the sanctified Bbddho was

dwelling in Weranjd” and the rest that appertained (to the Pdrdjikah).

It must he distinctly understood that this was thus spoken by the beloved

Upa'li at the first convocation, (it did not origina’e at the second con-

vocation). From this quotation alone, it is satisfactorily shewn, by whom

and when this was said. If it be asked in this place—Why is this adverted to

here ?—the answer is, with whatever object that “ Niddnan” may have been

investigated by the venerable Maha'kassapo (at the first convocation)

with the same object in — of thoroughly illustrating that “ Niddnan"—it is

begun now also from the commencement with the words, “ It is so said by

him (Buddho).” Be it understood, however, that when these words were spoken

by the beloved Upa'li even at the first convocation, it was admitted to be a

quotation (Buddho not being then alive).

By the foregoing it being sufficiently explained by whom, when, and on what

account, (the Winayo was first propounded in convocation) the details whereof

will be found in the respective Mdtika, it now remains for me to afford these

further explanations.

1st. By whom it was received* (from Buddho).

2ndly. By whom it has been handed dowu.

3rdly. Where it was authenticated.

For the purpose of explaining these points the passage, " At that period the

sanctified Buddho was dwelling in Wdranjd—“ and other similar passages, of

whioh the Niddrian of the Winayo is composed, having been quoted, it was duly

set forth—by whom it was received, by whom it was handed down and where it

was authenticated, beginning from the very commencement, thus : “ From the

mouth of Bhagawa' himself, it was received by the venerable Upa'li; and

from his mouth, both before the Parinibbdnan of Tatha'gato by many thou-

sands of Bhikkl.us who had obtained the six Abhinnd, and after the Parinibbdnan

of Thata'gato, by the th£ros who had held the (first) convocation on

Dhammo, having Maha'kassapo for their chief.”

By whom was it handed down ?

In Jambudipo, commencing first from the th£ro Upa'li it was perpetuated,

whatever that interval might be, to the period of the third convocation,

through a generation of A'chdriya. Hence the appellation of the “ Achariyan

generation” or generation of preceptors. These were the five victors over sin ;

* Literally “ upheld” as a burden is sustained which is passed from one per-

son to another, without being set down.
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Upa'li, Da'sako, S6nako, Siggawo, and Tissamoggaliputto who perpe-

tuated the Wiuayo, uninterruptedly from generation to generation, to the

third convocation, in the land celebrated by the name of Jambudipo.

The venerable Upa'li having learned, from the mouth of Bhagawa himself,

this Winayo, in its appropriate text (the Pali version) implanted it in the hearts

of many. In the fraternity of that venerable personage, from amongst those

who having learned the Winayo, and acquired a knowledge thereof, those who

attained the condition of Puthujjand, Sdtdpanna, Sakatdgdmi and Andgdmi
transcended the limits of enumeration. Of those alone who were sanctified (by

arahathood) there were one thousand.

Da'sako was a disciple of his fraternity. He having learned the same from the

mouth of the said Upa'li, similarly propounded the Winayo. In the fraternity

of that venerable person, the Puthujjand and others who, having learned the

Winayo, had acquired a knowledge thereof, were beyond the limits of computa-

tion. The sanctified alone amounted to one thousand.

S6nako was a disciple in the fraternity of Da'sako tltero. He learned the

Winayo from the mouth of his preceptor Da'sako, in like manner, propagated

it. In the fraternity of this venerable personage also, the Puthujjand and others,

who, having learned the Winayo, acquired a knowledge thereof, were beyond

the limits of computation. The sanctified alone amounted to one thousand.

Siggawo was a disciple in the fraternity of Da'sako thdro, and having learned

the Winayo in the fraternity of that tltero, became the chief of a thousand Ara-

hantd. In the fraternity of that venerable personage, having learned the Winayo

he acquired a knowledge thereof, as to the Puthujjand, Sdtdpannd, Sakatdgdmi’

Andgdmi and Arahanta, there was no computing their number, either in hun-

dreds or in thousands. At that period in Jambudipo the number of Bhikkhus

was very great. The supernatural gifts of the th(^ro Moggaliputatisso, will

be celebrated in the third convocation.

Thus this Winayo-pitakan, be it known, has been handed down through

these generations of preceptors, from its commencement to the third convo-

cation. In order to the due understanding of the third convocation, this

connecting narrative should be borne in mind.

The five hundred sanctified and supernaturally gifted thdros, who had Maha'-

kassapo for their chief, having held the (first) convocation on Dhammo,

and caused it to be universally glorified, and having lived the full measure of

human existence, released from all human frailties, were extinguished like

lamps exhausted of oil.

Thereafter when, in the prescribed rotation of night and day, a hundred years

had elapsed from the Parinibbdnan of Bhagawa', certain Bhikkhus resident in

Wfadli, natives of Wajjl (decided) as follows :

“ * The preservation of salt in horn is allowable."

“ + The allowance of two inches is admissible."

* Priests can only keep salt for seven days. The innovation consisted in

deciding that if kept in horns, it might be retained for any period.

Priests should not take substantial food after midday. Here it is allowed

till the shadow of the declining sun is two inches long.
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11 • Indulgence in the country is allowable.” “ + Ceremonies in (sacerdotal)

residences are allowable.” ” JObtaining subsequent consent ia allowable.” ” §Con-

lorinity to the example (of preceptors) is allowable.” ”
II Acceptance of wliey

(as distinct from milk) is allowable.” “ U The acceptance of (fermented toddy

resembling) water is allowable." ” ** The use of seats covered with cloths (with-

out fringes) is allowable.” ” ft The acceptance of gold and silver is allowable. 1 '

These were the ten indulgences which they put forth.

To these persons, the raja Ka'la 'soko, the son of Susuna'go, extended his

protection.

At that period, the venerable "Yasso, the son of Ka'kandako, in the course

of his pilgrimage among the inhabitants of Wajji, having heard that certain

bhikkhus of Wesali, natives of Wajji, wore propagating these ten indulgences,

thus meditated. ** Having myself heard of the calumity which is impending

over the religion of the deity gifted with ten powers, should I be deficient in my
exertions (to avert it) that proceeding would he unbecoming of me : wherefore

disgracing these impious (characters), let me glorify Dftammo."

Wherever Jf'ehd/i might he, thither he proceeded. There the venerable

Yasso, the son of Ka'kandako, sojourned in the Kutdgdra hall in the Mahd-

tran no wiharo at Wfadli. On that occasion, the bhikkhus of Wesfli, natives of

IVajji, on the Updsathd day in question, filling a golden basin with water, and

placing it in the midst of the assembled priests, thus appealed to the devotees of

Wdsdli who attended there. “ Beloved 1 bestow on the priesthood either «

Kahapanan, or half, or a quarter of one, or even the value of a tnasa ; to the

priesthood, it will afford the means of providing themselves with sacerdotal

requisites.” All that occurred (subsequently) up to the meeting of the second

convocation (will be found in the Sattasatikakandako).

There were selected (for the convocation) seven hundred bhikkhus, neither

more nor less. From this circumstance this convocation on the Wtnayo is call-

ed also the “ Sattasatika" (the convocation of the seven hundred).

At this meeting twelve thousand bhikkhus assembled, brought together by the

exertions of the venerable Yasso. In the midst of these, by the interrogation of

the venerable Re'wato, and by the exposition of the Winayo, by the th4ro Sab-

Baka'MI, the ten indulgences being thoroughly inquired into, judgment (of sup-

pression) was finally pronounced.

• That they might partake in the country, what is denied to them at their

wihiros ;
whereas both are forbidden.

+ That they might perform certain ceremonies in their residences, which could

ODly be observed in the Upisathd hall.

J Consent ought always to precede any act connected with religion.

{ No example is admitted as an excuse, if the act itself be forbidden.

||
Whereas whey as a component part of milk is considered to be substantial

food, and as such cannot be partaken of after 12 o’clock,

kl No fermented beverage is admissable.

*• No costly cover, whether with or without fringes can he used.

•fT All precious metals are prohibited.

!J Present Allahabad.

4 2
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Thereupon the th^ros deciding “ Let us again hold a convocation on Dhammo
and Winayo and having selected seven hundred bhikkhus, the maintainers of the

three Pitakani, and gifted with the qualification of sanctification ; and assem-

bling at tbe Walukardino wiharo at Wtsali, and, in the manner that Maha'kas-
sapo had held the (first) convocation, having purified the whole Sasanam of

defilements, revised in convocation the whole of Dhammo and Winayo, according

to the several divisions of the Pitakani, called, the Nikayo Aryo and Dham-

makkhando.

This convocation was brought to a close in eight months ; and from its having

been held by seven hundred bhikkhus, this convocation has been universally

called the Sattasalika ; and, taking into account the one held previously, it

is also called Dutiya'sangiti (the seconu convocation).

(It is thus recorded in the Satlaaatikakando). “ From amongst those

thdros by whom this convocation was held, the most renowned were, Sabbas-

ka'mi, Satho, Re'wato, Khc^jas6bhito, Yasso and Sambh'cto of Sana

;

they were the dimples of Ananbo ; and in aforetime had beheld Ta'thagato.

Be it known, however, that, there were also Sbmano and Wa'sabhaga’mi.

These two were the disciples of Abjurabuo, and they also in aforetime had seen

the Tatha'&ato.”

Whosoever the th^ros might be by whom the second convocation may have

been held, the whole of them were individuals of great weight, celebrated by

their deeds, and sanctified (by arahalhood).

This is the second convocation.

The events intervening between the second and third convoca-

tions are stated in this Aithakuthii in great detail, particularly in re-

ference to the personal history of Moggaliputtatisso, by whom the

last convocation was held. A succinct, but perspicuous, histori-

cal account of which period will be found in the 5th chapter of the

Mahdwanso. It will be sufficient for my present purpose to give

the names only of the th6ros, who were the sacerdotal successors to

Upcili, to whom the Winayo division of the PAakataya was en-

trusted at the first convocation. It has been mentioned in a

foregoing paragraph that his pupil and immediate successor was

Da'sako ;
and that Sonako was Da’sako’s disciple. His two disciples

Chandawajj and Siggawo, were adult priests at the termination of the

second convocation, which, as already stated, was held at fVesd/i,

at the close of the first century after the death of Buddho, being the

year before Christ 443. J

On them was imposed the task of converting the youth Tisso, the

son of the Brahman Moggali, who, it was predicted bv the priests

who held the second convocation, was destined to subdue a cala-

mity that they foretold would befall the religion of Buddho, in one

hundred eighteen years from that date.

I resume the translation of the Atihakathd with these remarks,

sorving to show the continuity of the sacerdotal succession to a point
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nt which the circumstances that gave rise to the third convocation

occurred. It is here of importance to notice that the existence of

a version of the Aithaknthd on the Pfiukattaya at (hat period is speci-

fically mentioned.

The following is the passage I allude to :

—

“ From the following day, Tisso entered upon the study of the word of

Buddho. Then becoming a samanere. and postponing the study of the fFena-

yapitakan (as the most difficult) he acquired the knowledge of all (the rest) of

the word of Bc»dho, together icit/i the Aithakatht. From the time of his being

ordained Upasampadi, continuing to be protected (by Siggawo and Chanda-

w a ggi) he became master of the (whole) Pitakattiya. The said two persons,

the one the preceptor, and the other the ordainer of Moggaliputtatisso having

deposited the whole of the word of Buodho in his hands, and lived the ordinary

measure of human existence, demised.

“ Subsequently thereto, Moggaliputtatisso, devoting himself to the pre-

scribed course of sanctified meditation, and attaining aruhathood, extensively

propagated the Winayo.

“ At this period, the raja Bindusa'ro had an hundred sons. All these Asoko

destroyed, reserving only prince Tisso, who was born of the same mother with

himself. This murderer having reigned a period of four years without celebrat-

ing his inauguration, at the close of the fourth year, which was the 218th after

the petrinibbinan. of Tathag atq, entered upon the supreme sovereignty of all

Jambu/iipo, as one united empire. By the preternatural manifestations which

attended his inauguration these miracles were wrought.”

These miracles and manifestations will be found in the Mahdtoanso.

They would occupy too much space in this article, and are not essential

to the continuity of the history of the Buddhistical scriptures.

The Althakuthd proceeds thus :

“This r4ja for a period of three years from his inauguration, lived out of the

pale of Buddhism, an heretic ; and in the fourth year became a convert to the

wonl of Budbiio. His father Bindusa'ro was of the brahman faith. He
distributed (daily) rice-alms among eight thousand heretics, consisting of brah-

mans, and to brali manical heretics of the Pandaranga and other sects. While

Asoko was continuing to bestow these alms within bis palace, in the same

manner that it had been conferred by his father, on a certain occasion, while

standing at a window, having noticed these persons taking their repast with

unbecoming avidity, without regard to decorum, restraint over their appetites

and devoid of all decency iu manners, thus meditated ;
‘ Surely it is requisite that

alms, such as these, should be conferred with discrimination
; and in an appro-

priate manner also.’

“ Having come to this resolution, he thus addressed his courtiers ‘ Go, my
friends, and each of you fail not to conduct into my palace those fraternities of

brahmans whom you esteem to be pious characters, that I may bestow alms on

them.’ These officers replying : ‘ Lord 1 most willingly,’ and conducting to his

presence the several Pdndaranga, Jitvaka, Nigathd and other devotees, said,

* These, maharaja, are our arahantd.'

4 z 2
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“ Thereupon the raja causing superb seats to be prepared within the palace,
said to them,

*

Proceed and as they entered, ‘ take (added he) each of you the

seat appropriate to yourself;’ they, without discrimination, (as to seniority, or
superiority in sanctity) seated themselves, some on rich seats and others on
wooden forms. The raja noticing this procedure, and being convinced that

there was no spiritual merit among them, the appropriate repast having been

served to them, allowed them to depart.

“ While he was in the observance of this practice, on a certain day, standing

at the window, he noticed passing the palace yard, the S&maniro Nigr6dho who
had overcome, and who kept in subjection and thoroughly controled, the

dominion of the passions : and who was gifted with the most perfect decorum in

demeanour. Inquiring * who is this Nigr6dho ?’ he was told, he was the son

of prince Sdmano, the eldest of the sons of the rSja Bindusa'ro.”

The narrative of the Atthakathd then enters into the personal history

of Nigrodho, the flight of his mother pregnant of him from Pdtilipura,

on the occasion of his father, and the other sons of Bindusa'ro, being

massacred—his birth, education and admission into Buddhistical ordi-

nation, and ultimately Nigrodho’s conversion of his uncle Asoko,

who was then supreme ruler of India, to the Buddhistical faith.

The Atthakathd also contains the account of the conversion, and sub-

sequent ordination into priesthood, of Tisso, the younger brother of

Asoko, who had already been elevated to the dignity of “ Oparaja"

(which would appear to be the recognition of the heir presumptive) as

well as of the ordination of prince Aggibrahma', the husband of

Asoko’s daughter Sanghamitta'
; and finally, that of his son Ma-

hindo, celebrated for his conversion of Ceylon, and of the aforesaid

daughter Sanghamitta'. For all these details, also, I am compelled,

from want of space, to refer to the fifth chapter of the Mahawanso,

resuming again my translation of the Atthakathd from the point at

which the incidents which led to the third convocation being held,

are set forth.

While these advantages aDd honors were conferred on (the Buddhistical)

religion, the heretics (tithayA) deprived of those advantages and honors, and

finally, unable to obtain even food and raiment, out of covetousness of those

benefits and distinctions, having assumed Buddhistical ordination, set forth each

their own peculiar creeds, saying “ This is D/iammo.” “ That is Winayo."

Although they were unable to obtain regular ordiuation, shaving their own heads

and clothing themselves in yellow robes, they sauutered about the wiharos, and

intruded themselves during the performance of the *Up6satho and fPaw&raua

rites, as well as at the \Sanghakamma and §Ganakamma meetings of the priest-

hood. With these persons, the bhikkhus would not perform the Updsatho rites.

* Periodical rites, and ceremonies regulated by the changes of the moon.

+ Final and conclusive rites and ceremonies.

J A meeting of priests exceeding five in number for religious purposes.

§ A meeting of priests below five in number.
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At that crisis, Mogga liputtatisso th£ro thus meditated. “ Now is this

judgment manifested : at no remote period it will grow into a serious calamity,

which no person will be able to suppress, who continues to dwell among tl:ese

persons.” Transferring therefore the charge of his fraternity to the th£ro Ma-

hindo that be himself might lead a life of seclusive devotion, departed for the

•Ahoganga mountain (mountain beyond the Ganges).

These heretics, although subjected to every degradation, by the bhiUkhus, us

well as by the Dhammo, the Winayo and the ordinances of the divine teacher

(Buddho) ; and they had utterly failed in attaining the condition prescribed by the

Dhammo and Winayo, nevertheless gave rise to various (calamities, which were

like unto) excrescences, defilements, and thorns, unto the religion (of Buddho)
;

some of these flocked to the fire (as an object of adoration) : others scorched

themselves in the manner of the + Panchatdpa sect : some prostrated themselves

towards the sun : others began to declare (openly) “ let us destroy your Dhammo

and Winayo.” Thereupon the congregation of bhikkhus would not perform either

the Updsatha, or Pawarana rites with them j
and suspended for a period of seven

years, the performance of the Updsatha; continuing however to dwell at the

Asokdramo wiharo (at Pdtilipura)

.

This circumstance was reported to the

raja, the monarch directed this command to be signified to one of bis officers.

” Repairing to the J wiharo and suppressing this matter, cause the performance

of fJpisatha, to be re-established.” This officer not being able to obtain any

further explanation from his sovereign, referring himself to the other officers of

state, said, ” the rAja is dispatching me with this command, ‘ repairing to the

wiharo and suppressing this uffair, cause the Uposatha to be re-established

in what manner am 1 to suppress this matter?” They replied: “ We think

thus: on any occasion that a (rebellious) province is to be reduced to subjection,

the traitors (who raised the rebellion) are put to death. In the same manner,

should there be those who refuse to perform the Updsatha, the raja must wish

that they should be put to death.”

Thereupon this minister repairing to the wiharo, and assembling the bhikkhus

thus addressed them : “ I am sent by the raja, with this command, ‘ Cause there

the Upisatha to be re-established.’ Lords 1 perform, therefore, instantly, the

Upitatha." The bhikkhus replied : “ Together with the heretics we will not

perform the Upisatha.” The minister, commencing from the pulpit of the chief

priest, with his sword chopped off the head of each (who successively refused).

The th£ro, Tisso, observing this officer in the commission of this sacrilegious

act, thus thought :
“ The raja would not send him to slaughter th£ros : most

assuredly this must proceed from the misapprehension of this officer and

(rushing up) placed himself in the seat of him who had (last) fallen. He (the

minister) recognizing the th6ro (to be the brother of his sovereign) unable to

use his weapon, repairing to the rhja, thus spoke. “ Ddwo 1 I have cut off the

heads of such a number of bhikkhus, who were recusant in the performance of

* I have met with this word written Adiganga Pahhato
, which would signify

“ the mountain of the subterranean Ganges.”

f Having four fires around them while the sun is shining, which made the

fifth fire.

J The Asdkirdmo wiharo at Patitipura named after Asoko, by whom it was

built, vide Mahawinso.
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XJpAsatha ; and in due order came to tbe turn of thy illustrious brother, the

thdro Tisso : what shall I do ?” The raja, the instant he heard this, exclaiming,

“ Wretch 1 What? Thou sent by me to slaughter the bhikkhus ?” and being

answered, “ Yes, Ddwo !” agonized as if a flame had been engendered in his

body ! and rushing to the wiharo, he thus addressed the th^ros and bhikkhus.

“ Lords ! this officer, unauthorized by me, has done this deed : by such (an act) on

whom will the sin fall ?” Some of the th^ros observed :
“ That person committed

the act by thy direction : the sin therefore is thine.” Others said, “ The sin is

equal in both of you.” Others again thus spoke, “ Why, maharaja! was it thy

intention that he should go and slaughter the bhikkhus ?” “ No, lords I I sent

him with a pious intention, saying, ‘ restoring the priesthood to unanimity,

re-establish the Uposatha." “ In that case, tby intention being pious, the sin

rests with the officer alone.” The raja perplexed (by the conflicting answers)

inquired, “ Lords 1 is there any bhikkhu, who is capable to restore me to the

solace of religion, by removing this perplexity ?” “ There is, maharaja : his

name is Moggaliputtatisso: he, removing this perplexity of thine, is capable

of restoring thee to the solace of religion.” On that very day, the raja dispatched

four th4ros, learned in Dfiammo, each with a retinue of a thousand bhikkhus and

four ministers, each with a suite of a thousand persons, saying, “ Return bring-

ing the th4ro.’" They repairing thither, thus addressed (Moggaliputtatisso),

“ The raja calls thee.” The thdro did not come. For the second time, the rhja

sent eight tli^ros versed in the D'lamno, and eight ministers each with a retinue

of a thousand persons, who thus delivered t'neir message : “ Lord ! the maharaja

having desired us to say, ‘ he calls thee,’ added, 1 return not without bringing him.’ ”

On the second occasion also, the thdro did not come ? The raja inquired of them :

“Lords! I have sent twice, why does the tli^ro not come." “Maharaja! he

refuses to come, because he has been told, ‘ the raja calls.* On his being thus

invoked he may come: ‘ Lord! religion is sinking : for the salvation of religion

render thy aid to us !’ ” Thereupon the raja adopting that message, sent sixteen

th£ros versed in the D/iammo, and sixteen ministers each with a retinue of one

thousand persons. The raja also inquired of the bhikkhus : “ Is the thlro an

aged, or a young person ?” “ Lord ! (they replied) he is aged.” “ Lords ! will he

mount any vehicle, or a state palanquin ?” “ Maharaja ! he will not mount one.”

“ Lords ! where does the tlidro dwell ?” “ Mahardja ! up the river.”

The rAja then thus addressed his mission : “ My men ! such being the case,

spreading a state canopy over a vessel, and accommodating the th£ro therein, and

stationing guards of honour along both banks of the river, conduct him hither."

The bhikkhus and ministers proceeding to the residence of the th£ro, delivered

the message of the raja. On hearing this message the th£ro instantly rose,

taking np the skin carpet (on which he was seated) saying :
“ From the com-

mencement, my destiny in entering into the priesthood was the salvation of

religion : now is my appointed hour arrived.”

On a certain night, the raja had this dream. “ To-morrow, the thdro will

reach Paliliputto." The dream comprised these particulars—a perfectly white

state elephant approaching the r4ja, and feeling him from head downwards, seized

him by the right arm (dakkima hatthi). The following day the raja put this

question to his interpreters of dreams. “ I have had such a dream : what is to

happen ?” “ Mahdr&ja 1 there is some pre-eminent personage who will grasp

an offering in his hand*.”

• This interpretation involves a pun, on the above P4li words.
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At that instant, the r4ja receiving the report that the th£ro was coming, repair-

ing to the bank of the river, descended into the stream, till the water gradually

rising, reached his knees ; and approaching the th^ro, presented to the disem-

barking th^ro his right arm. The tli^ro laid hold of his right arm. The sabred

guards observing this, at once coming to this decision “ let us decapitatehim," drew

their swords out of the scabbard. For what reason did they do this ? Because such

was the established practice in regard to royal personages. Should any person seize

the arm of a idja, his head is brought down with a sword. The rAja perceiving this

(movement) by the shadow only (which fell by him) exclaimed “ on account of an

offence committed in a former instance, towards the priesthood, I am already

deprived of peuce of mind : offend not the th£ro also."

Why did the th£ro seize the raja by the arm ?

As he had been sent for by the rrtja for the purpose of solving a
(panhan )

question, on that account, regarding him in the light of a disciple of his, he laid*

hands on him*.

The monarch establishing the thlro in his own pleasure garden, and encircling

it on the outside with three rows of guards (gave the order) “ Watch over his

safety.” He then having bathed and anointed the feet of the thero, seated him-

self near him ;
and for the purpose of satisfying himself on this point. •• Is the

th£ro competent, dispelling my doubts and settling the controversy that has

arisen, to save the religion ?” thus addressed him :
“ Lord ! I am desirous of

seeing a miracle performed.” " Maharaja 1 what description of miracle art thou

desirous of witnessing?” “ Lord 1 an earthquake.” “ Is it, Maharaja! the

whole earth that thou desirest to see quake, or only a portion thereof?” *• Of
these, lord ! which is the most miraculous ?” “ Why, MahArtija ! in a metal dish

filled with water, which would be the most miraculous, to make the whole or half

the water, quake ?” “ Lord ! the half.” ” In the same manner, Maharaja ! it is

most difficult to make only a portion of the earth quake.” “ Such being the

case, lord ! I will witness the quaking of a portion only of the earth.” “ For

that purpose, Msh&raja ! within a line of demarkation, in circumference one

yojano, on the eastern side, let a chariot be placed, with one of its *‘ wheels

resting within the line. On the southern side, let a horse stand, with two of his

legs resting within the line : on the western side, let a man stand with one foot

resting within the line : on the northern side, let a vessel filled with water be

placed, the half of it projecting beyond the line of demarkation.”

The raja caused arrangements to be made accordingly.

The th6ro having been absorbed in the fourth jhanah, in which is compre-

hended the hulf of the abhinnd, rising therefrom, vouchsafed thus to resolve :

“ Let a quaking of the earth, extending over an yojana in space, be visible to the

raja.” On the eastern side, the wheel of the chariot resting within the line

only, shook ; the other did not shake. In the same manner, in the southern and
' the western sides, the feet of the horse, and the foot of the man, together

* It is not possible, in a literal translation, to convey implied significations.

The dedication of a youth to be brought up a disciple in the priesthood is con-

sidered an offering. The circumstance of the rhja in this instance seeking

religious instruction, as a disciple would, is considered to place him also in the

light of an offering ; and hence the grasping his arm, is the acceptance of an

offering.
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with that moiety of their body resting within the line, shook. On the northers

side, the half of the vessel also together with the portion of water (appertaining

to that moiety) which rested within that circle, shook ; the rest stood undisturbed.

The raja witnessing this miracle, and being thoroughly convinced then, that

the tb£ro was endowed with the power of saving the religion, thus submitted his

own doubts for solution. “ Lord I I sent a minister to the wihdro, saving, “Ad-
justing the (adhikarnan) matter in dispute, cause the Upisatha to be performed.

He repairing to the wiharo, deprived so many bhikkhus of life: on whom does

the siu fall ?”

“ Why, Maharaja I was it thy intention, that he, repairing to the wih£ro>

should slaughter the bhikkhus ?”

“ No, Lord 1"

“ Then, Maharaja 1 as thy intention was not such, the sin is not thine and

thereupon for the purpose of demonstrating his reason, he explained himself by

the following sultdn, commencing with these words (of Buddho) “ Bhikkhus 1 1

am explaining that which constitutes an act with, intent. An act with intent can

only be committed by (the instrumentality of a member of) the body, by (means

of) utterance, or by (the wilful design of) the mind.” For the purpose of illus-

trating this subject, he discoursed thus from the * Titira Jdtakin. “ Mahkrdja, in

aforetime (in a former existence) in a certain country, a snipe thus inquired of a

devotee. 4 Many (snipes) flock to me, saying, 4 our relation dwells here, and

calamity befalls them (in consequence of that visit to me by being ensnared by

the fowler). My mind is disturbed by painful doubts (as to whether the sin of

that calamity rests ou me).'

“ The devotee replied, 4 Was this thy intention ; viz. enticing these (birds)

either by the sound of my voice, or the attractive display of my persou, let

them be ensnared and destroyed.’

4 4 4 No, Lord !' rejoined the snipe.

44 The devotee then thus summed up the matter.

4 4 4 If thou hadst no premeditated design, unto thee there is no sin. The act

affects only the wilful, not the undesigning, agent: for it is thus said : “ If the

mind be not influence by malicious intent, the act committed will not affect the

agent, nor will the taint of sin attach itself to the virtuous, who do not wilfully

devote themselves (to sinful practices.”)’ ”

The th£ro having thus exemplied the matter to the rSja, continuing to dwell for

some days there, in the royal pleasure garden, instructed the monarch in the

doctrines (of Buddho).

On the seventh day, the rfija having assembled the priests at the Asrfkdrdmo

wihiro, and having formed a partition with a curtain, and taken his seat (with

Moggaliputtatisso) within that curtain, dividing the bhikkhus professing

different faiths, into separate sections, and calling up each sect separately, thus

interrogated them. 44 What faith did Buddho profess? Thereupon the profes-

sors of the Sussata fair h, replied 44 The Sussala faith,” and so did the Ekachcha-

lastatika, the Antanantika, the Amardchikkhd/iika, the Asauiwdda, the Newasani-

ndsaniwdda, the Uchohidauadd. and Diithedhammanihbinawddd.

* The incarnation of Buddho in the form of a snipe, being one of his 550 in.

carnations. This parable is founded on the belief that snipes migrate in flocks,

and that each flock has its peculiar chirp or call.
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The rfija having previously been instructed in the doctrines (of the orthodox

faith) readily distinguished that these were not bhikkhus, but heretics. Sup-

plying them with white dresses, to be substituted for their sacerdotal yellow

robes, he expelled them : the whole of them amounted to sixty thousand.

Then seuding for the other priests, he thus questioned them.

“ Lords I what faith did the supreme Buddho reveal ?”

“ Maharkja 1 the * Wibhajja faith ?”

On receiving this answer, addressing himself to the thero, he asked : “ Lord 1

was the supreme Buddho himself of the Wibhajja faith ?”

Being answered in the affirmative, the raja then saying “ Lord 1 the religion

is now purified : let the priesthood now perform the Upasatha and conferring

on them the royal protection, re -entered the capital.

The priesthood assembling together performed the Upasatha. The number

of bhikkhus who assembled there was sixty lakhs. The th£ro Moggaliputta

-

tisso, suppressing in that community the professions of the creeds of other

sects, propounded to them the Katkdwatthuppikaran. And then selecting, and

setting apart, from among the sixty lakhs of bhikkhus, one thousand bhikkhus,

from amongst those who were the sustainers of the text of the three Pitakani,

who had overcome the dominion of sin which is to be subdued, and who were

masters of the mysteries of three IVijja ,—in whatever manner Mahakassapo
andYASSO th£ro had held their convocations, on D/iammo and Winayo, pre-

cisely in the same manner, holding a convocation, and purifying the whole

Sbsanan from all impurity, he performed the third convocation. At the

close of the convocation, the earth quaked in various ways.

This convocation was brought to a close in nine months. It is also called

the “sahasika” because the convocation was composed of a (sbhasa )

thousand bhikkhus, and on account of two having preceded it, also the ( Taliya)

third convocation.

II.

—

Note on the Geography of Cochin China, by the Right Rev. Jean

Louis, Bishop of Isauropolis, Vic. Apost. of Cochin China. Hon.

Mem. As. Soc.

[Translated from a memoir kindly communicated by the author f.]

Speaking of the geography of Cochin China, M. Malte" Brun,

whose works on this subject are in many respects highly valuable,

has not feared to advance that our knowledge of this country has

become more obscure the more it has been handled by successive

writers, who contradict one another. In spite of the respect due to

an author of Malte' Brun’s celebrity, (who nevertheless is, I believe,

only a fireside geographist,—or, which is the same thing, a traveller

• Signifies “ investigated,” also “ verified.”

t We must apologize to the author for presenting his contribution in English,

a work of no small trouble by the way to an Editor, but the difficulty of printing

in French would have much retarded the journal.

—

Ed.

5 A
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•who has made the tour of his library,) I will venture to throw some
light on what he has regarded as so obscure, and to prove that this

country hitherto so unknown is now become familiar to many. “ This

country,” says he, *' once comprehended with Tong-king under the

general name of Anam , was separated from it about 600 years ago,

for the first king named, Tien Vuong, who was also the first

conqueror” in 1569, held the government until 1614, first as prefect or

governor, then as king. “ We are ignorant,” says the same author,

“ under what particular name the natives then designated or now
designate the country. That of Anam is too extensive a term :”—thus,

according to our author’s notions it is too extensive ; but he favors us

with no proof in support of his opinion. Ask a Cochin Chinese

whence he is he will reply, * I am of the kingdom of An nam.’ These

two words signify the ' peace of the south ;’

—

an, peace ; nam, south.

Some sovereigns of the country have endeavoured from superstitious

motives to change this name to Nam vidt, Dai vi€t, Vi& nam ; but these

names, employed only in their edicts or in the laws of the realm, are

not in vogue among the people, who always call themselves ‘ children

of the country of An nam.' It is true that a stranger may sometimes

li ar natives in lieu of An nam pronounce the word Ai nam or En nam ;

which is thus explained. Superstition, and a pretended respect for

some of their parents’ relations or ancestors forbid their pronouncing

certain names. Thus for example, if you ask a Cochin Chinese whose

father bears the name of An, whence he comes ?—He will tell you,

from Ai nam.

The name of An nam, which we translate in Europe by that of

Cochin China, is the real name of the country. It is also that which

is employed uniformly in Chinese books to designate it, although our

geographer pretends, that the Japanese gave it the name of Cotchin-

Djina, ' country to the west of China ’ and that Europeans thence

came to employ the same term. I believe on the contrary that the

origin of the name of Cochin China is rather to be sought in the two

words China, and Cochin. The Portuguese who came first to the

Indies having fancied some resemblance between the coast of An nam

and that of Cochin on the Malabar side of India, and connecting this

with its proximity to China, gave it the joint name of Cochin China,

that is, the Chinese Cochin.

Here again arises another question ; what are the limits of this

country ? “ La nature des lieux, l’extension de la nation et celle

du language Europ^en bornent le nom de Cochin Chine, ou si Ton

veut d'Anam meridional k la c6te qui s’dtend depuis le Tong-king jus-

qu’ k Ciampa, sur 110 lieues de long; et 10 a 25 del arge. Nous
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n’abandonnerons point cet usage commode.’' It is our author who

speaks : but how melancholy is it for the reader to hear a man of

talent thus framing geographical systems in his head, and refusing to

follow newer or more exact information because it does not tally with

the '• usage commode," or to speak plainly, because it would give a

little more trouble.

" If recent or ephemeral conquests,” says he, “ have brought the

coasts of Camboge under the rule of the king of Cochin China, this is

no reason for changing a nomenclature founded on the difference of na-

tions and on the situations of countries. The geography of the province,

offers still greater difficulties. Those who, like some modern navigators,

extend Cochin Chiua up to the point of Camboge, divide it into three

parts, upper, middle and lower, or the province of Hud'' Here, in

placing Hud in Lower Cochin China, the geographer commits a grave

error, for that country is situated in Upper Cochin China. “ The older

travellers,” says he, “ give a much more complex division to the coun-

try, and one perhaps more exact, but at the same time obscure ; by this

we will endeavour to determine the following provinces, proceeding

from north to south.”

Since M. Maltk' Bron prefers the most complicated divisions, and

even those he acknowledges to be most indistinct, I leave him

willingly to indulge in his peculiar taste. A residence of many years

in Cochin China having enabled me to run over all the provinces

from the 17th to the 9th degree, north lat., I will attempt to clear up

what has seemed to him to be so obscure.

The division of Cochin Chiua into three parts is certainly the most

convenient. Going from north to south and beginning with about 1 7® 30'

north lat. the first province, or prefecture, is called Quang binh, the

second Quang tri, and the third Quang due. These three prefectures

compose what is properly called ‘ Upper Cochin China,’ or vulgarly ‘Hud’

(or sometimes Phu ? xudn*) from the name of the capital which lies

in the prefecture of Quang due. But this name Quang due has been

changed by the present king. Pretending to be the son of heaven and

aspiring to give a name in harmony with this high title, he has desig-

nated it Phu ? thu’a thidn ; i. e. * province which enjoys the influence of

heaven
!’

Before passing to other provinces, i would observe that the terms

I employ to designate the names of provinces are those most in use ;

• The interrogative sign here denotes that the u is to be pronounced with a

rising iotonatiou of voice—we have not the various type neeessary to express

the native words according to the Bishop’s system.—

E

d.

5 a 2
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and best known to the inhabitants : for there are provinces which

have received new names from his majesty, though such are only

employed in edicts and in the writings of the mandarins, the people

adhering to the ancient appellations. For example the prefecture of

Ddngnai, or province of lower Cochin China, is now called Biin hoa,

and the part known by the Europeans under the name of Sdi.gbn is now

called Gia dinli*. (In writing the native names in Roman characters, I

follow the method adopted alike by all missionaries of different nations

for the last 200 years. The same may be said of the Tongking

names, but as in the latter language there are sounds foreign to the

European ear, it is necessary to introduce new symbols to express

them. For this purpose the letter nearest approaching the sound has

been modified by the addition of some accent or diacritical mark,

which will be found explained in the preface of my dictionary now
under publication, but which it would be out of place to enter upon in

a note on geography.)

Central Cochin China commences about lat. 16°, extending to about

10° 45'. It comprehends six provinces, or prefectures, viz. Quang nam

or chom : in this province is situated the fine port of 1'ouron named

Han by the Cochin Chinese. Four or five leagues south of this bay is

the city of Phai-pho which was for a long time the focus of the commerce

with foreign countries. The wars which desolated this kingdom

* If it be asked why are these changes ? I will answer, that frequently super-

stition has most to do with it. Sometimes the old name has not been thought

noble enough—and sometimes simple caprice has guided his majesty's will which

none dare thwart. Tota ratio est voluntas facientis. It is thus that from a

whim the king will rase a whole city and re-erect it at some distance, or on an

opposite bank of the river ! Can one then accuse a geographer of ignorance if at

the epoch of his making a map, the city was placed on the left side of the river,

because it happens now to be on the right? I make this remark in reference t»

the map of Cochin China which will appear with my dictionary. In 18115 the

strong town of Sai gbn in lower Cochin China lias been utterly destroyed because

his majesty chose to build another at some distance, but 1 know not yet the

precise position of the new town. Why is this ? 1 have said above. Again in

1833 the tovui of Shi gbn was taken by a pagan mandarin who withstood a siege

for neur two years. When the king’s troops succeeded in October 1835, in retaking

the place, his majesty guided by superstition, discovered that the situation of the

town was not propitious :—and that a diviner should select a better, whither it

was accordingly transferred. The diviner will have assured the king that

under the new spot dwelt the great dragon for which they have so great a venera-

tion. It is thus that the king revenged himself on the infidelity of his subjects

in this province, who were made to lubour night and day for lu or 15 years in

constructing this new town,— their only recompense h. mg the cu..gue uud the

ratan.
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towards the close of the last century have given a mortal blow to this

town. It is now inhabited partly by Chinese, who keep up a thriving

commerce with their countrymen. The country is fertile and pictur-

esque. It is on the south-west of these mountains that the Cochin

Chinese resort to procure the canelle or cinnamon which is preferred

in China to that of Ceylon. A three-days march takes you through

this province iuto the neighbouring one of Quang ngui or Hoa ngai,

which has less breadth than the preceding, but which runs back from

the seashore towards the mountains inhabited by the Moi, the most

terrible of the savage races that occupy the whole chain of mountains

skirting the kingdom. Cinnamon is here also made, but sugar is

the chief object of traffic. The frequent incursions of the hill savages

to repossess themselves of the plains, forced many of the inhabitants to

retire. Since the last 40 years they have succeeded in restraining the

wild people in their forests, and the population is again increasing.

From Hoa ngai you pass into one of the finest provinces of the realm,

where from 1780 to 1793 was the capital of one of the usurpers known

under the name of Tdg so'n or mountaineers of the west. Its ordinary

name is Qui nho’n ;
others call it Qui phu P, or Dihh dinh. It possesses

many ports, but the finest and most vast is that know’n by the name

of Cu'a gia. In every part of this province are to be seen those half-

ruined brick towers which prove that the country once belonged to

the ancient and powerful kingdom of Ciampa, reduced about 80 years

ago, by the Cochin Chinese who have raised themselves on its ruins.

It has many cocoanut-trees ; the oil of this fruit and the ropes

prepared with its fibre, as well as the areca (betel) and some little silk

form its principal branches of commerce.

Next follows the province of Phu ydn, which forms a kind of

amphitheatre, and offers to the view fine fields of rice, gardens of areca

and betel, in the midst of which appear here and there the humble

habitations of the rich proprietors. This province furnishes the best

horses in the kingdom. It is separated from the province of Nha trang

by one of the highest rocks or mountains of the country, which is

thence called Deb ca ?, or ‘ chief of mountains.' This province

extends for six days’ journey : it is thinly peopled. It is here that

a French officer built a strong towu about three or four leagues from

' the port of the same name. It stood two sieges, one in 1792, the other

in 1793 without falling into the hands of the rebels. They cultivate

the mulberry here with success and maintain a thriving business in

silk. This province produces the species of bautnier called amyris ambro -

siana. It runs from the tree of a blackish color, and has a smell

which may vie with the liquid amber of Linnceus.
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The last province of central Cochin China is Bihh Thudn. This pro-

vince was formerly the seat of the capital of the kingdom of Ciampa,

whose inhabitants, now reduced greatly in number, have retired to the

foot of the mountains, abandoning to their new masters the sea coast

as well as the long sandy range (parage) called the desert of Cochin

China.

Ciampa was formerly a considerable state, known to Europeans only

at the time of its declihe. Before the 15th century of our era, this

kingdom was bounded on the north by Tongking, on the south by

Camboge, on the east by the sea, and on the west by Laos and the

mountains of Yun nam. The latter people has several appellations

among the Cochin Chinese ;—such as L6i, Thudn, Thidng, &c. It

appears from the chronicles of Java that they had a brisk intercourse

and close relation with the inhabitants of the Malayan archipelago. In

the 15th century the queen- wife of the chief sovereign of the isle of

Java was a daughter of the king of Ciampa. Ebony is very common

in this country, but the wood which is the most precious, and which

is sufficiently abundant is called ‘ eagle wood,’ of which the first quality

sells for its weight in gold; the native name is K't nam. This wood, so

celebrated among the orientals for its agreeable perfume, possesses also

medical properties.

The province of Bihh thudn stretches from about lat. 1 1°45 / north to

10° 45'; where commences lower Cochin China; which comprehends

all that part of Camboge overrun by the Cochin Chinese. This province

called D6hg nai, sometimes Shi gbn by the natives and Europeans, is

properly named Gla dinh. It includes six prefectures. The first and

nearest to Bihh thudn is called Bidn hoa or D6hg nai

;

the second,

Phan ydh or Shi gbn, which is the fortified town of the same name.

The third is Dinh Tu'b’ng, vulgo Mi tho ; the fourth is Vinh thanh or

Long h6

:

the fifth Chdu dbc or An giang. The sixth is at some leagues

from the sea, and is called Hh tidn, and by the Europeans, Cancao.

This last prefecture extends its jurisdiction from the island called

Hbn tram in the gulf of Siam, to about lat. 10* 40' N. It is this

which separates the kingdom from Siam. It is on this island also,

(which signifies isle of the guard) that is stationed a legion of soldiers

destined to guard the frontier. On the south, the island of Pulo-ubi,

(or isle of the igname plant) situated in lat. 8° 25' north, forms the

extreme limit of the kingdom.

From the above sketch it is seen that Cochin China contains fifteen

prefectures and only ten provinces ; for the vast province of Gia

dinh comprises within itself six prefectures. All these provinces are

ranged along the coast.
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Tongking, which since 1802 has been reunited to the kingdom of

Cochin China, has twelve provinces, and fourteen prefectures. Two

provinces, those of Thaun and AT
<im have each two prefectures. The

first beginning with lat. 17° 30' N. is usually known as An or Nghd an.

It is on the other side of the river S6ng gianh which formerly separated

the two kingdoms.

Here follow the names of the other prefectures, proceeding north-

ward to lat. 23® 30', viz. : Thanh n6i, Thanh ngoai, Hung hoa, Nam
thu’o’ng, Nam ha, Hai dung , Kinh bde, So'n tay, Cao bdng, Lang bile, Thai

nguydn, Tuydn Quang, and Ydn Quang. This last rests on the Chinese

province of Cangtong.

Four of the provinces above enumerated are distinguished as eastern,

western, southern and northern, respectively, according to their situa-

tion as regards the royal town which is placed in the centre of the

four, and which is called Ke ? cho or b&e thdnh. They are also

named ‘ the four governments’ embracing therein six other provinces.

The two remaining are called ‘ the outer government.’

The province of Xu thanh, which is divided into two prefectures, or

trdn, is celebrated in the empire of Cochin China as being the country

of the three royal dynasties : first, of the dynasty of Ld, or of the Vua,

or kings of Tongking, whose princes latterly only retain the empty

title of king, without taking any share in the administration :—the

dynasty of Trinh, which although it never held a higher title than

Chua (lord, or regent), exercised all authority in the state :—and

thirdly, the dynasty of Nguyen, which after holding the rule in

Cochin China as Chua or regent, broke from the yoke of Tongking, and

has exercised absolute and independent sway for thirty-four years over

Tongking and Cochin China combined. Five provinces may be distin-

guished as maritime, to wit ; Xu nghd, or Nghi an, Thanh noi, and

Thanh ngoai, Nam thu'o’ng and Nam ha, Hai dong and Ydn Quang.

The province of Nam, or south, though not the most extensive is the

most beautiful and the best peopled. It has hardly any mountain tracts,

while the other provinces on the contrary have many mountainous

than level ones. Ke Pcho’, the ancient capital of Tongking belongs pro-

perly to none of these provinces. It serves as a focus or common centre

to the four principal provinces as before stated. Its name of Ke ? cho’,

which signifies the market, or chief market, is the vulgar appellation

of the town. Its real name is Thanh long thanh, the city of the yellow

dragon. It was constructed in the commencement of the seventh

century, when Tongking was only a province of the Chinese empire,

governed by an officer of the emperor. It was then called La Thdnh,

or city of La. Towafds the end of the tenth century, the first king of
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the dynasty Dinh erected another town in a place more to the west,

called Hoa lu. It served but a few years as a residence of the Tongking

kings. After 40 or 50 years they abandoned it and now the traces of

its existence are hardly to be discovered. The first king of the dy-

nasty Ly, who mounted the throne in 1010 re-established the town of

Th6nh and changed its name to that of Thanh long thdnh, or city of

the yellow dragon, because of a pretended vision that this prince had

on the great river. Although Tongking is watered by a great number

of rivers and streams, the most remarkable is that to which is given

the name of T6ng-ca P, or great river. I may remark here that none of

the rivers of Cochin China has any distinctive name applicable to its

whole course. The natives employ the general term of S6ng, river,

adding thereto the name of the principal place by which it passes : so

that the river changes its name continually, and the name employed

applies directly to the portion of its course intended to be alluded to.

The great river of Tongking has its sources in the mountains of China.

It runs north-west to south-east, traversing the provinces of Tuydn

Quung, of the west, the royal town, and the province of the south, at

the foot of which it discharges itself through several channels into the

sea at the bottom of the gulf of Tongking. About 50 years ago

vessels used to mount the river as high as Hidn or Hdam, about 25

leagues from the sea, where the French and English had formerly a

factory ; but now the mouth of the river is obstructed by shoals which

no longer permit vessels to enter. The large native barques even

find difficulty now in entering*.

I have observed, for the sake of perspicuity, that the number of pre-

fectures exceeded that of the provinces, because certain provinces

were subdivided into several districts. The word province is called

Xu' in Cochin Chinese, and prefecture Trdn. Although the number of

prefectures has not increased and the provinces remain in statu quo,

some changes have been made in the mode of administration in 1 833.

Minh Mang, well versed in Chinese literature, seeks always to equal

if he cannot surpass his model, the Chinese emperor. Minh Mang then

has united two prefectures under the inspection of one superior man-

darin. The prefecture in which the latter resides is called Tinh. or

* chief place of the provinces.’ This first commander bears the name of

Thdng d6e. The prefecture which is attached to the * head-quarters

of the province is called Sanh, and the civil prefect bears the title of

Ong b6 chunk : he is assisted by a prefect or criminal judge who is

called An sat.

* The English office was very pleasantly situated to the north of the town of

Ketcho' on the banks of the river, that of the Dutch was originally olose to it.
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The Pracel or Parocels, is a labyrinth of small islands, rocks and

sand-banks, which appears to extend up to the 11th degree of north

latitude, in the 107th parallel of longitude from Paris. Some navi-

gators have traversed part of these shoals with a boldness more for-

tunate than prudent, but others have suffered in the attempt The

Cochin Chinese called them Con uung. Although this kind of archi-

pelago presents nothing but rocks and great depths which promises

more inconveniences than advantages, the king Gia Long thought he

had increased his dominions by tins sorry addition. In 1816, he went

with solemnity to plant his flag and take formal possession of these

rocks, which it is not likely any body will dispute with him.

III.—On the Bibos, Gauri Gau or Gaurtkd Gau of the Indian forests.

By B. H. Hodgson, Esq. Resident in Nepal.

To the Editor Journal Asiatic Society.

I have the honor to submit to you the following subgeneric and

specific characters of that magnificent wild Bovine animal, whose

skull Mr. Evans recently exhibited in your Society’s rooms. Amongst

mv drawings, transmitted to England two years ago, you may remem

-

* her to have seen delineations of this animal’s cranium, pourtrayed

comparatively with those of Bubalus, Bos and Bisonus. The dis-

tinctive characters, as therein depicted, were certainly sufficiently

striking, and were noticed by me at that time : but, until I had had

opportunity to examine the whole bony frame of both sexes, I did

not venture to give public expression to my conviction that this

animal would be found to constitute a new type of the Bovidae. I

have recently had such opportunity, and my hesitation has ceased. I

have no longer any doubt that the Gouri Gau of the Saul forest and

of the hilly jangals of south Behar, is neither a Bos nor a Bison,

but an intermediate form ; and, from the vague indications of writers,

I apprehend that the Fossil Urus of Europe*, and Aristotle’s Persian

wild bull with depressed horns, were other species of the same type.

Whether our species be identical with the Gaurus or with the

Gayceus of authors, it is impossible to conjecture ; since the descrip-

tions of them amount to little more than the tittle-tattle of sportsmen,

> most unwarrantably (as I conceive) adopted into science by men like

Traill, G. St. Hilaire, and H. Smith, who have, some of them, made
Bisons of these animals, and others Tauri, according to the almost

unaided dictates of mere imagination ! My subgeneric and specific

characters are both prolix ; but so long as our classification continues

* There are two animals bearing the name of Bos Urus.

5 B
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in its present crude state, this prolixity cannot be avoided. You

already possess a good delineation of the skull*: I subjoin herewith

one of the bony trunk. From the combined characters of the two I

deduce my subgeneric designation ; and to prove the fixedness of

those characters, I may add that they are equally conspicuous in both

sexes ;
the most remarkable perhaps of them—viz. the signal deve-

lopment of the spinous processes of the dorsal vertebrae, being also

fully revealed in the foetus in uterof !

The trunk I have sketched for you}: is that of a female
;
and you

have but to compare it with the trunk of a cow (any breed) to per-

ceive in how signal a degree the superior length of the spinous pro-

cesses adverted to, distinguishes Bibos. Owing to this osteological

peculiarity, the back of the living animal, when the head is down (as

in the act of grazing) describes almost half a circle from nape to tail.

But, owing to the slight development of the analogous processes of

the cervical vertebrae, and to the extraordinary height of the frontal

crest of the head, the state of quiescence in the living animal (the

stand at ease) exhibits a deep fall between the head and shoulders,

very unlike the continuous downward sw'eep from nose to croup

which is attributed to the Bisons, and is ascribed in them to the deve-

lopment of the spinous processes of both cervical and dorsal vertebrae,

half and half in both. If this be so, the position of the ridge will

constitute the distinction, quoad hoc, between Bibos and Bisonus, as

the possession of it by both will constitute a strong affinity between

the two groups, and one which it is of peculiar importance to mark,

with reference to those principles by which structure seems to be

governed throughout the ruminating animals.

On the other hand, the relationship of Bibos to Bos proper is suffi-

ciently apparent in their common possession of thirteen pairs of ribs,

a broad flat forehead, (exclusive of the peculiar frontal crest) and a

smooth glossy fine coat, though the value of the last character may be

.

open to reasonable objection.

The size and weight of the skull in Bibos, as compared with Bos

proper, are vastly greater than general proportion would require, if

they were organized on the same principles : and to this superior

weight of the head in the former must he referred, as to its cause,

that signal development of the spinous processes of the dorsal vertebrae

spoken of.

* See Plate XVI. of the present volume.

+ I recently procured a spccimeu of the foetus from the mother’s womb. It

was about two months old.

: See Plate XXXIX.
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We have no instance of this latter peculiarity in any proper Bovine

animal : and, as it is developed even in the womb in Bibos, charac-

terising before birth the females as well as the males of the race, we

need look no further for an essential difference of structure between

Bos and Bibos.

One word as to the specific name. Subhemachalus is had. because

I have now every reason to believe that this animal is found in various

and remote parts of India. Gaurus and Gavwus are bad, because a

host of errors cling to the extant descriptions of both, and because

we can neither distinguish between the two, nor affirm safely that our

animal is identical with either. Names tiken from peculiar structure

are perhaps the best. Wherefore I would propose the specific name

of Cavifrons for our animal, as the type of this new form, of which

one peculiarity is the concavity of the forehead, caused by that ter-

minal ascending sweep of the frontals which carries them above the

highest edge of the bases of the horns, notwithstanding the extraor-

dinary dimensions of the latter. The horns spread latitudinally,

both before and behind the utmost breadth of the frontal crest, but not

above it. In well grown males the extreme superior limit of the

bases of the horns is from one to two inches below the crown of the

frontal crest : I am not aware that this inferior position of the horns,

nor their strong tendency towards the Bubaline shape (depressed and

angular) is to be traced in any true Bovine animal.

The popular name of Gauri’s bull (from Gauri the wife of Siva)

might suggest the sufficiently euphonious and appropriate appellation

of Gaurianus, but it is objectionable, because I have reason to believe

that its popular proto-type is applied indiscriminately to all the wild

bulls of India, some of which are propably Bisons (as Gaurus ) and

others, probably congeners of our Bibos.

Ruminantes, Bovid^.

Genus Bos ; Subgenus (?) Bibos, nob.

Subgeneric characters.

Head and forequarters exceedingly large. Cranium bovine in its

general character, but much more massive and depressed: its breadth

between the orbits equal to the height, and half of the length : fron-

< tals extremely large in all their proportions, deeply concave and sur-

mounted by a huge semicvlindric crest rising above the bases of the

horns. Posteal plane of the skull vertical, equal to the frontal plane,

and divided centrally by the lambdoid crest. Orbits more salient,

and rami of the lower jaw straighter, with less elevated condyles, than

in the Bos : thirteen pairs of ribs. Spinous processes of the dorsal ver.

5 b 2
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tebrse extremely developed with gradual diminution backwards, causing

the entire back to slope greatly from the withers to the croup. Neck

sunk between the head and back. Dewlap evanescent. Horns short,

very thick and remote, depressed, subtrigonal, presenting the acute

angle of the triangle to the front.

1.

Species new and type, Bibos cavifrons, nob. Gauri gau of Hindus.

Habitat, Saul forest.

Specific character .—Large wild Indian Bibos with fine short limbs

;

short tail not reaching to the houghs, broad fan-shaped horizontal ears
;

smooth glossy hair of a brown red or black color, paled upon the

forehead and limbs
;
tufted knees and brows, and spreading green horn«

with round incurved black tips, and with soft rugous bases, furnished

posteally with a fragrant secretion.

10 feet long from snout to rump, and 5| feet high at the shoulder
;

head (to the crown of forehead) 23 inches, and tail 33 inches.

Female rather smaller, but preserving all the characters of the male.

N. B. To all appearance two other species of Bibos may be found

in the fossil Urus of Europe, and in Aristotle’s wild bull of Persia

with depressed horns. These I would call, respectively.

2. Bibos Classicus.

3. Bibos Aristotelis.

Nor are these animals thus mentioned idly : for the suggested new

allocation of them may stimulate curiosity : travellers in Persia may

possibly yet discover the living species alluded to by Aristotle ; whilst

if further research into the fossil remains of the ancient Urus of Europe

should bring to light the trunk as well as skull of that species, it

would be a most interesting circumstance to find that our Indian

forests yet shelter a type of form long since swept from the surface of

the globe in the Western world : and the proximity of the Himalaya

renders such a contingency at least probable.

The Gauri Gau never quits the deepest recesses of the Sdl forest,

avoiding wholly the proximate Tara'i on one side, and the hills on

the other. It is gregarious in herds of from 10 to 30, the females

much preponderating over the males in the herds, though even in a

small herd, there are usually two or three grown males whose conjoint

office it is to guide and guard the party. This office is discharged ,

with uncommon alertness, proving the animal to possess great per-

fection in all the senses, and with indomitable courage too, if need

be ; so that neither tiger, nor rhinoceros, nor elephant dare molest the

herd. During the heat of the day the herd reposes in the deepest

cover, coming forth at morn and eventides to feed on the small and

open pastures interspersed throughout the forest. Here the animals
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spread, of necessity, in order to feed, but in moving to and from their

pastures, they advance in single file, along the narrow beats made by

themselves, by elephants, rusas, and other large tenants of this

solitary and seemingly impenetrable wilderness.

On an elephant and in the day time you may, if you show yourself

distinctly, approach the herd with facility, and I have seen the males

stand with a careless indifference within a few paces : probably be-

cause they fear not the wild elephant, and are never molested by

sportsmen with the aid of the tame one, the sastras having decreed

that the “ Gauri is like unto Bos.” No gentleman of the country

will attempt to kill the Gauri

;

and plebeians, if they have less tender

consciences, have ordinarily no adequate appliances for the work.

Men of low caste, who have pursued the animal to death, with the

aid of good guns, describe the chase as very exciting. You must

plunge into the deepest part of the forest ; eschew all cooking, because

of the odours exhaled
; and all dress, because of its unusual colors.

Three or four men. provided only with water and parched grain for

food, proceed to the vicinity of the known haunt of a herd, and, taking

up their abode in a tree (for fear of tigers) thence descend daily to

* * stalk’ the animals, on their feeding ground. The quarry found, the

huntsmen spread, under cover of the jangal, and surround the little

grazing plot. In doing so, they carefully avoid getting ' between the

wind and the nobility’ of the Gauri, for he has an exquisite sense of

smell
; and, should a keen eye be hesitatingly directed on the moving

huntsman, he must instantly stand like a stock, till the suspicion fade

away. In this manner the approaches are made, and many times

without success, owing to the vigilance of the herd which the least

unusual symptom causes to retire into the thick jangal, and often with

astonishing speed considering the bulk of the animals. In such case

the hopes of that day are blighted wholly : but, should no suspicion

be excited, and the party, or some member of it, be able to creep

within 30 or 40 paces, with a tree at hand to retreat upon, the fire is

given, and the tree instantly climbed, if the point of assault have been

perceived by the wounded animal. Otherwise, the cover is kept, and

the fire repeated ;
for, it is seldom fatal at once, and the whole

i indignant herd, possibly, but, more probably, the wounded individual

of it, will scorn retreat, seeking only to discover the injurer. Woe

!

betide him if he be discovered and cannot climb his tree ; for the

sufferer will exact a fearful vengeance, and, not satisfied with death,

will gore and trample the corpse to pieces. If the tree be gained, a

signal proof of the indomitable spirit of the Gauri is afforded, and this

whether the climber have succeeded in taking up his gun with him, or
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not. In the latter case, he may starve, unless his comrades shoot the

Gauri. In the former case, he may work his will on it ; for living, it will

not stir from the spot without vengeance ; and though a gun he pointed

in its very face, and repeatedly discharged, it will continue goring the

tree and threatening the assailant, till dead. In cases in which the

luckless climber has dropt his weapon, and his companions have feared

to come presently to the rescue, the Gauri has been known to keep its

station at the bottom of the tree for 24 hours, and, it is believed,

would never have stirred from the spot, so long as the man was above

if the animal had not been eventually destroyed. The Tharus, a tribe

of native foresters, assert that the Gauri'

s

period of gestation is longer

than that of the cow; and, from the appearance of the foetus in utero.

there can be little doubt that the season of love is February, March.

One calf only is produced at a time.

The raw-foetal young is white-skinned ; its hoofs are golden yellow ;

and its head perfectly rounded, in all the cerebral portion.

The voice of the Gauri is very peculiar, and quite unlike that of the

ox, buffalo or bison, but, as I am not skilled in bestial tongues, I

shall not attempt to syllable this utterance.

IV.

—

Extracts translated from the Granthas or sacred books of the

Dadupunthi Sect. By Lieutenant G. R. Siddons, ls< Light Cavalry,

Second in command, 3rd Local Horse, Neemuch.

As I find from the perusal of the May number of the Asiatic Journal

that you consider my translation of a chapter from the Dadupanthi

Granthas interesting, I do myself the pleasure to forward you ano-

ther ‘ On meditation.’ I may as well observe, that they are not from

the commencement of the Grantha, but selected by me as being in my

opinion best qualified to shew the moral and religious ideas of the sect.

When not interested in the subject, I chanced to visit one of

the Dadupanthi institutions at a village near Sambhur and was par-

ticularly struck by the cornented and severe countenances of the

sectaries. There were a Principal and several Professors, which

gave the place the appearance of a college. The former occupied a

room at the top of the building, and seemed quite absorbed in me-

ditation ; the professors however were communicative enough, though

I did not make any inquiries concerning the founder of their sect, for

which 1 am now sorry, because it does not seem accurately known who

Dadu was*, and I have been assured, perhaps not from the best autho-

* See page 480 which had not reached the author when this was penned.—

E
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rity, that he was born a Mussulman. The sect is maintained by the

ndmission to it of proselytes, and marriage is, I believe, forbidden, as

also the growing any hair about the face, which gives to the priests

the appearance of old women. If I should again have an opportunity

of making inquiries regarding Dadu I will not overlook it. In the

meantime, I beg to subscribe myself, &c.

I G. S.
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^tji vn: fyyyfy? ^ay «y yjiv yffy i

Tiy*: y yj'ary*; y ^fiyr yn^ or^y.fy i ^ i

c\

yysr fyyn; y yy yr^yyT fyy^s i

yy tslyyy yyf "yyfr yiy yy 1 ^ « i

yy T5t yyy yyf yy fyfy^^yjry i

yx: yyyifl yifayi yr£ y;yy nj.y i *.* i

y yfyf yy yfy ;*yr ;yyT y 'yiy i

yiyiyr In fyytft ynft «5iyy yl yiy
1

i

siy yyniji yy ^^fyryr y^ ^nyyry y(^y yyifzy yiyj i

ywy> yiysi y^y yy yiy yyyi y vi^ i^i

siy y^ysir yy fyryr i yy ^fy uiy -yyy i

yyv yyyr y yyryt ifaify yfc ^iy[y;y i |
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XJlfx fxx f^X XV I %TT XJTX favR I

Xtt ^txx xrfx xfx xfa xfx xtxttxr i i

Xix: fsrfx xftxi xx fw i xr fx x^ fxxrrx i

XTXft X'fXX XIX^ I XTT fXX^ «TT I M
5T? vx xxx'f xx firwT i x i fw ttxt i

tit xr ^fwTx i xnxfx xfxx xt i n i

xtxff xrxx i xrxx vixt i xtx xxf "xxrix i

xrrfr *3fx fxxR xfx i xT^®n^ sxtx i ^x i

qxxt x WS<T X I TTXT x QX xit i

XT£ XX fxxix xft I xnfx XIX XX XtT I SS I

X^XT XTXT XTXT xl3T I 5TTX Xxf XXR 1

^rfx xfx xfx x>f< ttt i fxxr frxR i * a i

xtuxt xxx xxx x xmx i xxx xx xx x^ i

xrfx xfx fxxR xfx i XH$ i xx *?xf i ? 1 1

x xtx xfx^ fxxR xf<: i xfx xx TtX i

xufx xfx xnr xfx xfx | ^T S>T xl ^ I

xfxxt xix fxxrfx xlx i xt# ’Xtx sttt i

xirfx ^fx xx ^fx xfx i ttt rx xxtt i 3 a i

X^T xifx xx xr ^k xf i xfx xrx xr^x i

xfx xixjtgx xfx x i xifx fxxt gxxx i i

^T xfx XtT ^3X ST I XT xfx xfxxt XTT I

XX^X XTX 3?tS -^Xt I XTT^f^ 1 ^TT I ^<C I

Xlfx ^fx XX 5 fVXT I XTXT SXl fsXTXI

sjxr xrr xxtxxxir i xttt xx xr i a° i*

* The orthography is left without correction as in the original. The letter X
it must be remembered is to be pronounced kh or X. We have arranged the

verses according to their measure and rhyme, in lieu of carrying them on
continuously in the native fashion.

—

Ed.
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Translation of the Chapter on Meditation.

Reverence to thee, who art devoid of illusion, adoration of God,
obedience to all saints, salutation to those who are pious. To God the

first, and the last.

He that knoweth not delusion is my God.

1. Dadu hath said, in water there exists air, and in air water; yet are

these elements distinct. Meditate, therefore, on the mysterious affinity

between God and the soul.

2. Even as ye see your countenance reflected in a mirror, or your shadow
in the still water, so, behold Ra'm in your minds, because he is with all.

3. If ye look into a mirror, ye see yourselves as ye are, but he in

whose mind there is no mirror cannot distinguish evil from good.

4. As the til plant contains oil, and the flower sweet odour, as butter

is in milk, so is God in every thing.

5. He that formed the mind, made it as it were a temple for himself

to dwell in; for God liveth in the mind, and none other but God.

6. Oh ! my friend, recognize that being with whom thou art so intimately

connected
;
think not that God is distant, but believe that like thy own

shadow, He is ever near thee.

7. The stalk of the lotus cometh from out of water, and yet the lotus

separates itself from the water ! For why ? Because it loves the moon

better.

8. So, let your meditations tend to one object, and believe that he who

by nature is void of delusion, though not actually the mind, is in the mind

of all.

9. To one that truly meditateth, there are millions, who, outwardly

only, observe the forms of religion. The world indeed is filled with the

latter, but of the former there are very few’.

10. The heart which possesseth contentment wanteth for nothing, but

that which hath it not, knoweth not what happiness meaneth.

1 1. If ye would be happy, cast off delusion. Delusion is an evil which

ye know to be great, but have not fortitude to abandon.

12. Receive that which is perfect into your hearts, to the exclusion of

all besides ; abandon all things for the love of God, for this Dadu declares

is the true devotion.

13. Cast off pride, and become acquainted with that which is devoid of

sin. Attach yourselves to Ra'm, who is sinless, and suffer the thread of

your meditations to be upon him.

14. All have it in their power to take away their own lives, but they

cannot release their souls from punishment
;

for God alone is able to

pardon the soul, though few deserve his mercy.

15. Listen to the admonitions of God, and you will care not for hunger

nor for thirst
;
neither for heat, nor cold

;
ye will be absolved from the

imperfections of the flesh.

16. Draw your mind forth, from within, and dedicate it to God ;
because

if ye subdue the imperfections of your flesh, ye will think only of God.
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IT. If ye call upon God, ye will be able to subdue your imperfections

and the evil inclinations of your mind will depart from you ; but they will

return to you again when ye cease to call upon him.

18. Dadu loved R v'm incessantly ;
he partook of his spiritual essence

and constantly examined the mirror, which was within him.

19. He subdued the imperfections of the flesh, and overcame all evil

inclinations; he crushed every improper desire, wherefore the light of

Ra'ji will shine upon him.

20. He that givetli his body to the world, and rendereth up his soul to

its Creator, shall be equally insensible to the sharpness of death, and the

misery which is caused by pain.

21. Sit with humility at the foot of God, and rid yourselves of the

impurities of your bodies. Be fearless and let no mortal qualities pervade

you.

22. From the impurities of the body there is much to fear, because all

sins enter into it; therefore let your dwelling be with the fearless and

conduct yourselves towards the light of God.

23. For there, neither sword nor poison have power to destroy, and

sin cannot enter. Ye will live even as God liveth, and the fire of death

will be guarded, as it were with water.

24. He that meditateth will naturally be happy, because he is wise and

* suffereth not the passions to spread over his mind. He loveth hut one God.

25. The greatest wisdom is to prevent your minds from being influenc-

ed by bad passions, and, in meditating upon the one God. Afford help

also to the poor stranger.

26. If ye are humble ye will be unknown, because it is vanity which

impelleth us to boast of our own merits, and which causeth us to exult, in

being spoken of by others. Meditate on the words of the holy, that the

fever of your body may depart from you.

27. For when ye comprehend the words of the holy, ye will be

disentangled from all impurities, and be absorbed in God. If ye flatter

yourselves, you will never comprehend.

28. When ye have learned the wisdom of the invisible one, from the

mouth of his priests, ye will be disentangled from all impurities ; turn

ye round therefore, and examine yourselves well, in the *mirror which

crowneth the lotus.

29. Meditate on that particular wisdom, which alone is able to increase

in you, the love and worship of God. Purify your minds, retaining only

that which is excellent.

' 30. Meditate on him by whom all things were made. Pandits and
Qazis are fools : of what avail are the heaps of books which they have
compiled ?

31. What does it avail to compile a heap of books? Let your minds
freely meditate on the spirit of God, that they may be enlightened regard-

* is the original.

5 c 2
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ing the mystery of his divinity. Wear not away your lives, by studying

the vedas.

32. There is fire in water and water in fire, but the ignorant know it not.

He is wise that meditateth on God, the beginning and end of all things.

33. Pleasure cannot exist without pain, and pain is always accompanied

with pleasure. Meditate on God, the beginning and end, and remember

that hereafter, there will be two rewards.

3i. In sweet there is bitter, and in bitter there is sweet, although the

ignorant know it not. Dado hath meditated on the qualities of God, the

eternal.

35. Oh man ! ponder well ere thou proceedest to act. Do nothing until

thou hast thoroughly sifted thy intentions.

36. Reflect with deliberation on the nature of thy inclinations before

thou allowest thyself to be guided by them
; acquaint thyself thoroughly

with the purity of thy wishes, so that thou mayest become absorbed in God.

37. He that reflecteth first, and afterwards proceedeth to act, is a great

man, but he that first acteth, and then considereth is a fool whose counte-

nance is as black as the face of the former is resplendent.

38. He that is guided by deliberation, will never experience sorrow

or anxiety : on the contrary he will always be happy.

39. Oh ye who wander M in the paths of delusion, turn your minds

towards God, who is the beginning and end of all things
;
endeavour to

gain him, nor hesitate to restore your soul, when required, to that abode

from whence it emanated.

V.

—

History of the Rojas of Orissa, from the reign of Raja Yudhishtira,

translated from the VansAvail. By the late Andrew Stirling,

Esq. C. S.

[The substance of this history is introduced in the translator's “Report on

Orissa Proper or Cuttack ,” published in the Asiatic Researches, vol. XVI. but

the present manuscript (in the lamented author’s own hand) is worthy of

preservation as the source whence the materials of his excellent memoir were

drawn. It is our object to collect all native accounts of the kind in their original

state to serve as records and authorities, quantum valeant. We have left the

Gilchristian orthography to save trouble: the scholar can readily transfer the

names into the classical form, while the common reader will pronounce them

more in the present native fashion, from their actual dress.

—

Ed.]

On the death of raja Judishtkr the period of the Kali Juga

obtained complete prevalence. In this jog the actions of men are

good in the proportion of £ and vicious in that of f . The average

stature of man is 3^ cubits.

After the death of this raja (Yudishthira), raja Purkekhit reigned

237 years. In the plenitude of his power and glory this prince perform-
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etl the Aswamedha yuga ;
having by accident incurred the displeasure

and the curses of a brahmin named Tukshaka, he was bit by a snake.

The raja, knowing that his end was at hand, had the Sree Bhagwut

Pooran read to him, and then resigned himself to his fate.

His son Janama Java ruled 220 years. To revenge the death of

his father this raja performed the Surp avatar jog and destroyed snakes

innumerable. The serpent Tukshaka who had bit raja Purf.ekhit^

alarmed at this spectacle, betook himself to the heaven of Indra to

pray for assistance, and was saved through the interference and suppli-

cation of that deity. Raja Sursunkh Deo succeeded and reigned 170

years. This prince caused to be excavated the tank called Sursunkh,

and founded the temple of Sree Dholeswar Mahadeb between the

Mahanuddee and the ghat of Janjpore, ( Yajapoor .)

After him raja Gotama Deo reigned 175 years and,

Raja Suncara Deo reigned 88 years. This latter prince dug numerous

wells and tanks of all sizes and descriptions.

Then raja Mbhindkr Deo reigned 170 years, raja Serissu Deo 194

ditto, raja Gunohur Deo 175, and raja Seta or Sweta Deo 185.

The latter prince was succeeded by Beer Bickbrmajeet (Vicrama-

ditta) who governed the country 130 years. This prince by means of

enchantments subjected to his will and authority the Deo named Ashta

Beital.

He was succeeded bv raja Shushanga Deo whose reign lasted 117

years. After him raja Bhoja reigned 180 years. This was

a highly accomplished prince acquainted with all the sciences.

Seven hundred and fifty-two poets of celebrity resided at his court.

Amongst them by far the most distinguished and accomplished was Ca-

lidasa who composed the poem called the Maha Natuk. Raja Bhoj

built fort Barabuttee. To him is ascribed the introduction of the use

of boats and ships, the invention of wheeled-carriages, ploughs, water-

mills and the weaver’s loom, and the establishment of the imposts

called saver.

Raja Abhee Mijnnoo Deo succeeded and reigned 125 years. This

prince was acquainted with the past, the present, and the future.

Afterwards raja Teepoo Deo, reigned 135 years. It was this

prince who first ordained that four cowries should be called one gunda,

twenty gundas a pun, and sixteen pun one kahawun. He invented like-

wise the measure of weight called the seer.

Then raja Bham Deo ruled 120 years. He established pecuniary

mulcts for particular ofTences.

Raja Akutta or Abutta reigned 53 years. This prince was
remarkable for and indeed received his name from his eating his food

without either cutting or chewing it.
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Raja Chunda Deo reigned 13 years. Then came the reign of

maharaja Indra Dyamna, which lasted at two different periods for 333

years. The country of this king was Malwa. He built the temple of

Sree Jeonh Pursottem Chutr with stones quarried from the mountain

Anoola Salee distant 1 60 coss from that place, which he brought to

the spot loaded on the backs of tortoises. *“ After finishing the

building he went to the heaven of Brahma to bring down Brahma Jeo

to consecrate it. He found Brahma absorbed in the worship of Pur-

mesur. After stating the object of his visit therefore in the most

supplicatory manner he determined to wait until Brahma should have

leisure to attend to his request on completing his worship of Sree Jeo.

In this long interval, a violent irruption of the ocean took place which

overwhelmed the temple at Pursottem Chutr and covered it entirely

with sand so that all traces of it were lost, and the memory of the

building passed away from the minds of men.

After this period raja Gal Madhava reigned 137 years, this prince

beholding a vast plain of sand all around at Pursottem Chutr was

accustomed to ride over it on horseback in every direction. One day

by accident the hoof of his horse struck on the Neel Chukr or metal

spire of the temple of raja Indra Dyumna which sent forth a sound.

The raja surprised looked about to ascertain the cause of the noise,

and at last discovered the temple. He then began to dig away the

sand, and at the end of three years and three months had entirely

restored the building to its former state! About this time raja

Indra Dyumna having persuaded Brahma to accompany him from

his heaven arrived at the spot. A furious dispute now arose between

the two monarchs both claiming the temple as his own. Brahma

interfering desired them to contend with words no longer, but to

produce evidence to establish their statements, wrhen a proper decision

should be passed. Maharaja Indra Dyumna then said ;
“ The crow

which sits on the kulp bur tree, and the tortoises which brought on

their backs the stones used in the building of the temple shall be my

w-itnesses.” Brahma accordingly went in company with the two

rajas to listen to the testimony of the crow.' On arriving at

the site of the tree, they found the crow (which by some miraculous

change had become Chutoor Uhooj or four-legged) laying asleep on the

surface of the water of the tank called Rohaee kund. Brahma placing

his hand on the back of the bird conjured it to speak and declare who

built the great temple close at hand. The crow starting from its sleep

cried out “What, Brahma, art thou who hast thus awakened me?

Even the thousand-faced Brahma is not entitled to disturb my rest.’

* Literal translation.
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Brahma replied "True, but I again conjure thee, say whose temple is

this.” The crow then answered, “ It is raja Indra Dyumna’s. It was

long buried in sand from an inundation of the sea ; raja Gal

Madbava cleared away the sand and has restored it to its former

condition.” The parties then went to the Indra Dyumna *Talao where

there were many tortoises, who as soon as they saw Maharaja Indra

Dyumna all plunged to the bottom. Brahma asked wherefore they

fled, they answered, " Raja Indra Dyumna is come back again. We
fear lest he should again load us with stones and pay us for our labour

as scurvily ns before, seeing that he only gave us a daily allowance of

a handful of rice, a gourd, and a little bhunna of the value of about a

cowree.” Raja Gal Madhava became now overwhelmed with shame

and was obliged to acknowledge himself in the wrong. He died

shortly after. Then the raja Indra Dyumna having performed a jog

placed the Dar Brahm image in the temple with due ceremony. The

image of Neel Madhava disappeared from that time. The principal

ranee named Mookta Devi founded the temple called the Mookta

Mundup and ranee Goondicha, another of his wives, built the

Goondicha Mundulf and established the ruth jatra. At the time of the

festival the latter ranee stood before the great ruth of Jugunnath

which is called Kundee Ghose and prayed thus :
" Oh divinity, let

none of my offspring survive, lest becoming inflated with pride they

should lay claim to the merit of having built the temple and say, the

image is ours.” The same ranee enclosed the temple with four walls,

which was called the Megliad enclosure. Her prayers were so well

attended to that all the children of raja Indra Dyumna died away and

none was left to perpetuate the race.

The sovereigns of the Kesuree Buns (or Vansa) dynasty then suc-

ceeded to the government.

The first of these, Chundra Kesuree ruled 52 years. Then raja

Jujjat Kesuree ruled 96 years, Kurung Kesuree 117, and raja

Sooruj Kesuree 117 years. The latter raja founded the village of

Gope. He was succeeded by raja Lullat Kesuree who reigned 113

years. He built the famous temple of Bhovaneswara, and his ranee

dug the tank called Bindoo Sagur. Then raja Busunt Kesuree

reigned 95 years, and Pudum Kesuree 59 years. The latter prince

* The famous tank near the Gondichar Nour, called vulgarly Inder Dummun
Talao.

+ The Goondicha Mundul retains its old name. It is the building to which

Jugunnath is taken during the ruth jattra. The great ruth also is still called

Kundi Ghose.
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paid tribute to no one. He built the temple of Ananta Poorooshoottama

Deva Thakoor, and his ranee established a jatra there in the month of

Chevt.

Raja Niroopa Kesoree reigned 4S years. This prince committed

fornication with the females of the brahmin tribe, as a punishment for

which offence the race of the Kksurek Buns princes became extinct.

The Chourang dynasty* next reigned. Raja Urn Patchourang

held the reins of government for 90 years. This prince put a stop

to the worship of all the gods and goddesses excepting Sree Birjaee

Dar (at Javjpore), Gotam Chundi Debee, and Kalika Devee. He
established in Orissa the historical record called Mandula Panjee f, and

also a tax on marriage which proved very oppressive. It occasioned

ruin to the family of a particular brahmin and broke his heart: in

dying he breathed a sigh before Purmesur jeo which produced the ex-

tinction of the Chourang race.

The Sooruj Buns dynastvj then succeeded ; raja Sooruj Deo
swayed the sceptre for 78 years. He built Sarungurh and established

five different “ Kultuks"§ or seats of government; the 1st at Janjpore

;

the second at Amrubuttee ; the third at Choudivar

;

the fourth, at

Chulta\\ ; the fifth at Bunarussee%

,

(the site of the modern Cuttack

J

Raja Gungeswara Deo succeeded and reigned 92 years. This

prince conquered the whole country between the Ganges and the

Godavery, subduing each of the rajas in succession.

Afterwards raja Ekabuttke Kam Deo reigned 76 years. He was

void of all passions and sensual desires, and devoted solely to religion.

He never ate without hearing the Geet Govinda repeated.

Raja Annung Bheem Deo, succeeded and reigned 65 years. He
rebuilt the temple of Sree Jevah Porsuttem Chutter and carried the

edifice to a great height, 'ibis prince was renowned for his piety and

the splendour of his court. He established the wmrship of the

deotas on a proper footing, granted large assignments to brahmins,

and appointed sixteen great officers of state called Sawunts for his

own service, besides 72 Nigogs (servants of different descriptions).

* Chourang Vansa.

t The historical records of the temple at Jugunnath are called Mandula Pan-

jee.

J Sooruj Vansa.

§ Kuttuk appears to be a Sanskrit word having the signification given in the

text.

||
1 am ignorant where this may be.

T| A village called Dunarussee still exists on the extreme point of the island

where the Keetjonee and Mahanuddee separate.
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and 36 offices. The titles of Savvunt, Mungraj, Burjunna, Patsahanee,

Chotra, Raee Gooroo, and Purrera* had their origin with this prince.

He however put to death a number of brahmins ; to expiate which

offence he established the three daily Bhogs (offerings of food at the

temple of Jugunnath), founded numerous Mundups and dug no less

than 84 wells and tanks.

After him raja Atek Dko reigned 27 years. He built the temple

of Ullah Nath in the Ootra Khund or northern country. It is said

that in that temple the sound of the music of the heavenly choristers

in the court of Indra could he heard.

Raja Pkrtab Bhkkm Deo, reigned 39 years : his principal minister

was Achoot Das Purrkra. This prince conquered as far as Bond

and built the temples of Pursuram Jeo and Hunooman Jeo, at the

ghat of Janjepore.

Raja Pursottem Dko reigned 27 years. This raja made a vow that

he would enjov the persons of a lac of women. He had got through

60,000 when all his limbs became rotten and dropped to pieces. So he

died.

After him raja Langora Nursing Deo, reigned 18 years. He

built the temple at Kunaruk. This prince was renowned for his

* strength and skill in all athletic exercises. He could break a block

of stone with a blow of his fist. Many say too that blood flowed from

his eyes continually and that he had a tail like a monkey. His dewan

was Shibaee Singh Soontra.

Afterward raja Bake Bhanoo Deb reigned 22 years. In the

reign of this prince rice in the husk sold for K. 1123. P. per bhurrum.

In other words a dreadful famine was experienced,—he was poi-

soned by some of his courtiers.

Raja Salooka Nursing Deo reigned 18 years. In this raja’s

reign also there was a severe scarcity. The necessities of life rose to

such a price that thousands perished of hunger, and in their distress

even lost all regard for the distinctions of castef.

Raja Kupil Indra Deo reigned 32 years. In his reign darkness

prevailed over the earth for seven days together. Raja Bhanoo Deb

reigned 26 years. It is said of this raja that having on some occasion

found a hair in his Mahupershad, he punished the Shewvks of the

> temple most severely in consequence. The Shewuks complained

bitterly before the idol of the treatment they had experienced, and

* All well-known Ooriah names in the present day.

-f- The account adds, Man Singh visited Orissa in this reign. If this is Ak-
bkr’s Man Singh there must of course be some error in tne statement.

a d
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prayed Jugunnath to vindicate their characters. Accordingly Purmesur

Jeo appeared in a vision to the raja and said “ The hair which you

found in the Mahapershad was a hair from my head.” The follow-

ing day the raja saw a hair on the head of the image of Sree Sree

Maha Prubhoo which he plucked out, when miraculous to relate blood

flowed. From that time the Bhog or offering of food called the Bal

Bhog was established.

Afterwards raja Kubek Nursing Deo reigned 36 years. In his

time lightning struck the temple of Pursaram Thakoor and threw

down a great part of it. The stones falling into the river formed a

new stream called the Mudagoonee. In this temple one might hear

the sound of heavenly instruments from the swerga regions. The

dewan of this raja was a person named Bereoo Par huh. His

reign was remarkable for witnessing the performance by an indi-

vidual of the pious ceremony called the Sak Poshee Karinder, or the

feeding of a thousand persons. The raja farther established the hat

called the Sundh hat, dug the famous tank called Nurinder Sooruj,

and founded the Chundra jatra of Sree Jeo.

Afterwards raja Dhanava Deo reigned 26, and raja Buleb Bhanoo

Deo 23 years. The former prince drank wine and committed incest

with his daughter, to expiate which crimes he dug the tank called

Kosla gang. in the reign of this prince paddy sold at two

kahawuns per bhurrum ; rice at 10 cowrees per seer; cotton at

1 p. 5 g. per seer.

Raja Kherka Nursing Deo, then reigned 1 year 3 months,

and raja Pkrtab Rooder Deo 36 years. The latter prince subjected

to his dominion the whole country as far as Setbund Rumesir (the

bridge of Rama.)

Raja Khukarooa Dro reigned 8 years. He lost his life in playing

at the game called humgnoree. With this prince ended the race of

Sooruj Buns monarchs.

Afterwards came the Gunga Buns dynasty*.

The first of these princes raja Beer Bhanoo Deo reigned 25 years.

The remarkable circumstance of his reign is that he established the

Khundaits in the country of Orissa. Raja Nursing Deo reigned 39

years. He built the bhog mundup and constructed the shed within

the walls of the temple of Sree Jeo called the Koorome Bedha. He

also introduced the idols called the Puttia Gumputtee Thakoor and

Muddun Mohun Thakoor. With this prince the Gunga Buns dynasty

ended.

The princes of the Bhoee Buns dynasty! succeeded.

* Gangd Vansa. t Bhui Vansa.
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The first of these, raja Kupel Indkr Dko, reigned 40 years. He
built the temple of Kupileswur Mahadeo and conquered Bidya Nuggur.

Afterwards raja Pursottkm Dko reigned 30 years. This prince

conquered the country of Kunjee Kavery and brought the Sut Badee*
Thakoor from that place. During his reign a person named Rukut
Bahov entered Orissa and plundered and laid waste the country.

The raja at length succeeded in expelling him and pursued him as far

ns the banks of the Ganges.

Raja Gobind Dko reigned 10 years, a very unjust and oppressive

prince. Raja Chuka Pkrtab Deo reigned 2 years and 15 (days?).

In the plenitude of his power and arrogance he ordered the Shewuks of

Sree Jeo to bring grass for his horses, who indignant at the requisition,

placed a little grass on the singhasun and uttered these complaints

which were attended to. The raja shortly after died by poison.

Afterwards raja Toka Ruggoo Dko, reigned 8 years, 8 months, and

Pursottkm Dko 18 years. The latter prince was a Sree Kishen

Bhugut (query ? worshipper of Krishna). He built three ruths and

performed the Gondicha jatra with them. He established the Busant

Oochut Jatra likewise. Futteh KhanF murdered the son of this raja

who had been guilty of no offence whatever. When raja Pursottkm

Deo died, 13 of his ranees burnt with his corpse.

Raja Gungadhur Dko reigned 3 years. He was thrown into a cave

and perished. Rkja Bullubh Dko then reigned 8 years, 8 months,

and raja Kunjulla Nursing Deo, 17 years. The latter prince was

burnt alive.

Then Raja Telinga Mookoond Deo reigned 22 years and 8 months.

Whilst this prince was absent with his whole army on a pilgrimage to

bathe in the Ganges, the well known Kalapahar took advantage of the

opportunity to make an inroad into Orissa. This Kalapahar was origi-

nally a brahmin, the story of his conversion to Muhammedanism is thus

told. The king’s daughter}: became smitten with his person and deter-

mined to gratify her passion, she endeavoured to visit him but was

deterred from approaching near him by the appearance of his

household goddess who shone like a flaming fire. She was then

obliged to have recourse to stratagem and contrived with the

consent of her father and mother to make him eat flesh and drink wine

in consequence of which acts he lost caste, his guardian deity abandon-

ed him, and he became an apostate from his faith. From this period

* Satya vddin, truth-speaking.

t Who was Futteh Khan ?

} Is this the daughter of Solivian Goorganee king of Bengal at that period,

whose general, Kalapahar is so styled in some accounts ?

5 d 2
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must be dated the subjection of Orissa to the Mussulman government.

Kalapahar pushed straight for Pooree with the intention of destroy-

ing all the once famous Hindu places of worship. As he entered

the place a thick darkness came on which prevailed for several hours.

The invader did much injury to the temples of Sree Jeo, cut down the

Kulp Bur tree, and even threw the image itself of Purmesur into the

fire. It was kept in the flames constantly for seven days but in vain,

not a particle of it was even singed. The image was then thrown into

the sea from whence it was recovered by a person named Soodan Das,

who concealed it in the hollow of the instrument called tnurdung, and

placed it with great veneration in a private part of his house. After

Kalapahar had committed numerous excesses and abominations, a

swarm of bees issued from the temple of Bhovaneswar, attacked him

with their stings and drove him frantic with rage and pain out of the

country.

Afterwards raja Ram Ch under Deo succeeded to the throne and

reigned 38 years and 4 months*. This prince re-established the Dar

Brahm image in the dewul of Sree Jeo. lie was summoned to

Nirmullu by raja Man Singh on the part of the emperor Akber who

conferred on him a Khelaat. The mouzahs Ramchunderpore, Beer

Ramchunderpore, Bijye Ramchunderpore, and Abhee Mokhree Ram-

chunderpore, were founded and peopled by this prince.

Raja Pursottem Deo reigned 22 years. He founded Pursottempore,

and Beer Pursottempore.

Raja Nursing Deo succeeded and reigned 26 years. He founded

the Nursingpore Sasun and dug a large tank there. A person named

Deb Puhraj a brahmin, who had received some injury from the raja,

went secretly to the Moghuls and gave information of his proceedings.

He brought back with him a party of Moghul troops who fell upon the

raja whilst he was employed in consecrating the tank, and put him to

death after a sharp contest with his troops. Before this event the raja

had conquered Gurh Ram Mundee.

Ilaja Bulbiiudder Deo reigned 39 years. He founded the Bulbhud-

derpore Sasun. This raja conquered and subjected to his authority

numerous Gurhs and Killahs.

Afterwards Mokoond Deo raja reigned 34 years, and 4 months. He

taking with him Kunwula Dei, Pat Mahadki ranee conquered

the whole country to the banks of the Ganges. He built a Nour or

* From this time of course the reigns of the Ooriah rajas are merely

nominal, as the Moguls took possession of the whole country excepting the hilly

regions, Khunda Pooree and the 4 pergunnahs, Suubaee, Rahung
,
Seraeen and

Choubeescood.
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palace at Betpore and in the 37th Auk went to bathe in the Gundukee

river. He married the daughter of Bandhoo Bahar Singh. He

came from Budree Narain on the boat called a champ, to the Nil Kun-

dur that is Pursottem chutter, where he worshipped Jugunnath Jeo and

founded the Mukoond Bullubh Bhog. He died of the small-pox at

Jaujpore.

Raja Dirb Singh Deo reigned 27 years and 8 months. In the 7th

Auk the gates of the temple of Jugunnath closed suddenly. Afterwards

in the 2 1st Auk a person named Jyk Jke Rama came with a party of

380 people and opened them. Raja Dirb Singh Deo killed the

Khundakt of Burung and took possession of his country. He con-

quered also Banpove and built a palace at liutheepore in Khoonda.

He died in the 34th Auk* at Ponee.

Hcririkissen Deo succeeded and reigned 40 years. This raja

made a quantity of chunam by burning cowries and whitewashed

about one half of the great temple of Sree Jeo.

Afterwards raja Gopinath reigned seven years and 2 months.

Raja Ramchunder Deo reigned 12 years. He was renowned for his

strength and skill in athletic exercises. This prince was entrapped

by Mohummed Tukee (the Mussulman Soobedar) who put him in

confinement, killed his dewan Bumoo Bhowurbur, and exercised

authority in his country for some time. He afterwards escaped through

the intervention of Sree Jeo, and recovered possession of his country

but was killed in a contest with the Mussulmans.

He was succeeded bv raja Beer Kissore Deo who reigned 44 years-

In the 2nd Auk, Pudlabh Deo of Puttier aspired to the rajgee, and

gained possession of it for a short time, but was betrayed by raja Beer

Kipne Deo’s people, who pretended to espouse his cause, and put to

death. In the 17th Auk the Marhattas laid waste Khinda and took pos-

session of the pergunnahs with Pursottem Chutter eli
; in the 23rd Auk

Narian Deo came into Orissa and claimed the rajgee. The raja’s

dewan was sent to the Marhattas to beg assistance, who dispatched a

force to his aid on his agreeing to mortgage the pergunnahs Ser-

aeem and Simbaee. Narain Deo was accordingly driven out and Beer-

kissore Deo then took up his abode at Banpore. The raja was now
seized with a desire to learn the enchantment called the Ashta Bietui

Deo, and whilst studying intently the requisite incantations he lost

his reason. He was then plundered by his bukshee Damoodur
Bhowurbur who took him into Cuttack to the raja Ram Pundit

by whom he was confined and his grandson Dirb Singh Deo installed

* Perhaps a contraction of abhishlk, the year of his reign.
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in the rajgee. In raja Beer Kishore Deo’s time two dreadful

famines wereexperienced**.

Raja Dirb Singh Deo reigned 18 years. He was an excellent and

virtuous prince. He paid a regular peshcush and built the nour at

Khonda Gurh. Raja Mukoond Deo reigned after him 20 years. In

the 9th Auk the Feringees entered Cuttack and acquired the province

of Orissa.

VI .—Some account of the valley of Kashmir, Ghazni, and Kdbul ; in a

letter fromG. J. Viqne, Esq. dated Bunderpore, on the Wuler lake,

Kashmir, June 16, 1 837 f.

My conscience smites me for not having according to your request

sent you a word or two on the asrea km voov avSpuv of the countries

which I have lately visited. I have to request you in perusing

the following observations, to bear in mind that they are chiefly from

memory, as my notes are at Loodiana, and that had I intended, when

I quitted England, to visit these regions of past, present, poetical, and

coming interest, I should have been better prepared both with in-

formation and instruments for scientific research.

Before speaking in detail of the natural curiosities of Kashmir, it

must be remarked that by far the greatest is the valley itself. To

say nothing of its verdant lawns, its innumerable streams and the dense

deodar and fir forests on its southern side ; it cannot I imagine be

contemplated as a rocky basin or cradle, without admiration of its

size, and its unrivalled proportions of height to distance. By the

Poonah road it is 160 miles marching from Bunber to Baramula very

severe in places. By the Rajawur road somewhat less to Shupeony.

Its greatest length is 75 or 80 miles. Its greatest breadth does not

exceed 24® 13£ miles by actual survey in a straight line from the

hill of Skupton to that of Islamabad. Its smallest width is about

14 miles. The height of the peaks of the Pir Punjal will be

found I think, when actually taken, to be at about 16,000 feet.

Abramukha on the north side of the valley is higher ; and is so consi-

* All these are well known occurrences in the modern history of the province,

f We are much obliged to Mr. Vigne for this interesting account of some of the

countries he has lately made his home. We have left his notes as they stand,

bespeaking some indulgence from his readers for the want of strict arrangement

in a hasty epistle,—but a much larger share for the blunders we have doubtless

committed in many of the names
;
for besides the difficulties of a crossed und

interlined manuscript in no very legible hand, the letter reached us soaked

through and nearly obliterated by a journey of 1,500 miles in the rains. We

were forced to recopy the whole before the compositors could undertake it. Ed.
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dered by the natives. A curious belief is current with them that no

poisonous snake exists within view of its summit.

Nangd Parbat or Diarmal as the Tibetans call it, is one of the

noblest peaks I ever saw. It will be found to be 18,000 or 19,000

feet in my humble judgment. It rises near Assor or Astor, about half

way and on the left of the path to Little Tibet, and is usually con-

cealed in the clouds when the other mountains are uncovered.

There are two other peaks of vast height named Nanou and Kanou

between Kashmir and Laddk, near the village of Murchwerwand. Baron

Hugkl saw them from the Pir Punjal : I was not so fortunate in my
weather.

There are a dozen passes which are called highways, that are often

used : and 500 places by which an active mountaineer could pass in

and out of the valley.

The Pir Punjal pass and others on the south side are about 12,500

feet high. Poonah, which is the only one, excepting that of the

valley of the Jelum to Baramula, that is open all the year for horse

and foot, is only 8,700 feet by the boiling point.

Of the two passes to the north, that by Derans to Laddk on the

right and Iskardo on the left is open all the year for foot. The way
r to Iskardo by Deosea or Deoseh is said not yet to be practicable for

horses. I am waiting here for a day or two in consequence.

The source of the Jelum is 10 miles or more beyond Veraag. I

have visited it
; my thermometer gave me to the best of my recollection

between 9 and 10,000 feet. It is very singular that its source should

not be adorned with a single Hindu monument when there is hardly

a large spring without one. The Jelum above Islamabad is called the

Sandren
; thence to Baramula it is known only by the name of the Vet

or Wet, or Beyah ; thence in the pass it retains with the Hindus its

Sanskrit name the Vetasta : the natives simply call it Deriah “ the ri-

ver.” It winds 36 times in its course between Islamabad and Baramula

and forms 1 6 islands. In Kashmir it is one of the most tranquil rivers

I ever saw
; its rush in the spring through some parts of the Bara-

mula pass is terrific. It is a miniature of the rapids above Niagara.

Lakes.—There are 17 in the plain and mountain together, the largest

is the Wuler on whose banks I am now writing. I measured it yes-

r. terday. It no where exceeds 13 miles across. Tauk is the only island, 4.

miles from Baramula, containing about 2 acres. It is said that a city

stood where the lake now is, and that the ruins visible beneath the

water were collected and formed into am island. There is a Hindu

ruin on it and a musjid built by Bud shah : it is said there are ruins all

around it. I struck my foot against a stone whilst swimming there at
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several yards from the shore. There is no mountain stream of any

size that pours its waters into this lake. The Singara is collected

here in great quantities. The Jelum flows along its south-western

edge ; it is fed by landsprings bubbling to the surface here and there,

and is very shallow generally. The city lake is fed by two streams ;

that on which the Shalumar is built and the Tail Bal, a deep and full

river 20 yards in width, which flows from the glacier behind the

Shalumar 9,000 feet in height. The greatest width of this lake

does not exceed miles. The lotus flower is abundant
; and more

than 50 different species of plants are in bloom during four months

in and near the water. The Shalumar is of polished black block

marble, 24 yards square, with a colonnade north-east and south-west :

ornaments copied from the Hindus. The lake has two islands and a

causeway. One is the Chehar Chenar (isle of Chenar) or Rupa Lauk

and the other Sona Lauk from the buildings that were on them. On the

latter island was a four-walled building used by the Patdns as a starv-

ing prison. There are perhaps 1,000 floating gardens that would be

taken for beds of reeds till they are looked into and the melons are

seen : 50 yards by 3 is the usual size, and each garden is sold for a

rupee or two.

Seven kinds of flat-bottomed boats are used in Kashmir of the

dingee shape. They are propelled by paddles of deodar of 500 or

1,000 kirwahs each ; and are used for bringing rice to the city.

When the river rises, the floodgates shut of themselves
; and pre-

vent the lake from damaging the country. This lake also is very

shallow.

Between the Tukht is Salwa S00 feet high ; and the fort on Hari

Parbat (350 feet) distant somewhat more than two miles apart, the

city lies on the edge of this lake, which is extended to the foot of

the mountains.

As to the question of the valley having been drained, I am unwilling

to hazard a decided opinion till I have talked over the matter with

some experienced geologist. My impression is however that it has

been, from a height of about 200 feet above the level of Baramula.

I conceive that the soil and huge rounded granitic boulders overhang-

ing the bed of the Jelum in the Baramula pass, were formed before the

river had found its way out of the valley, and that it has gradually

worn its course over and through them. At Ouri one long day from

Baramula, there is a rocky barrier drawn across the pass now divided

bv the river, which must from its height, at least I think so, have kept

the bottom of the valley flooded for ages. Subsequently there must have

been a noble cataract there and at present Ourt is a sort of Kush-
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mfrian Thermopylae in its way, which a good engineer and a very

inferior force could soon render almost impregnable.

There are many such smaller valleys running from Kashmir, but

Bdramulu happens to be the lowest, and the river of course chose

that for its outlet.

The Cosa Nagh is a large lake lying in the gorges of the Fir Pan-

jal several miles in length ; but I have not yet visited it though I

much wish to do so, and have been to the neighbourhood on purpose.

Its surface is not far below the limit of the forest.

The Gangii is a lake a good long day’s journey up the mountain of

Haraunk. To this water the Hindus make their pilgrimages with

the bones of their relations. Iiakritsir, Pamritsir, and others are all

connected with each other and with the river by canals artificial or

natural.

Mahfr Bal is a very pretty lake half way between the city and the

Wuler ; it is said to be much deeper than the others. Verney is the

largest spring. Loka Nagh is said to be the finest water. There

are nine sulphur springs, one chalybeate, two or three warm

springs that I found in the pergunnah of Lolab, (the most retired

spot conceivable, being a valley within a valley at the west end of

Kashmir) and one that ebbs and flows, in this month only, at the east

end. Also two iron and one lead mine worked only for the supply of

Kashmir.

Gul nang, which I have just visited is a verdant plain 2,000 feet

above the valley ;
nothing was wanting hut a herd of deer to make it

resemble an English park.

Baba Pamrishi ; the Zeiirat at its foot is the only Mussulman con-

vent I know of. There are no women in the village : 200 or 300 is

the number of the community with a Pir or Father at their head.

They have lands of their own aud are very hospitable. I was

awakened here by a severe shock of an earthquake that made the

house vibrate.

Chirar or Shah Nur-ud-din left his name to the most holy Zedrut

in the valley because the holy man was a Kashmirian by birth.

There are not less than 40 Hindu temples in the country of Kash-

mir and 30 in the city, usually in ruins of large stones. The largest

is the Panda u Khorou at Mdthan near Islamabad, built by the brothers

Pandau in their wanderings, a magnificent ruin formerly much higher

than at present. It has, and most of them had, a colonnade around

them: the capitals are of this shape, (see fig. 1. PI. XXXYT1.) the shaft

not long enough for its size
; usually the centre building of this shape,

(see fig. 2. PI. XXXVU.) but none are now perfect ; there is one

5 E
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standing near the city, very curious, being built in the water with

ornaments of the kawal flower (lotus). Inscriptions are few : I

have found but one which I enclose*. I have traversed Kashmir with

Wilson’s treatise, and gone over the names with the most learned

pandits there, but could not get much information from them beyond

the identity of many names and places which was very interesting.

A great part of the wall that lines the river in the city, is built (for

a mile and a half) of stones taken from Hindu ruins : some of them

are of immense size. One at Mathan and another at Patan is of 9

feet in length and of proportionate width and depth. The figures in

relief are usually of Kheobuwani the Kashmerian name of Pdrbati.

Their temples, with the exception of one in the Bdramula Pass, which is

of white granite cut from some vast blocks that have rolled down near

it, (the blocks themselves being also chiselled bv way of ornament,)

are all of a bluish gray secondary limestone, so soft and fine as to

resemble almost Roman travertino. I have never been able to find

out the exact spot whence any of these have been cut.

I have not been fortunate enough to find any fossil remains in the

valley between the Pooneh and Bunker ; in the sandstone cliff I found

the end of a huge thigh-bone, (a fossil,) now in Captain Wade’s

possession. I also discovered a bed of coal near Rajawer. The old

Sanskrit Kashmiri name of the town of Bij Beari is Vijaya Shur, as I

am told.

The river in the city is about 80 yards in width and runs rapidly

there only. It is crossed by six bridges of stones and deodar trunks.

The Shakur ghar is a miserable looking place. Hari parbat (on which

the fort stands), commands the city and could be very strongly fortified.

The inhabitants of Kashmir are about 180,000 in number. Four

seer of rice is bought for one anna in consequence ;
the thinned

population is the cause of this cheapness. Kashmir is liable to two

destructive visitations, one by snow falling on the mountains in Sep-

tember which chills the air and damages the rice in flower ; the

other by the overflowing of the river which could be prevented if the

dams were restored with the same solidity that they could boast of

in the time of the Chyattar. A lakh and a half worth of damage

was done last year by the floods. It is not the maharaja’s fault but of

those under him. lie told me that he had allowed two lakhs of rupees

to belaid out on the Shakar ghar. I am quite sure that 2000 rupees

would be nearer the mark ; the rest has been appropriated by the

different governors. An unfortunate Zemindur who sows 51 Kawah

See Plate XXXVI. fig. 6.
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of rice, and reaps 5,500 per cent, has to give two-fifth9 to the

maharaja ; but there are 6 or 7 official harpies in the district who

reduce his share to one-fifth.

The climate of Kashmir is excellent except in the rice fields in the

hot weather. It has much altered within a few years. At Shuhbad there

used to be ten yards depth of snow ; now two or three only. The

thermometer now at noon stands about the summer heat of England :

toward the end of July it will rise to 95, but after that the weather

soon gets cooler.

There are different kinds of rice but none very good. The saffron

grounds extend for six or seven miles from Sampri to Wintipur

nearly. A proportion is carried to Yarkand. Its price in Kashmir is

twenty rupees a seer. Wheat returns 4,000 per cent., barley 2,500,

&c. It is used for no purpose but cookery, and the Hindu sectarial

mark.

Ganhar, the bdtu of the hills is grown but is not much used for

bread. Of salgam or turnips, there are two crops in the year ; but of

nothing else. Farming is not good : the harrow is unknown, the

clods are broken with a kind of mallet. Of 100 persons, eighty eat oil

(instead of ghee) of rape, walnut and kanjid, or sesame and linseed, of

which there is a great deal grown only for its oil. No cultivated

indigo
;
poppies are sown for their seed, which is eaten : but they

produce no opium.

The villages in Kashmir have been the very picture of all that is

snug and rural, united. There is invariably a clear rattling stream :

(well water is unknown, and what there is, is generally brackish ;)

two or more huge chinars and a proportion of flowers and fruit-trees.

The chindr grows from seed but does not attain its gigantic size

unless transplanted. “ The palms of Baramulu” exist but in the

poets’ imagination ; there are none in the valley, nor mangoes, nor

orange trees. Those places on which the rays of the morning sun

first break are well covered with jangal

;

the whole of the south side

of the vallev for instance ;
while the north side, which from the height

of the mountain range is kept a long time in shadow, is comparatively

destitute of trees, but plentifully covered with grass. The same
remark applies to the fruit, which is much better on the south side.

Snakes likewise are unknown, I am told, except on those parts that

are shone upon by the evening sun. There are fire-places and chim-
neys in most of the better houses, which are of two, three, or four

stories of brick and wood
, with pointed roofs and open gable ends .

the windows of very elegant lattice work, papered in cold weather.
The birch bark is spread over a frame work of poplar stems

; on this

5 £ 2
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is strewed a fine cake of earth with grass seed
; and the rain cannot

penetrate.

The shawl dukdns or looms in all Kashmir are in number about

3,000 or a few more. Two or three men are employed at each. A
large and rich pair of shawls (2,500 rupees) occupies fifteen men for

eight months. The wool is brought first from Jaulan or Chautan ,

thence to Ruddk, fifteen days ; thence to Laddk fifteen more : it is

carried on the back of mountain sheep. Poor Henderson would

have told you more of this had he lived. His enterprize led him

without any comforts about him to the foot of the Karakharam moun-

tains, and he is the first European who has ascertained the course of

t lie Indus, from a distance of eight days’ march to the north of Laddk.

I have no time here to relate the processes it undergoes, beyond

that the thread when dyed is dipped in rice water to strengthen it for

the weaver. It then becomes necessary to soften the shawl. This is

done at one particular spot near the city. The shawls are washed

with bruised kritz, the root of a parasitical plant. Soap is only added

for the white shawls. I have sent specimens of this root and of the

soil at the washing place to Mr. Edgeworth of Amballa.

The shawls altogether have never been better than at present,

in the time of the Patans : and Shah Timur himself has told me that

a fine shawl would pass through a finger ring ; but he spoke of those

that were neither worked nor colored. Now the patterns are con-

stantly changing, and the shawls are very rich and massy. I inspect-

ed their colours, of which they have forty shades. But lac and

cochineal has been known only for thirty years, and I was much

amused and surprized by finding that the dyer extracted a fine green

from English sixpenny green baize, and that green and fine blues

were much wanted. My informant almost went on his knees to me

for some prussian blue ! They will make the pashmina to any pattern

or of any material you choose, otherwise silk is very little worked.

A word on the natural history of the valley. I have seen but six

or seven different kinds of fish. Bears are numerous and very

large. Musk-deer plentiful in the southern forests. The Chikor or

red-legged Himalayan partridges plentiful near the hills ; hut as a

sportsman I can hardly believe my eyes and ears when asserting that

I have never seen a hare in any part of Kashmir, although the ground

is the most likely imaginable. I do not say there are none ; but every

one tells me so. I saw yesterday in the jangal a young woodcock.—

I

am sure of it. None of the foxes of this place have the black or grey

mark* Wild ducks are in immense numbers in the winter ;
they

* This part of the MS. is so completely effaced by wet on the road that it i*
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come from Yarkand. Six kinds of snakes, one kind only poisonous.

I do not think it is the cobra, but have not seen it. Four kinds of

water-shells, one very large snail. The butterflies, about fifty varie-

ties, I am told, confine themselves to the hills chiefly.

1 must not forget the burning ground in Kamrdj the west end of the

valley, one beautiful confusion of orchards and fig trees. In the space

of an acre the ground is burned (calcined) in three places ; no flame

is visible, neither any smell. The pandits assemble and cook rice in

the heat, and this phenomenon occurs every fourteen or fifteen years

on an average; height 7,800 feet.

I believe the whole slope of mountains rising from the valley is of

schist and secondary limestone up to the height of 12,000 feet. Above

that I imagine that the rock will be found to be of granite ; I cannot

judge so well of the Fir Panjal which I have not examined, as of the

mountains of equal and greater height on the north of Kashmir. Deosi

for instance is one mass of white granite. Gypsum and slate are found

at Rdramula.

I have made a good collection of plants and flowers which I have

forwarded to Mr. Edgeworth. I have seen the “ prangus” plant. The

foot-rot in sheep is cured by an infusion of peach leaves. Walnuts and

honey are eaten together and not so bad a mixture either. Slips of yew

bark are used instead of tea, and the decoction is drank as freely. The

Bullis of Luddk carry a great deal of yew from Kashmir for this pur-

pose. Roses of every color are seen in full bloom everywhere. The

burial grounds are invariably covered with the iris of three or four

different colors. It is always planted on a new tomb in the idea that

it prevents the access of water.

As to coins I am sure there are very few in Kashmir

;

I have search-

ed every where and gone from shop to shop myself : many copper coins

came in ray way, none good with the exception of tw'o or three, one of

which I send.

Eskado or Iskardo.

The “ Khars” or valleys about Simla and Missouri give no idea of

the face of these countries. Instead of the long slope divided from an-

other by what may be called, comparatively with their extent, a ditch*

we have a vast surface of table-land bare and studded with peaks, and

at its extremity, as at Iskardo, a deep rocky punch-bowl.

—

Gureiss, the

Urnsa of Wilson, three days’ inarch from Kashmir is a valley of this

description ; next comes the table-land of Deosa, and then Iskardo

one degree to the north of Kashmir. The streams produce gold, but

impossible to make it out. We are therefore compelled to omit some further

zoological notes.—

E

d.
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the natural verdure of these countries has all flown to Kashmir.

Iskardo, resembling Gibraltar more than any place I ever saw, some-

what higher, if I remember rightly, with one mural side and the others

nearly inaccessible, washed moreover on two sides by the Attok, could

not but tempt me to believe it to be the rock of Aornos, particu-

larly as the time mentioned for the march thence to Attok (fifteen

days) did not tend to weaken my opinion, to which the account of

Quintus Curtius is favorable. But Arrian, whom I have since

seen, says nothing of its being washed by the Indus, and I give up for

the present my idea of its identity. One kind of defence is a large

long log, or axle between two wheels, which is rolled down upon the

besiegers.

In the Nddir-ndmeh you will find (I forget the story exactly), that

Na'dir’s Lieutenant after taking Bajoun (BagiraJ pursued the people of

the country, who had all taken refuge in the mountains of Tera so high

that “ the bird of opinion or idea cannot fly to the top he sat below

it for seveiul days with 3,000 horse but could not take it. Its river

deep and rapid, as 1 understand, joins tliz Attok somewhere near Deeo-

bv/id. Tera, or Dvr, or Tyr is eleven days up this river. Thence to Attok

two days are quite sufficient. There is “ Bisseuriibdd” on the rock and

water. Every thing seems to point to this as Aornos. The river by the in-

formation which Quintus Curtius received might easily be taken for

the real Indus and the only remaining hearsay evidence which I wish

for, is the fact of there being sufficient timber on its banks for Alex-

ander to construct a raft. Aornos seems to have been the name usually

given by the Greeks to any inaccessible rocks. It could hardly, from the

spelling, be a corruption from °-*p° uepavros
(?) though from the

sound it might well be so. But I shall see my friend Ahmed Sha'h

again in a few days I hope, and he will give me every assistance ;
not

being in the worse spirits for an apprehended invasion on the part of

the Sikh Colonel here, and raja Gula'b Singh on the other side having

been just checked by the order of the maharaja at the instigation of

Captain Wade. He well deserved this interference. I hope also, and

in reason, to reach the leftmost source of the Indus. The game of

Choughun mentioned by Babbu is still played everywhere in Tibet;

it is nothing but “ hockey” on horseback and is excellent fun. The

Yak is not found in the vale of Iskardo, a partridge as large as a hen-

turkey, the kubk derri of Persia, I believe, is found in the mountains

of Tibet.

Lohdnis, <5ic. mentioned by Baber.

Those who wTish to march through the Sulimdnt mountains with the

Lohdnis should not be later than the 1st of May at Derabuna near Dera
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Ismael Khdn. After a very harassing fortnight’s march, no sleep in the

day from the heat, no sleep at night from the firing and hallooing of the

guards, half killed by the weather and poisoned by the bad water pro-

curable only by scraping away the earth, I arrived at Ghazni. Tha
greatest height of this mountain pas9 is nearly 8,000 feet, but the ascent

very gradual. The snowy mountains near Ghazni come in sight at the

top of this hill. Khordsun ! was the cry amongst the Lohdnis men, wo-
men, and children ; they call it Khordsun directly these ranges are pas-

sed. A consul at Mittencote with liberty to trade is, as Mr. Masson says,

all that is necessary to entice the trade up the Indus. The Vizeri moun-
taineers are a hardy and desperate set without a chief with whom could

be made an agreement. For days there is nothing but the barren

mountain, with here and there a melancholy looking Lohdni burying-

place, studded with the horns of the Mouflon, the Ibex, and the

Markhun : hardly a blade of grass is seen and no dwelling. Bloody

feuds are constant. These mountains, on the confines of the range at

least, are one mass of hardened shingle. The first day’s halt the

ground is covered with small sea- shells in remnants, and on the

third or fourth there was a very fine looking marl and sand cliff

in which shells were found, but the heat was so intense I could not

visit it.

Ghazni is in a fine situation at the end of a gypsum hill ; its mud
towers are just numerous enough to be in the way of each other

but it cannot be made very strong, as it is commanded. The minars of

Mahmud are beautiful specimens of brickwork with cufic inscriptions;

about 140 feet high (from memory). The Rozeh-i-sultan or Mahmud’s
tomb is in shape a triangular prism of gypsum with cufic inscriptions.

The sandal-wood gates are now scentless and the carving defaced

by age. I went out of the regular road to Kabul with a servant of the

Nawab Jaba'r Khan as cicerone. The whole country seems full of

copper and iron ; lapis lazuli is not rare. I shall never forget the

change from India to
“Khorasdn it was Persia all over, the cool

air perfumed with thyme and gumcestus, long kanats or covered

water-ways, the mud castles, the large pigeon grouse, the mulberry

trees, and walled gardens, the willow, the sanjid and the English

magpie, contrasted to give the country a very different aspect from

that of the Panjdb side of the mountains.

Ghazni is very high, 7,000 feet. The snow reaches to Simlabora about

one-third of the way from Ghazni to the Panjdb. The country is

irrigated chiefly from the Band i sultan, a large dam built by Mahmud
at the top of the plain. It is a noble work but I was rather disap-

pointed after all I had heard of it. It would be very desirable if the
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mountains in the direct line from Ghazni to the Panj ib could be

explored. From all I have heard the passes are verv open. A great

deal of iron is manufactured in those districts, particularly at Rare-

gram or Kanegoram.

Kabul is colder all the year round than Kashmir
; its latitude is a

little more northerly. An irregular circle of mountains, twentv miles

in diameter, with numerous passes surrounds an irrigated plain : across

this plain runs another chain 500 to 1 ,500 feet in height : Kabul is

built near a gap in this chain. The hills are universally barren and

of primitive rock generally. Those at Kabul are all of gneiss. There

is not at a little distance one blade of grass apparent upon them. The

nuwash grows, and the “ asal slis” or liquorice is found upon them.

Its gardens are crammed with delicious fruits, but the very com-

monest flowers are entirely artificial.

I was much disappointed in the country ; there is not literally one

single tree that has not been planted. But altogether its appearance

is rich and beautiful. The city is universally of mud and sun-dried

brick. In 60 years there would hardly be a vestige of Kabul if the

inhabitants left. The Bala Hissar of rough hewn stone, a few wells,

and the elegant mosque of white marble at Baber’s tomb are excep-

tions.

The Kohistdn, as it is called, under the Hindu Kosh, 30 miles from

Kdbul, affords an exquisite landscape.

The “ Reg rewan,” or running sand of Baber (as is in fact every

thing he notices, as in his day) is there visible at a great distance, but

there was no approaching it, such was the lawless state of the country.

Mohamad Akbek Kha'n, the Amir’s son, has since reduced them to

subjection. It was tantalizing to look at a district so fair in aspect,

rich in ruins, coins and antiquities, as I believe it to be, and not to be

able to explore it. The plain of Beghrum was close on our right :

Mr. Masson was with me. The circumference is not less than 15 or

20 miles.

The copper coins are very numerous ; I have a large bagful :—two,

one of gold and another of silver (a Bactrian)—new. The meritorious

researches of Mr. Masson have opened a mine of antiquities in these

countries. I may remark (but with deference) that 1 do not think

Beghrum to have been the city founded by Alexander on this sideof the

Paropamisus. 1 have had no library to consult, but I do not think that he

passed into Turkestan by this road over the Hindu Kosh although he

most likely returned by it. There must have been a town there, or

in the neighbourhood as long as there was a pass and people to cross

over it. Arrian’s account is very unconnected and compels us to
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resort to minor authorities. By what he alone says there is no reason

to infer that Alexander came as far eastward even as Kandahar. He
says he founded a city at the foot of the Paropamisus,—an isolated

fact ; but by the rest of his narrative we shoud conclude that he went

straight from Mazendardn to Bactria, keeping to the north. But as

the nature of the country is not favorable for the march of an army,

he probably passed to Herat, and founded his city at the foot of the

Hazarajat, and crossed from that neighbourhood into Bactria, per-

haps retracing his steps a little. I do not think he came to Kabul .

From the foot of the pass over the Kosh, an open plain extends due

east by which he could avoid all the defiles of Kabul, and from the

accounts of his subsequent operations, I think it may be fairly inferred

that he took this route. Bdmidn I am very sorry to say I could not

visit. The country was almost in a state of rebellion, and the good

Nawab Jabar Khan would not hear of it. Rustam's well, into which

he was thrown after being murdered, is about fourteen miles from

Kabul. I may remark in favor of Dost Mahomed, that in Shah

Jehan’s time a person could not go ten miles from the city without

risk of robbery. The roads are now every where comparatively safe.

There is a cataract on the Kabul river about twenty miles from the

city in the mountains that prevents water communication from Kabul

itself to the sea.

The Hazareks are an interesting people resembling the Gurkhas

in feature but larger in person. They will ride their horses at speed

down very steep declivities, are regular mountaineers in their habits,

have a Yodeln like the Swiss. Amongst other animals which inhabit

the mountains is the Markhar or snake-eater, which has never I

believe been described. It is a huge wild goat as large as a large

pony with an immense whitish beard and straight spiral horns, four

feet long nearly. I have two pair of these horns. I have a drawing

of a large male that was sent in to me by the young Amir Mahammed
Akber Khan.

VII.

—

Account of an Inscription found by Mr. H. S. Boulderson, in

the neighbourhood of Bareilly. By James Prinsep, Sec., #c.

To their associate Colonel Stacy the Society is more immediately

indebted for bringing to their notice the subject of the present article,

an inscription hitherto undescribed though it appears to have been

known for several years to Mr. H. S. Boulderson, of the Civil Ser-

vice. Having applied to that gentleman for any notes he might

possess on its discovery, he has favored me with the following

particulars.

3 p
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“ The inscription which Colonel Stacy has sent you was taken in

1829 or 1830 from a stone dug up near a village called Illahabas, about

15 miles N. E. from Bsesulpoor (Visalapur
•)

in the Bareilly district. It

was found with some images in the year 1826 or 1827, in land forming a

ridge (about from 15 to 30 feet elevation) above the level of the plain.

The ridge commences from the hills N. and E. of Pillibheet, runs down

the eastern border of the Bareilly district, and is continued I believe to

near the banks of the Sardah or Gogra river, in the Shdhjchdnpur dis-

trict This ridge is covered with forest and brushwood, and extends

eastward perhaps to near the Sardah. This tract is 1 believe nearly if

not quite uninhabited ; want of water is I think the cause. All about the

part where the stone was found there are remnants of large bricks,

of the kind found by Captain Cautlisy at Behat on the canal in the

Sehdranpur district. I do not recollect any ruins, either of an old or

more modern description at all near the place. Illahabas and the

other villages for miles are mostly ‘ nowabad’ or new settled villages;

they are all in the lowland, beneath the ridge. Beesulpoor itself is a town

of modern date, still mostly chopper and mud. The images were set

up by some brahmins in a temple built for the purpose at Illahabas,

and being novelties for some time attracted considerable offerings
;

about 2,000 rupees were the produce of one year. This occasioned a

claim in the shape of a boundary dispute touching the land on which

the temple was built. I had to settle it, and then had the copy of the

inscription taken : no one there could read it. The stone from which

it was taken was either built in over the doorway of the temple, or wa$

standing by the door; I do not recollect which. Of the images I either

took no notice or do not now remember any thing. The copy of the

inscription was laid by and forgotten, till Colonel Stacy talking

about inscriptions I looked out for it and gave it him. The people about

the place said that there had been in former times a large city or town

there. The bricks, &c. might have created the tradition. The forest now

covers the place. There are no remains of ruins new or old from

which the stone could have been taken throughout the pergunnah for

miles round. The soil of the ridge and that of the land below it are

remarkably distinct.”

Colonel Stacy’s pandit has furnished a modern version of the in-

scription, but, on comparing it, so many deviations were found that I

preferred going through the whole with Kamala'ka'nta pandit, and

I may safely say that the transcript now given is hardly doubtful in a

single letter ; it is no small compliment to Mr. Boulderson’s transcriber

that in but one place is a letter omitted, and in one only a letter in

excess added.
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Kamala'ka'nta asserts that the language and poetry of this

inscription is superior to any tiling be has yet seen of the sort. Tins

is partially visible in the translation, where, although to our taste

hyperbole superabounds, the elegance and applicability of the eulogis-

tic metaphors is very perceptible. This translation is again the work

of my youthful assistant Sa'roda'prasa'd Chakravartti'. merely

idiomatized a little by myself : it is nearly literal throughout.

The facts made known to us by tbe text are altogether new. We

have heard neither of the Chhindu race, nor of raja Lalla. He was

it seems the son of Malhana the younger brother, (chargt d’ affaires.

and probably an usurper,) of Mdruchanda prdtdpa, written

a name which the pandit insists upon converting to Ma rtanua

Prata'pa (powerful as the sun), as more consonant with Hindu

nomenclature. Ma'nschanda’s father was Viravarma who is simply

stated to be of the race of Chyavan, a maharishi of mythologic fame,

who captivated and married the daughter of one raja S arjati ; but as she

disapproved of his venerable age, he interceded with Aswinikumar,

dipped himself in a pond and was rejuvenilized in the shape of that

god. On the celebration of his nuptials, the gods being present,

Indra, astonished at his new disguise levelled his thunder at the muni,

who then petrified the god with his frown, as is stated in the text.

The temples thus appear to have been built by a petty raja and his

wife, in the Samvat year 1049 at a village called Mayuta in the dis-

trict of Bhusana. Enjoying the advantage of proximity to Canouj, they

procured good poets and artists to sing and record their praises.

This is the first time I have remarked the name of the alphabetical

character mentioned. It is called the Kutila, by which denomination

we must in future describe all documents written in the same hand,

mid-way between the modern Deva-nagari and the Gauri type. I have

given a specimen and the alphabet in Plate XLI. It is a peculiarity

that the vowels or diphthongs ai and ao, are always written like 6 and o

with a single mark above the line. The long i u and ai, initial, do not

occur.

Transcript in modern Deva-nagari.

XTHTOT! xftsrixrinr:
II \ II

5 f 2
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vsK^T«nrT fq^nicTt fw^f^<rt5n^r: n ^ 11

^3ciTf%T^jf% xjxr hi^

°

n Rid fXTST.fV^'sr

f^=cT ^Tfyf^lcTJ 8 U

*TOf«*r f^cT^tfrf^r^Rf?r ^tffc^wixrex

Wf^cTI^IcT^I X“5T^^T*rfcr. ^T^T ^IfX

«*nfmrfW vr<JzuT3T^^ uxx'Crrs^x wt^tpti^cti ii i. h

cEHTft U^XR: TRT^WX'X 1 c4| ftl ^ : XtfrRM ?3cRTHJ7*nr?r-

=5f^€T5fTGmRTG^T ^nffRR ^

ST^TrifX^fr *Tf cTX ||
<f

||

<T9tt^ajU ClSPH a <fa ^ fa c| l'<l fa M iT I M *1 ^ffalWgRdTMJ

^^Xg3X<ft*Tgi5 WWTWT Wi%-Jiy^ruj^w«p!ici relief

^fa^x*r$XMi<Ji*Kfoid Gr^ff wGre-y
\\
"s y

>#

^r<§ ^71 «nr«i jruiai

^

t*+i fx? ^faerrg'

farr^ftSxX^f%%xfa ^RXfxsTTZIT i ^ ||

-q: W3\ l^^fatftS^X Vnhx^rprxXT

fsnXTXlWXX^WX VT3‘- ^ X^RXRxinfacTX:
>1 <4

f*R#X ^XTRTTftT TTfIf^rr^T T?XTO«f CT3®T
|| «L ||

^faxxfi<Ts?nw. ^rprpffi^ ixii

«!P3*|: XaRUfft ^T fa»TXfa ||\o||

cT^RTXJ XXW=<£ er*Xfa\«T*=< : «i: Mfay 4l«(<«( l^^T5 :

*?X<5 : WiTTXgfacTTfad'U^'^f TJI^l^XXTOTRVfK
II \\ H

<jT««*T cTeP ^fWTTWTftT TTaJ^T^f VrTfff HTWSTtT

9

cflGx^Xr 5|T^ ||\^ II
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fg-ETT

3ftcir5T7lc?n?f^rfTT ^RTRtT^iT'tT ^Vp?
II ^3 U

df^ir ^ft^T^»fTJTT5Tf*T affifcrJT^TfT?S^1^I ; ^i!TT :

f4?cTT^rfcT^Wt f^4^T^T^nTTcTTTcTVr3Tfli7=ri:f^^^3T^T:i^:
||

>i \J ^ '

fkrw 3p3Rfq^ ^TH^riTcX igraj VI q^H

SIWTq'TcT -snq^i^I q^TH^CcT: qqXXT
I

^nfw^T *xf^r*rt «i ^erTfif cnw fer^T *mt ^fq^Tc7.ii*cq

WJ «TcTT ^^cTI tffalTOPgT^reT ^T^mT^fqVITTcTt *XxT

<TETT ^q^fq^VTli^f^^^|^«(||

^f^IcTT ^^Trff^T^TTT

tX ^frcTT ^T^VinzrT 72% ^TVqf^T *T ^nfq ^Tfq VlfqcTT
c\

VnTTW?Tirfw ^TH^fTir^ VITTT^T xT H I'O H
0\ C\ '

3EITO

^rq^^i'irfvift^^cT: ^cngicnfonrr: ncTnrfW^^TqiPfif^fiT^

^f^33rr%T^Tqr?iT fqvrft? vi^% ^JuiTxr^rT h ? ^ h

5IRJ5 v;wi^^rrfn fqrd% fffrftii;^"^ %rf^^in^T

qTTT'JtT f^m fqftl f^I^T^T-q^TTJrr

facnjcnw^RT ?r<3m ^tt^^prri ^i^t

%^n"2WT^T
||
\<L ||

*p£ ^nir ^^rrqqrfvivrqfcr ^ttct ^qTqtcr^T7h:Tvi?rrcT*T

*1fP : 7J^^«Cq^3'JvfecfniI<H ^ 'B5T3T VI*qt Tr^Tqi'reJTTTf^i'^' jJ'TM v c\ c\

^rsn^f^cnqi ?ht4t ^%*wrecni: srq^Trni^^iTqqr

^ u V H

q: ^iwr^f%^2^3r*TTtHfTTf% ^tx

qpt^ITT^rcf^-^gTR T^^ltin TTWfr

^x^rvrif% ii u
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ibr ^raTtr^raT xnsrr^
S> N>

*nft iKfi ii ^ ii

cP^TVRfJTSlf^ft f W^T
^ ^rrfrr^n^t** 11 ^ n

UfJzJT^ ^JT f=R^ra*TcraT xT TfcQ^iT^’f1*1 lT?n^^f^Tfwt ^

I^Tfa 1lfR?TTlUTf^ ^T:
J J

ii il

x^rare faxrlN ^?HTf^cI%cW: srRJTf^y^T'fT

W ii ii

Tm ^wi:

yreT^fJTcRxnvnr^ cT^T^}T ||^'3||

^TTZ^^TT^ cTc^ gif^^TTO^^eT^lf^er^Tf%%cra%: OT
f^-fWeTTfrr 'Wfc ^tcrf^^^T c^^^^q^WT^rwnrtHT

II II

^T3^iwrarr*n:?r^^j nw mn^Tr^wrjqrcxn' fsn:g

^i^ft^frcn^rffcrp xetwiw ufk xtftfxf

II ^«L II

^ ^r?ra vU wte: ^iwIt:: ^ra^fci7rui^wi^Tra'?TT
Vi s» <4

ftxnr^T^xf^^Tf^cTT^xir ira yfci^Jira'f^t^iife fer
n# >i

w%fw- II ? o
II

war *rfxr vnra ^ra^rffrurar ^T^rrfiraTfc f^rani

*raft ^Twr^i^xrf^7r^p|'^x!R?j t^n

kehit^j ir-xrai^t ^ra^wffr^TT?n fVursr T^ii:

yfwfarai ii ^ ii

ftraii: *nwtsrat mtrftr

^T*iw»r ii ^ ii
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^t*t ctt^t

•TT fTCfVcTTfVpRT SHlf^^T f%*T%fW*T
|| ^8 ||

if HI XT^Tsf^T^^TTir^TTf%^[^r D^ l ^ <JTfV^f ^T^'sltSfcl ^

srfW^^rinr^TfVTTtiTT xt^t«t y^ 11

f^rfecri ^li^r ^fw^in ff^rrmifa f%^

*T f=im^*T u ii

^^fWircnrrPr TT?r^^ct«r ^ ^(^stmr ^n?r*n^«T sr^rf^rr

^ mf^T II v3
||

V8<£- * *n*T*ft ^ 8

Translation, by Sdrodaprasad Chakravartti.

1* May he, to whom .the astounded inhabitants of the three worlds

offered solemn hymns and prayers, when the jewelled hood of the chief of

serpents (Ananta) bent under the weight of the far-falling mountains

impinging on the lap of the yielding earth, on his easy eflFort to check

the outrages of the wicked (giants) ; and who humbled the ten-headed

(Ravana) vain of his strength and valour,—save you from it multitude

of sins 1

2. .May Girija' (the mountain-born goddess) beauteously adorned with

a string of pearls fallen from the heads of the Ddnat'a-like elephants,

seeming to spread a moon-like halo round her lotus face, sanctify the uni-

verse.

3. May the royal race of Chbindc, of erst the scene of L.tKSHufs

pastime and dalliance, the field of war and exercises of well-disciplined

soldiery, the sea of delight of famous princes, the lake wherein Lakshmi'

disported as a swan, the moon of repose of those who had completed the

career of heroes and a consuming fire to their enemies, be honorable.

4. A Mahdrishi named Chyavan, he whose frown restrained the pride

of the chief of gods (Indra) when he had committed the well-known

crime t :—who by his fame was celebrated in all quarters of the world

—

was the founder of this race.

5. Of this family, famed for many good actions was born Viravarma,

who was the ornament of the world, and the crown-jewel of kings ; in

whose house Lakshmi took up her abode, foreseeing in it the birth-place

of many future eminent persons who would be her protectors.

* Kamala'ka'nta would read efr^T^n^TVt^, &C. ‘ easily taken up

bow of Siva,’ &c. i. e. by the weight of the bow of Siva, which Rama easily took

up. This agrees better with the context, which alludes to the destruction of

the world produced by the breaking of this bow by Rama.

t See the notice of this crime in the preliminary observations.
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G. He, Viravarma, in noble qualities well resembled the kings of the

solar line ; he was powerful, pious, beautiful, famous, pure, serious, vene-

rable, veracious, moral, surrounded by the educated, attended by virtuous

men, his court was the seat of heroism, integrity, patience and other virtues.

7. From him descended Ma'nschandaprata'pa, a man of warm spirit,

who annihilated his foes as mud dried up by his rays
;
who was the orna-

ment of all people, nay of the whole world
;
before whose armies, the mul-

titude of heroic enemies depressing the earth with their heavy tread,

retreated gasping into the abode of serpents (Batdlu

)

and bore it down
with their weight.

8. The juice exuding from the temples of his odorous elephants, in

moon-like crystals, so spread over the forest-tanks that neither the wild

elephants nor those of his enemies dare quench their thirst therein.

9. His footstool was worn by the crowns of the numerous princes

crowding to do him homage. He was the lord of the earth whom the

three great oceans encircle as a waistband (rashond). He dried up the

ocean by the continual intercourse of foreign princes, as Rama of old. He
occupied the ocean like the mountain on the sea-shore.

10. His kingdom rivalling the habitation of the chief of gods by its

magnificent buildings, shining bright and beauteous as the moon-beam

with its white tenements, and charming with its nandana-like gardens

abounding in pleasant trees of dark emerald hue,—is become white with

the high temples of the anointed gods.

11. His younger brother the stout-armed Malhana, a devoted wor-

shipper of Siva, willingly received charge of the world, his kingdom, filled

with a multitude of princes proportionate to his kindness,—from his elder

brother.

12. Though gaining such a vast prize as Lakshmi', he always retained

his devotion to the gods, his spiritual parents and the brahmans. He was

born for the joy of his friends, intimates, and kinsmen, and spread delight

among his subjects by destroying the wicked.

13. His wife Cnux.UKr', adorned with shining qualities ivas the non-

pareil of her day, and was like the new moon to the lotus faces of his

other wives; she was descended from the royal line of Iswaba.

14. From her was born a moon-like heroic prince named Lalla, who

soon mastered the world. On all sides shone the purity of his virtues as

the white kumuda flower, the moon, or ivory. He was the Sumeru among

the circle of the mountains ol his military officers. On his arm Lakshmi

cast a fond glance as she quitted the house of his enemies. He was the

root of the Ciihindu line.

15. Strange was it that at his birth flowers were strewed from heaven

on the palace of Malhana, and bees swarmed to sip their honey ;
seeming

by their hum to announce his future greatness*.

16. His words were full of pleasantness, exceeding far the full blown

lily, or the company of the wise men, or the shrubs bowing with the load

* So Cicero of l’lato :
‘ dum in cunis apes in lubellia consedissent.'
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of full blown flowers, or the fields of bending corn, the inspiration of the

poet, or the moon beam in the autumn, or even the sacred words flowing

from the mouths of the vedantis.

17. By what respected hero, lord of the world, was earth defended in

his time? the goddess (Lakshmi') whom none other can restrain or enjoy,

is to him as a wife. No princely jewel of the crown of kings ever lived,

lives, or will live to equal him in bounty and enjoyment.

18. He lives in a halo of glory like the sun in his summer brightness,

and fills the world with his power. His beauty is reddened by the ver-

milion of the heads of his enemies’ war elephants ; his fame like the moon's

has been the theme of praise ; he destroys his enemies as the rays of the

sun dispel the darkness.

19. His spreading fame encircles the world as a necklace of pearls, or

as Gangd around the highest peak of the Himalaya, as the moon-beam on

the sky, as the wreath on the elephant’s head, the white pennant on the

temple of the gods, and the wild geese on the banks of the rivers.

20. On his advent, although the earth now groans under the Kdli.yuga,

the golden age ( Sulya.yugn ) again visited this town, a town adorned with

wells, lakes, tanks, and neighbouring parks stocked with various animals,

whose inhabitants are alway rejoicing, and which is borne on the crest of

the earth.

21. He presented these sacred villages, inhabited by the wealthy and

the civilized, shaded by pleasant trees and watered by pellucid streams, in

a chartered gift to the brahmans.

22. He caused to be dug a beautiful and holy canal* near his own palace,

himself a director of the light course to his subjects, as Bhagiratha was
to Ganga'.

23. His wife named Lakshmi' was as affectionate as her namesake to

Madhus-ubana : she was regarded as a second goddess, descended from the

sea of a sinless family, and was like a snow shower to the lily-faces of

other women in the inner apartments.

2i. By her love and gentleness she stole the heart of her husband, by
her accomplishments she retained his affections. Their mutual love was

equal to that of Siva and Pa'rbati'.

25. Whose many virtuous deeds already done or to be still performed,

are visible in groves, gardens, lakes, and many other extensive works.

26. All these luxuries enjoyed daily by multitudes of brdhmuns, are

bestowed by her whose heart compassionates the poor, the helpless, and
the afflicted.

27. In this way the minds of the husband and wife being sensible of the

instability of earthly possessions; and the stain of the Kdli-yuga having

been removed by their growing virtues, the one (or raja) has caused this

temple to be established in honor of the god who wears a crescent in his

brow
; while the other (or queen) did as much in honor of Pa'rbati'.

* Kathan&ma, ‘ called Katha probably the vulgar term applied to it as an

artificial canal, Anglice 1 cut.’

5 G
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28. Whose heart is not filled with astonishment at these two divine

temples which may be compared with the beauty of the two lofty peaks of

Kailasa ; which are beautified by their handsome stairs, and whose banners

agitated by the winds have dispersed the gathering clouds.

29. As long as the Kaustubha jewel shall rest on the breast of the de-

stroyer of Madhu (Vishnu) ;
and the head of Sa'jibhu shall be ornamented

with the crescent as long as Indra and all the gods shall tarry with the

wives of the moon ;—so long shall the fame of this act endure.

30. May prosperity always attend him and his equally endowed lady

Lakshjii'—him, the chief hero of tiie Chhindu line—who with sword be-

smeared with the mud formed by the exudation of his enemies’ elephants’

temples has carved out his praise on all sides.

31. May Devi', who dwelleth among mankind to promote their pros-

perity and avert evil, destroy the sins of Lalla, of his family, children,

and intimates.

32. The villages of Mayiitd in Bhushana with its adjacent lands were

consecrated to the above mentioned god and goddess, under the denomi-

nation of Devapulti.

33. The famous Lalla granted by charter one-fourth of his revenues

to the same deities for their worship and other ceremonies.

3 4. This inscription was composed by the poet Neha'l, son of Siva

Rudra, of the race of Vatsyamuni, an attendant at the court of the raja,

whose character was worthy of his name.

35. May Neha'l’s w reath of mellifluous verses shine on the bosom of

the learned like a string of pearls, the source of general delight, orna-

mented with flowery metaphor and tied with the string of Lalla s virtues.

36. This composition was copied by the son of Vishnu-hahi an inha-

bitant of Gaur, a proficient in the Kutild character.

37. It was engraven by Somana'tha the son of Ka'madeva, who came

over from Kunyukubja, well skilled in the use of the instruments of

engraving.

In the Samvat year 1049, on the 7th of the dark half of the month of

Mdrga (Agrnhuna), Thursday. (Corresponding with Thursday, 5th No-

vember, A. D. 992.—See Useful Tables.)

VIII .—Section of the strata passed through in an exprimental boring at

the town of Gngah, on the Gujerat peninsula, Gu/ph of Cambay. By

Lieutenant George Fulljamks.

Agreeably to my promise I have the pleasure to enclose a section of

the strata penetrated in the bore at Gogah, by which you will perceive

we have succeeded in reaching a considerable depth, and although the

work is still progressing I have thought it better to send a section of

what has already been done. I have only 28 feet of rod left, and

unless I can succeed in changing the stratum before that is expended
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I shall be obliged to stop. Had I but cast-iron pipes to lower I should

not at all despair of success until at any rate 1 had reached 600 feet.

From the sides of the bore falling in while the work is at rest I have

been obliged for some time to employ two parties, and to keep going

night and day.

I have much pleasure in mentioning that I have discovered fossil

remains down the coast and in similar formation to that of Perim. The
specimens that I have obtained however are not good ones having been

for a long time exposed to the action of the sea, and atmosphere.

Should I succeed in obtaining any that appear worthy of the acceptance

of the Asiatic Society, I shall do myself the pleasure to forward them.

A similar formation to that of Perim exists along the whole line of

coast from Gogah to Gossnat point, where a firm sandstone is quarried

and of which the splendid Srdwak temples of Pattitona are all built.

This fact ascertained, settles the question of whether Perim was

originally a part of the continent :—and it only remains to prove how
the separation has taken place ? My opinion is that it has been

effected by the force of the current during the ebb tides and the swell

of the sea during the south-west monsoon.

To the north-west of Gqaoh and about one mile inland I picked up

a piece of the rib of some large animal. The rock had been here dug

out for building. It lies nearly horizontal and not above eight inches

in thickness. I am still in hopes of getting some more fossil specimens

from this spot

List of Strata.

Ft. In.

Rubble containing broken stones, tiles and ashes, 4 0

Hard eartb with stones imbedded, 1 0

Sand and gravel mixed and salt water, 11 0

Stiff black clay like that on the beach, 6 0

Sandstone in thin seams, 0 4

Sand and clay, yellowish in color 9 3

Sandstone soft, 13 6

Reddish sand holding salt water, 0 6

Sandstone hard 2 0

Sand yellow, 0 4

Sandstone, 0 8

Gravel and clayey sand 1 0

Very stiff clay with pieces of sandstone imbedded very hard, 4 0

Stiff blackish looking clay, 1 0

Sandy clay with pieces of sandstone, 4 0

Yellow sand with seams of clay containing a few pieces of sandstone, .. 6 o

Very hard siliceous sandstone 9 0

Stiff yellow and whitish clay with kanker, 0 2

5 g 2
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Stiff yellow and whitish clay with nodules of sandstone 5 10

The salt water rose 4 feet in the bore and become brackish. Nodules of

sandstones imbedded in sand, 11 0

Yellow sandy clay 8 0

Yellow sandy clay with pieces of mbur, 16 0

Stiff black clay with pieces of sandstone containing a good deal of mica, 3 0

Stiff black clay but darker 2 0

Stiff clay greenish in color, containing small pieces of rocks similar to

cornelian, quartz, and agate, also pieces of broken shells 4 0

The same clay with less stones, a strong smell of hydrogen gas came up

the pipe, a quantity of pyrites was also brought up, 1 0

Blue clay with pyrites, and latterly a little sand between the layers of clay, 19 2

Blue clay with siliceons sand mixed, also pieces of rock, such as sand-

stone; quality, a greenish sandstone full of holes, these holes are full of

clay and pyrites : indurated clay and small black particles like coal, .. 8 3

Slate from the appearance of what came up attached to the jumper, .... 1 2

Stiff blue clay 14 0

Indurated clay or slate, and latterly with sand intermixed, 7 7

Blue sandy clay with siliceous sand separating the seams of clay 6 5

The same with pyrites, 3 7

Sandy clay with small white pebbles, a good deal of sand appeared between

the layers of clay with fragment of what appears a jet, apiece of a

broken shell resembling the cockle was brought up 4 0

Blue clay darker in color 7 0

Blue clay with pieces of whitish earth, 4 5

The same sandy clay with here and there a little pyrites 32 4

The same clay with a little more sand between the seams 7 2

Stiff clay containing black, white and yellow colored earths, also some

pieces of rock was brought up, 3 10

Stiff blue clay with seams of white sand, 4 6

The same clay with a few pieces of rock, 0 9

Stiff blue clay, 10 0

Bluish lias clay with shells and some pieces belonging to coral, 2 0

Stiff black earthy clay containing broken shells, 19 0

Very stiff blue clay with a good deal of sand whitish in color, 6 5

Bituinous clay containing a large quantity of pyrites, fossilized wood

which burns, 4 11

Stiff blue sandy clay 17 0

Stiff blue sandy clay with seams of the bituminous clay occasionally, .... 10 8

320 0

P. S. Since this was written the Bore has been carried 15 feet

deeper without any change in the soil. The lignite or fossil wood

burns, and emits a smell of coal ;
with nitric acid it effervesces and a

bright brown smoke arises
; with sulphuric acid this does not take

place : on burning it gives out a very strong suffocating smell of

sulphur and arsenic.
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IX .—Note on the black and broum Floriken of Guzerat. By Lieutenant

George Fuluamks.

Having been induced from reading Colonel Sykes’ catalogue of

birds in the Deccan to make some observations of the Otis fulva and

Otis aurita, I have the pleasure to send you the following remarks

for insertion in your journal.

The Otis fulva or brown Floriken is a bird common to our side of

India, and is found at all seasons of the year in the Deccan particu-

larly ; in Guzerat however they are more frequently found on the near

approach of the monsoon, and in the year 1834 were so plentiful

that I bagged no less than 79. Almost the whole of these I

examined ; and from the facts ascertained, I am of opinion that the

Otis aurita or black Floriken is the cock bird of the Otis fulva

;

that

he is only to be found in his black plumage during the monsoon.

That he commences changing his feathers early in April and continues

molting till June, when he has generally become the black Floriken.

That at this season he never weighs more than 1 lb. 4 oz. avoirdupois,

and seldom so much ; while the brown or hen bird weighs at

least 1 lb. 8 oz.

That you rarely see the two together at this season, and that I have

shot them in all stages of their moulting until I got the perfect black

Floriken, and on examination have invariably found the testes most

fully devoloped ;
while in the brown or hen birds the ova have been

equally distinct.

Thev are so plentiful sometimes in Guzerat that they may be

bought from the Wagrees alive for a few pice.

I am of opinion also that the Floriken migrates, but from what part

of India I know not. I once heard of a flight being seen coming from

the north and going in an easterly direction, but cannot vouch for

the fact.

One observation has often occurred to me, which is, I have never

shot the bird losing his black feathers and becoming brown; and the

only way 1 can account for it, is that either the bird leaves the coun-

trv, or it being at that season of the year when a sportsman seldom

ventures out, the whole country being covered with vegetation, and the

Floriken being remarkably quick in hearing they escape unroused.

This one fact I will venture to assert, that no person has ever vet

shot a black Floriken with the ova developed ; it therefore only remains

to be proved whether the cock bird undergoes these changes yearly or

not, and which will be difficult to ascertain, for in confinement I find

they do not thrive, having frequently attempted in vain to keep them.
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X.

—

Further elucidation of the lut or Silasthambha inscriptions from
various sources. Bp James Prinskp, Sec. As. Soc.

It was one of my principal objects in publishing my hasty reading

of the Feroz lat inscription in the July journal, without awaiting

the corrections and illustrations of a more matured examination, to

draw to me the aid of others whom ability, opportunity and interest

in the subject, might enable to throw light upon this highly curious

monument. Already am I reaping abundantly the fruits of this

expectation, and I lose no time in placing them before the Society.

The first correction in point of importance comes as usual from

Ceylon, the very Lanka, (to apply its own fabulous prerogative meta-

phorically,)—the very first meridian whence the true longitude of all

ancient Indian history seems destined to be calculated !

I had ascribed the foundation of these pillar monuments to a king

of Ceylon, because his was the nearest or the only approach to the

name recorded in the inscription. I did so before I had read it

through, or 1 should perhaps have felt the difficulties of such a sup-

position greater when I found him making roads, digging wells, and

usurping other secular authority in a country over which he was not

himself reigning. It was but the utter absence of any such name in our

Indian lists that drove me to a neighbouring state
;
one so intimately

connected, however, with the Magadha court in religion, that there

need be no positive impediment to the exercise of munificence by

his brother convert on the Ceylon throne towards the priesthood of king

Asoka’s Indian Vihdras, nor to their acknowledgment of favors, or

adoption of precepts. When I found another inscription in the Gaya

caves alluding, with the identical pronomen of Devdnampiya, to

Dasaratha, the grandson of the above monarch, I certainly felt more

strongly the impression of the Indian origin of the former ; though I

still sought in vain for any licence to such an assumption from the

pandits and their purdnas.

The Society will then I am sure participate in the pleasure with

which 1 perused the following passage in a letter just received from

the Honorable Mr. George Turnour, our Pali annalist.

“ Siuce I came down to Colombo, I have made a most important

discovery, connected with the Pali Buddhistical literature. You will

find in the Introduction to my Epitome, page lx. that a valuable collec-

tion of Pali works was brought buck to Ceylon from Siam, by Georoe

Nadouis, modliar, (chief of the cinnamon department, aud then a

Buddhist priest) in 1812. In that collection I have found the Dipowan'o

or Ma/uiu anso compiled by the fraternity at Anurddhapura to which the

Mahuwanso refers ! ! It opens with the passage quoted in the intro-
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duction p. lxi. In running over the hook cursorily I find the follow-

ing lines in the sixth Bhdnatcdro or * Sectiou of 250 lines’ in reference

to Dhamma Asoko :
—

Thee sattani iramdni attirasawassdnicha, tambuddhi parinibbutti, abhisitto

Piyadassino.

After a few lines descriptive of the ceremonies performed at his

inauguration, I find

Chadcguttas^dyau nation atta Bindusdrasta, atrajo rajaputlo t&dd asi Ujjini -

karamolino*.

Here then we find that Asoka was surnamed Piyadassi ; and if you

will turn to the 5th chapter of the Muhdwanso, especially pp. 28, 29,

you will see the circumstances under which Buddhistical edifices were

simultaneously erected all over India. When I have seen your article

in the July No. I hope to he able to examine this Dipowanso carefully,

and if I can see any further ground for identifying Piyadassi with

Asoko, I will not fail to give you particulars.”

The date, (218th) year of the Buddhist era (leaAes no doubt what-

ever of the identity of the party, and the term nattdnatla, rendered by

rav pandit naptur-napta, great-great- grandson must therefore be

wrong. Ratna Paula also assures me that the verse requires the

elision of the first two redundant syllables ; leaving simply nupta, or

nattd, grandson. The Buddhist and Brahmanical texts both concur

in the successive relationship of the Magadha princes down to this

pointf.

The line as corrected by Ratna Paula will run thus :

Chandrayuttasa yan natta, Bindusarassa atrajo, rajaputlo tada isi, Ujjenikara-

molino.

and united with the former passage may be translated :

“ Two hundred and eighteen years after the beatitude of Buddha, was the

inauguration of Piyadassi. who, the grandsou of Chandrasupta, and

own son of Bindusa'ra, was at that time Viceroy at Ujjayani.”

Mr. Turnour has thus most satisfactorily cleared up a difficulty that

might long have proved a stumbling block to the learned against the

• The two passages in Sanskrit will run

^ fqij^fVrsr: |

Two hundred years and ’eighteen years after Buddha had attaiued perfection,

(was) theregal anointment of Piyadassi.

(more correctly

This the grandson of the grandson of Chakdragupta, and the own royal

son of Bindcsa'ra, was at that time the taker of the revenue of Vjjain.—J. P.

t See extract from the Bhigavat Purina, in a preceding page, 677

.
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reception of these lat inscriptions as genuine monuments of a fixed

and classical period, the most ancient yet achieved in such an unequivo-

cal form.

The passage of the Makdwanso alluded to above as proving the

erection of numerous Sthupds and Vihdras by him is by no means free

from exaggeration ; but the general facts are certainly borne out by

the extensive diffusion of these curious edicts : I give the whole from

the indicated page in Mr. Turnocr’s “ Epitome.”

The transaction is referred to the fourth year of Asoko’s reign, nor

can I find any thing noted of so late a date as the 27th year, which

is sufficient to exclude any actual mention of the erection of the

Silasthambhas :

—

Sutir&na chaturdsiti dhammakhandani ; sobruwi “ pujeml tthan pachchekan

vihdrendti” bhupati.

Datwa ladd. channavuti dhanakotin mahipati purtsu chaturasiti sahassesu

mahitali.

Tattha tattheva rijuhi vihdri drabhiipayi : sayan Asokdrimantu kdrdpetun

sam&rabhi.

Ra/anat/aya nigrodhagildndnanti sbsane pachchikan sata sahassan so addpesi,

dini dint.

Dhantna buddhadinntna ihupapiija anekadhd antkisu vihdresu antki akarun

sadd.

Dhanena dhammadinnina pachchaye chaturo vart dhammadhardnan bhikkhunan

vpanisun sadd nard.

“ Having learned that there were eighty-four thousand discourses on the tenets

of that doctrine (of Buddha), '
I will dedicate’ exclaimed the monarch ‘ a

vihdro to each.’ Then bestowing six thousand kotis of treasure on eighty-four

thousand towns in Jambudipo, at those places he caused the construction of tem-

ples to be commenced by the (local) rajas
; he himself undertook the erection

of the Asokarama (at Pupphapura*). He bestowed daily, from his regard for the

religion, a lac separately to the ‘ ratanattya' to Nigrodho, and to infirm

priests.

From the offerings made on account of Buddho in various ways, in various

cities, various festivals were constantly celebrated in honor of ‘ thupas.'

From the offerings made on account of the religion the populace constantly

bestowed the four prescribed offerings on the priests, the repositories of true

religion.”

It must be remembered that Asoka during the reign of his father

at Pdtaliputra, acted as vpardja or sub-king at Ujjain. His supremacy

probably therefore extended further than that of any other Indian

monarch. The minute particulars we now possess of his history

and of that of his predecessors, through Mr. Turnour’s Pdli authori-

* This town is called Pdpapura and Pdwdpuri by Jain authorities, (see Cole-

brooke, As. Res. IX.) Cut the more natural Sanskrit equivalent is Pushpapuri,
11 city of flowers."
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ties, will be of essential use in expounding our new discovery, and my
only excuse for not having taken the epitome already published as mv
guidebefore is, that the identity ofPiYADAssi was not then established.

I think we shall be able to discover the actual names of many of

the Buddhist monasteries now visible by their ruins or by columns

still standing : thus the uncouth name read in the Bliilsd inscription

No. 2 (see p. 458), as Kokunada sphota, (or bodaj vihdra, may probably

turn out to be Kukkutarama vihura of the following passage.

Purisdnan dasadhihi tatthi pariwdrito, gantwdna Kukkutdrdmdn sonakatthera

maddasvn „•

Samapatti samjyannan nisinnan sanwutindriyan waudite nalapantan tan natwd

tanghama puchchhi tan.

“Attended by a retinue of five hundred men, having repaired to Kukkutarama

vihdra, they saw there the thero Sonako seated absorbed in the Samepatti

meditation, with the action of the senses suspended. Perceiving that be wa»

silent while he bowed to him, he questioned the priests on this point.”

The Allahabad vihdra was called Walukaramo

;

that of Rdjagriha,

Weluwana, the Sarun one probably Anuradhapura, that at the capital

Pupphopura, Asokaramo, &c. In three years they were all completed

if we may put faith in the following extract :

—

» XVihdre ti sumdraddhi sabbe sabbapuretu pi sddhukan tihi vassehi nitthapesun

mandranu.

Tht'rassa Indaguttassa Kammddhitthdgakasaatu iddhiydchasu nitthdsi Asokara-

masa u-hayo.

Jini-na paribhuttesu thdnesucha, tahin
,

tahin, chttiyani akdrhi ramanfydn

bhupati.

Purehi chaturdsiti sahassehi samantatd, likhe ekdham dnesun u:\hdrinitihitd

iti, $-c.

“ All these individuals in different towns, commencing the construction of

splendid wihAras completed them in three years. By the merit of the thero

Indagutto, and of that of the undertaker of the work, the tcihara called Asoka-

ramo was also completed in that time. At the places at which the vanquisher of

the five deadly sins had worked the works of his mission, the sovereign caused

splendid dagobas to be constructed. From eighty-four cities (of which

Pupphapura) was the centre, despatches were brought on the same day, announc-

ing that the .tcihdras were completed, &c.”

Whole pages of the Mahdwanso might be quoted bearing upon the

various points of the inscription :—thus, the conversion from a sinful

,
life to righteousness, with which the north tablet commences, may be

explained either by the circumstances of Asoka’s rise to the throne

over the bodies of his 99 murdered brethren ; or by his slaughter of

the priests at the chief temple, after the seven years surpension of

the uposatha ceremonies, when the faith was purged ;—but for all

these I must refer to the work itself. The cause of the addition of

Dharma to the Pauranic name of Asoka, by Buddhist writers, is

explained in a very satisfactory line :

5 H
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Esdkfjkoti nhyittha puri pbpena kammund ; Dhammdsokoti ndyittha pachchhd

punneua kammund.

“ On account of his former siuful conduct (in having murdered his brothers)

he was known by .the name of Asoko. Subsequently on account of his pious

character, he was distinguished by the name of Dhammasoka.”

§ 2. Duplicate inscription from Delhi. PI. XLI.

I now turn to an illustration of my text from another quarter, Major

P. L. Pew, has fulfilled his promise of forwarding impressions of the bro-

ken pillar lying in the late Mr. W. Fraser’s grounds. I should have

made them the subject of a separate note but that really they are so

precisely the duplicates of the Feroz inscription that it is not worth

while to do so. The shaft seems to be mutilated and worn in vertical

grooves so that many of the letters in each tablet are effaced. Of the

fragments received one belongs to the north compartment, beginning

with line 10 (see p. 582):—the next much injured, corresponds with

the western tablet, beginning with line 10 (p. 587) :—the third and last

is nearly perfect ;
beginning with line 8 of the southern inscription it

runs on to the conclusion. The words are separated as in the Feroz

lat, and from this circumstance I have been enabled to certify a few

doubtful readings—although many others are provokingly cut off.

I insert a lithographed facsimile of the whole, and annex at foot* all

the noted variations of the text, of which proper use can be made

when I come to review my labours. Major Pew gives the following

particulars of the original locality and present state of the column.

* I may throw the only deviations I can find into the form of Ernendata thus :

—

North Inscription—in the Roman transcript.

Line 18 for asinavai, read dsinavi.

19 for dupatavekha, read du ? pativlkhi.

20 read, dsinav&gdmini.

West Side—line 10, the letter in chappanti is written . it must, I think, be

a gli, formed from the
Jj.

h.

Line 12 for abhitd we have abhiti, fearless.

17 for yitahanti yanisanti, the preceding letters cut off.

18 for palitikam, read pdlitikam.

19 for nirodhasi, nirudhasi.

South Side,—line 8, the words are avadhiye pitakepicha
, and further on

vadhikokute, & c., quasi ‘ the killing of fowls is not to •.

be done.’

Line 16 we have Usu chdtummdsisu sudivasdye, &c. in Sanskrit
vl i

‘ in thefestival days in the three 4 -monthly periods ?

Line 17 the very is properly made plural, nllakhiyanti.

13 the word machhe is evidently separated from anuposatham and con-

nected with avadhiye ;
‘ fish unkilled’ is therefore the right reading.
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“This very ancient Hindu pillar was dug out of some ruins near a

boulee (baoli) or well, and was probably destroyed by the blowing up

of a powder magazine which I understand once existed near the spot.

It consists of five pieces, which when put together measure 32^ feet

long : the diameter of the largest piece is 3 feet 2 inches, and that of

the smallest 2± feet. The total weight 372 maunds.

The extreme antiquity of the pillar is vouched by its weather-worn

aspect, which must needs be the effect of storms and rains that ran

their destructive or beneficial course many centuries ago, since the

fragments of this column have only been recently disinterred from the

mass of ruin, evidently Hindu, where they had reposed in silence

and darkness for ages.

I call the ruins ( which are those of a well and its attendant

edifices—hewn in the live rock of the hill) Hindu, both from the style,

which resembles that of the more ancient parts of the Kutab and

from the materials, which in this case also, are quartz, of which

intractable rock the Mussulmans seldom or ever appear to have

attempted the sculpture. The pillar, indeed, is sandstone, and to

its perishable nature is to be attributed the imperfect state of the

inscriptions. I shall await with some impatience your opinion as to

their age and import, and whether their date be anterior to those

which have been so unexpectedly deciphered on the lats of Feroz

Shah, Allahabad, Bettiah, &c. Hindu tradition dwells fondly on

the name and exploits of the raja Prithu or Pithoura, whose name

exists from Petora-gurh near Almorah, by Delhi, down to Ajmere,

where every thing great or ancient in architecture is referred with one

consent to this Indian ‘ Arthur.’

§ 3. Note on the locality of the lats of Delhi and Allahabad.

Lieut. Kittoe has favored me with a reply to that part of my
papers wherein I called attention to the nature of the buildings at

Feroz’s menagerie. He also conjectures that the bird mentioned as

ambakapilikd should be read ambakd, (or amrakd) pillaka, the pilak or

yellow bird of the mangoe, known to Europeans as the mangoe bird,

from its appearance when that fruit comes into season
;
pilak is the

present native name, from pda yellow. Mr. Tregear also suggests

the same interpretation, and I have no doubt of its correctness.

Remarks on the locality of the hits of Allahabad and Delhi.

The Allahabad pillar stood formerly on a stone terrace within the

fortress and near the Jumna gate
; not far from the spot, is a temple

(now under ground) called “Pdtal Puri” (^nTT 1? T^t), in which is the

stump of a Banyan tree called “ Achaya Bat” (3^*j -«^) : it is an

object of great veneration.
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The temple is buried in the accumulated rubbish of ages, -which is

found in a greater depth than that of the level of the temple

foundations.

The present stone fortress, the work of Akber and of his son

Jaha'xcTr (whose pedigree is engraved on the pillar) occupies the

place of some previous Hindu works of brick, few vestiges of which

remain.

I think it probable that the pillar occupied its original position till

taken down by Colonel Kyd during the alterations that were being

made.

Though in all probability the Achay But may be a Buddhist relic it

may nevertheless be otherwise, as the Hindus consider the bur

(Ficus IndicusJ as an emblem of Siva : the peepul (Ficus religiosaj of

Vishnu; and the pullas or dawk ( Butea FrondosaJ as that of

Brahma, and venerate them accordingly. .

The Feroz Sha'h lat at Delhi was placed (as historians assert) in

its present position by the emperor Feroz, and I certainly see no

reason to doubt the truth of it ; the style of architecture of the building,

on the roof of which it stands, is of the first or Pathani : the same

style pervades throughout the whole adjacent buildings. There are

no traces of Hindu buildings anywhere near. There is a large bur

tree beneath the walls, on the river face, under which is a tomb of

some celebrated “ peer” who was put to death by order of Feroz
;
this

spot is held sacred and much resorted to by both Hindus and Musal-

mans : the tree is very ancient and may have been a holy tree of the

Buddhists. The Mahommedans of India venerate the Bat almost as

much as the Hindus do, -which would account for its preservation though

other idols would have been destroyed. With regard to the quarries

from whence the different pillars were brought, I think it probable

they were floated on rafts down the Jumna, being cut from the sand-

stone rocks at or near Rdjpur (Bddshahmahal ) in the Sewalik, a few

miles above the site of the sunken city of B^hat. I made this observa-

tion in the year 1831 when I took an experimental trip by wrater from

lltijghut in the Dun to Agra. I believe both lats are of the same

kind of stone, the others I have not seen.

A few remarks on the Kotcla (called by Captain Hoare “ a mena-

gerie”) may be acceptable.

Feroz Shah’s palace, called the “ Kotla” was formerly within the

north-western angle of the city walls of old Delhi, and was the citadel of

that place ; one face of it was in former years washed by the Jumna,

which seldom reaches it in these times except in very heavy floods.

The works of this citadel were very extensive ; the architecture is

clumsy in its style and rough in execution, and has no pretence to
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aught hut strength ; the material is the rough wrought stone found on

the spot, which is mostly too hard to admit of being better worked.

The building, on the roof of which is the pillar, appears to have been

a “ bdrahdari it is square and three stories high, all vaulted: it

stands at the bottom of a court-yard close to the ramparts of the river

face. There are buildings near, which may have been appropriated to

a menagerie, but that on which the pillar stands I should decidedly

pronounce not to have been so. The Kotela was to old Delhi what the

Ltil Killa is to the present city, and was no doubt considered an

elegant building in remote times when painted plaister and colored tile

were the order of the day. M. K.

XI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 4th October.

The Hon’ble Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Lieut. E. B. Conolly, 6th Cavalry, and D. F. McLeod, Esq. C. S. were
ballotted for and elected members.
T. H. Maddock, Esq. C. S. proposed by Mr. W. H. Macnaghten,

seconded by the President.

Dr. Thomas Cantor, proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Mr. W.
Cracroft.

Mr. C. Ticker, C. S. proposed by Mr. Walters, seconded by Dr.

Stewart.
Mr. John Ewart, C. S. proposed by Dr. Stewart, seconded by Mr.

WALTERS.
Library.

The following works were presented by the Rev. Dr. Mill-
Psalterium Davidis Regis et Prophetce aliorumque Vatum Sacrorum Arabice

A Gul. H. Mill, S. T. D.
Liturgia Anglicana, Sen Liber Precum Communium et Administrationis Sacra-

mentorum.—Translated into Arabic by Pococke, Tytler and Mill.
Amsenitatum exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum. Fasciculi V.

Relandi antiquitates saerse Veterum Hebraeorum.
Auber’s Rise and Progress of the British power in India

—

presented by the

Government

.

The Meteorological Register, August,

—

presented by the Surveyor General.

The Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society returned thanks for the first

part of the 19th vol. As. Researches.

The Secretary notified the vacancy of the librarianship by the death of

Dr. L. Bcrlini.
Dr. Bcrlini was a native of Italy. He received his diploma as a doctor of

medicine at Florence on the 30th July, 1794- He came to India in the following

year and bad supported himself by his practice in this city ever since. He was

appointed to the honorary charge of our library in 1826, afterwards receiving a

trifling allowance of 50 rupees monthly for conveyance. His attention has

been unremitted and the society has lost in him a useful and zealous officer,

and a kind and worthy associate. He died at the advanced age of 79.

To succeed to the appointment the following candidates had offered themselves.

Mr. Chester, Mr. Barfoot, Mr. C. W. French, Mr. Fleury, Mr. Lewis
DaCosta, Mr. G. S. Hutteman, Mr. J. Morris, Mr. P. Delmar, senior, Mr-
D. Drummond, Mr. G. T. F. Speed.
To these the Secretary begged to add the name of one who, he was sure, would

need no certificate of his qualifications to fill the post with honor to himself and

5 i
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utility to the Society—the distinguished orientalist M. A. Csoma Korosi. He
proposed that before taking any of the other applications into consideration, the

appointment, with a salary of 100 rupees should be tendered to Mr. Csoma.
Korosi.
Dr. Mill seconded the proposition, which was carried unanimously.
The Secretary brought up the following:

Report of the Committee of Papers on the proposition of the Statistical Commit-
tee, ‘ that they should be empoicered to associate as paying members, persons
not on the Society's list.’

The sole grounds of this proposition, as explained by the president of the

Committee, were, to add to the means of the Society for meeting any slight pecu-
niary expences in procuring statistical information, copying records, and printing

forms and circulars. The ability of the society to answer these calls being now
increased, it becomes less necessary to entertain the question of admitting asso-

ciate members, upon which the opinions of the Committee are somewhat divided
;

and indeed the proposition may be regarded as withdrawn by the following

reply from the Secretary to the Statistical Committee. Nevertheless we may
take this opportunity of recording our opinion that there is no precedent of an
association of paying members with a branch of the society deputed to a particular

object. The “ corresponding members” of the Physical Committee, were merely
honorary associates without any voice in their proceedings, or any power over

their funds. If there be any compliment in the bestowal of such a title, it may
be equally just to confer it upon those gentlemen who may lend their co-opera-

tion to the Statistical Committee; but we think it would bean inconvenient

course, and one of questionable regularity to erect a new class of subscribers to

an exclusive object of the Society’s labours.

For those who would join the Society in its general views, but whose circum-

stances prevent their contributing to the extent of ordinary members, an opening

already exists in the grade of “ Associate members" established in 1835.

For the Committee of Papers,

James Prinsep,

29th September. 1837. Secretary.

The letter referred to in the above was then read :

—

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 7th instant.

The explanation given by the President of the Statistical Committee at the last

meeting of your Society of the irregularity with which the Committee was

chargeable renders it, 1 trust, unnecessary to do more now, than to express our

regret at the occurrence, and to assure yuu that nothing can be farther from the

intention or wish of the Committee than to disconnect its interests from those

of the parent Society, or to seek to form any ‘ associations’ which are not likely

to prove mutually advantageous and creditable.

As regards the provision which the Society contemplates making for the

requisite expences of the Committee and its amount, I have to observe that as

this must necessarily bear the most intimate relation to the extent of the Com-
mittee’s success, it is not for us to specify particularly the degree of assistance,

which we may think ourselves justified in claiming from the Society: the sum
sought of Government in aid of our labour was 300 rupees per mensem. What-

ever limits however the Society may be pleased to assign, the Committee will be

careful not to exceed.

In the distribution of the funds to be placed at the Committee’s disposal it is

not our intention to entertain any fixed establishment, but to assist individuals

engaged in Statistical researches by the occasional services of clerks, and to pay

for other works done by contract under the supervision of individual members

of the Committee. The accounts will of course be submitted for upproval in the

usual form.
1 have the honor to be, &e.

Calcutta, 1 D. Stewart, M. D.

28 th Sept. 1837. J Secretary to the Statistical Committee.

With regard to the application for funds, it was proposed by the Secre-

tary, and seconded by Mr. Cracroft, and Resolved

,

that five hundred

rupees be placed at the disposal ot the Statistical Committee.
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The special Committee appointed to select one of the designs for the

pedestal of the Allahabad column submitted the following

lteport.

In compliance with the desire of the Society’s Meeting of the 6th instant, as

conveyed in your letter to our address of the 8th, we have carefully perused

aud considered the several papers and designs therewith received, and beg leave

to report the result, as follows.

2. All these six designs prepared by Captain Edward Smith of engineers,

are so elegant and in such good taste, that it is difficult to determine between
them, which may be the most strikingly handsome, and at the same time the most
appropriate.

3. Of the more raised and expensive designs Nos. 1, 2 and 6, we would give

the preference to the latter, its base being more in character with the pillar, which
it is intended to support, than tiie others, but modified by either a reduced pro-

jection, or total omission, of the large upper band, or substituting inverted trian-

gular compartments similar to those at the foot of the pedestal. We would also

prefer a direct instead of a curved slope to the lower step, as being more
convenient*.

4. Of the less raised designs Nos. 3, 4 and 5, we give a decided preference to

No. 3, (see accompanying sketch) as being very light and elegant while it preserves

the pure Hindu character in its form aud details ;
moreover in order to relieve

it from some of those disadvantages, which form Captain Smith ’s principal

objections to these latter designs, should No. 3 be ultimately determined on, we
would suggest the adoption of the sloping platform as sketched in pencil at the

Military Hoard by Major Irvine or Captain Sanders, which we consider to be

a very great improvement, the base becoming thereby more on a level with the

eye of the beholder.

5. The additional elevation thus given, would amount to two feet, making
the upper part of the base from which the pillar will spring, exactly 6 feet from
the surface.

6. We observe in the section submitted by Captain Smith in illustration of

his intended mode of fixing the root of the pillar iu the stone basement, that he

proposes cutting a square hole in the centre and under part of the shaft, about

one-third of its diameter, so as to let it down on a square upright stone of the

same measurement. This we are apprehensive might not be considered suffici-

ently stable, and we would suggest in preference that au octagon stone of 6$
feet diameter and 2 feet thick be procured from Chunar, and that an opening be
cut in its centre, to receive the lower part of the pillar in its entire size, to the

depth of one foot. This stone well bedded in good brick masoury, with the aid of

the upper stone work judiciously dove-tailed together, would in our opinion give

it the utmost stability that could be required. Nevertheless we may safely confide

these arrangements to Captain Smith’s well known skill and judgment, should
circumstances admit of his undertaking the erection of the pillar, but in case it

should fall into other hands the hint may be useful.

7. On the subject of Captain Smith’s proposed new capital and surmounting
stone ornament, although we consider the design a very beautiful one, we are

unanimously of opinion that it is very desirable to effect the restoration of the

original capital and lion, if practicable
; if not, we think that the design now

submitted may be considered a very appropriate and elegant finish to the pillar.

We have the honor to be, &c.

D. McLeod,
Fort William, 1 W. N. Forbes,

> September 30fA, 1837. J W. P. Grant,
A. Cunningham.

Proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Dr. Swiney, and Resolved, that
the report be adopted with thanks, and that a copy be communicated to
the Military Board.
The Committee of Papers reported favorably on Nawab Tuhawer

Jang’s proposal to print the Sharaya ul Islam.

* See the accompanying sketch. We confess our preference for the original design
her as it stands or omitting the upper member.

—

Ed.

5 i 2
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Resolved, that the work be printed on joint account with the Naw6l>,

an advance of 1000 rupees to be made by both parties to the Secretary

(account Oriental Publication Fund) to meet the expences.

The Reverend John Wilson, President of the Bombay Literary Society

solicited the Society's patronage to the George Nameh., a Persian epic

written by the late Moolla Feroz, and now under publication by his

nephew. Referred to the Committee of Papers.

fSee advertisement page.~|

The President then, in compliance with the resolution of last meeting,
rose, tiie members also standing, and read the following

Address to Du. Mill.
The Asiatic Society, to the Reverend TV. H. Mill , D. D. Principal of Bishop's

Colleye, their Vice-President.

Reverend Sir,

The intelligence of your intention to return immediately to Europe lias been
received by us with feelings of deep regret, impressed as we are with the con-
viction that India is about to sustain, by your departure, a loss which cannot
easily be repaired.

It will rest with higher authority than the Asiatic Society, to bear witness to

the unwearied zeal and fervent piety by which you have been uniformly distin-

guished in the discharge of the sacred duties committed to your care
; but it is

peculiarly our privilege to testify, in the most public manner, our sense of the

benefit we have derived from your abilities and learning, as well as to convey
some parting token of our esteem and respect to a Scholar whose presence among
us we have always regarded with feelings of pride and satisfaction.

It is now sixteen years since you arrived in this country. While yet a young
man, you had established for yourself a literary reputation of no common order,

having excelled on an arena where excellence could have been won only by the

uuited efforts of genius and industry. We hailed your arrival therefore with no 1

ordinary feelings of satisfaction, indulging in the hope that the classical languages

and literature of the East would receive from you a share of that attention

which had already been so successfully devoted to the learning and science of
the West. This hope has since been amply realized.

The Journals of our Society contain abundant evidence of your patient research, I

of your correct judgment, and of your profound erudition.

Your translation from the Sanskrit of the first part of Calidisa’s Umi, affords

indisputable proof of your skill as a poet and a commentator ; while your
qualifications as a historian and a philologist have been clearly established by
your restoration, with valuable critical and historical notices, of tile Allahabad

• Inscription, and by your full and accurate translation of the Shekhdwati I/iscrip-

tion found in the temple of Harsha at Oncha pahir, and of that discovered at

Bhittri near Ghazipore. In your comments on the Macan Manuscript of the

Alif Leila, we trace at once the minute accuracy of an experienced critic and
the refined taste of an accomplished scholar.

In your Arabic Treatise on Algebra, and in your Hebrew collation of the

Psalms in the same language, we have a durable monument of your learning

and piety. But the most valuable of your literary undertakings is your Sanskrit

Poem, the Christa Sanyila. In that beautiful work the praises of our Redeemer
have been for the first time sung in the sacred language of the Vedas. It is your

peculiar boast that you have caused the purest doctrines to flow in the stream

of this noble language. To the whole body of the learned Hindus you have

thus rendered accessible the subliinest truths, by conveying them in a channel

to which, as to their own venerated river, they ascribe the power of purifying

all it touches. To a mind like yours this must be au inexhaustible source of

gratifying reflection.

But, Sir, we feel that we should be doing you an injustice, were we to describe

at greater length, the fruits of your studies already before the public. W'e feel

that no conception can be formed of the stores of your capacious mind from the

comparatively small samples of your labours which have been given to the world.

We feel that to the unobtrusive nature of your character is owing the infrequen-

cy of your appearance us au author, and we know that you have assiduously
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improved your great faculties ;—that your scientific attainments are on the most

extended scale ;—that as a Hebrew Scholar you were early distinguished that

your knowledge as a modern Linguist may be said to be universal ;—that you are

equally familiar with the astronomy of the Siddhantas, the mythology of the

Pui anas, and the mystical doctrines of the Vedas

;

while there is no department of

the literature and science of Arabia, that has escaped your scrutinizing research.

We trust that, in the leisure of dignified retirement, you will be enabled to

put forth the uiaturer fruits of your rich and highly cultivated mind. We are

confident that your well earned reputation will be sustained by whatever you

perform ; aud we are sauguiue enough to hope thut our country may now boast

of possessiug an Englishman, the depth and variety of whose orieutal studies

are not surpassed by any (uumerous and distinguished us they are) of the Scholars

of the contiuent.

We cannot allow this opportunity to pass without assuring you of the deep

sense of obligation we feel towards you for your unremitting attention to the

duties of your statiou as Vice-President of our Society, and for the alacrity with

which on all occasions you have afforded us the benefit of your opinion and

advice, and the aid of your learning and judgment on the difficult aud coutinuully

recurring references that have been submitted to our consideration.

We are in some degree consoled for your loss to ourselves by reflecting that,

here you have no more to learn :—that though your acquirements are beyond the

standard, which is ordinarily reached in the longest aud most laborious life, you

are yet in the vigor of manhood ; and that you are about to return to a land

where you will meet with the distiuctiou, which is due to abilities so eminent

and to attainments so various.

It is our earnest desire that you will gratify us by sitting for your Portrait as

soon after arrival in England as may be convenient to yourself. For the Mem-
bers of our Society who have the happiness to know you, no token of remini-

scence is requisite ; but the wish is reasonable that our Hall should be decorated

with the resemblance of one, who, while among us, was so useful and so dis-

tinguished a Member of our Society.

(Signed) Edward Ryan, President.

The Reverend Dr. Mill read the following reply, the President and
members still standing.

Mr. President,
The Address which you, in the name of this Society, have done me the

high honor of presenting to me, is one which I cannot rise to answer with-

out some feelings of doubt and embarrassment. For I fear to incur the im-

putation of affected modesty on the one hand,— or on the other, what I

would equally wi»n to avoid, the appearance of slighting in any degree the deli-

berate judgment of an assembly like this,—were I to give expression to my actual

sentiments, on hearing the terms of strong and noble eulogy with which you
have dignified my scanty contributions to your learned stores, aud the compa-
ratively humble attainments from which those contributions have proceeded.

But whatever may be the real value of these labours and attaiumeuts,— 1 feel, and
must ever continue to feel, the great obligation which your praise imposes on me,
of aiming to resemble as far as i may, that standard of excellence which your too

favorable judgment has interred from the specimens of me already before you.
1 must ever consider it among the strongest additional incentives to the assiduous

cultivation of that knowledge, iu promoting which the Asiatic Society has long

held so distinguished a place : a cause which I cannot but consider as intimately

connected with that of mental improvement and true religion.

1 have long been impressed with the conviction that as an accurate knowledge
of the intellectual state of auy people must precede and accompany all enlighten-

ed efforts lor their amelioration,—so to attempt that amelioration by appealing en-

tirely to the lower principles of our nature, the love of comforts and luxuries and
the like, while we disregard and despise the forms, however imperfect they
may be, in which their own ideas of mental and moral elevation are embodied

—

is to overlook a most essential element in the problem of human improvement,

—

to slight equally the spiritual and high nature of man, and the history of our
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own gradual progress to the eminence we have reached. This would be true,

even if the language and literature in which these ideas were incorporated by the

natives of this country were far inferior to what they are known and acknowledged
to be by the most accomplished spirits of civilized Europe,—the one nearly un-
rivalled for its powers of combination and expression—the other distinguished

by a peculiar grace and tenderness of sentiment, and in the higher flights of
speculation into regions where man requires better guidance than his own reason
can impart— characterized, even when most tarnished by error, by a singular

acuteness and profundity, as well as grandeur of thought. Now if it be a mis-
take, in matters of religion particularly, to avail ourselves of what is good and just

in heathen theology, with a view to its rectification by revealed truth ; it is a
mistake certainly in which the Apostle of the Gentiles has led the way, as any
one may see who observes his appeal not only to the ethical but the theological

poetry of heathenism—even when most nearly treading on the verge of that same
Pantheistic sentiment which characterizes the theology of heathen India: and
if any precedent could be wanted after this inspired authority, we might find it in

the course taken by all the great lights of the Church, the Basils, the Chrysos-
toms, the Acgcstinks,—when the expansive power of Christianity, with much of

its primitive fervour, was seen in close and more ejua/juxta-position with the faded

yet still conspicuous splendours of Western Gcntilistn. These considerations (if

authority were needed where the reason of the case speaks with sufficient dis-

tinctness) had weight with me in the conception of that work which the Society

has honored with such distinguished approbation. I am sensible that to con-
ceive aDd to execute are very different things, and I caunot venture to take to

myself all which your kind judgment has been led, perhaps too readily, to transfer

from the one to the other : yet I cannot see the manner in which learned natives

have received many portions of this work,— 1 cannot see the unhesitating manner
in which their sentiment has been adopted in this assembly, including some whom
only the increased complexity of public affairs prevents from marching in equal

steps with the Colebrookes and the Wilsons of former days,—without satis-

faction at the result of the experiment, and hope for the future.

I would not however be thought to limit my interest in the Researches of

the Society to matters of this high bearing: for no speculations into either

the works of nature, or the monuments of man, are without their proper claim

to attention : aud just and reasonable as it is to inquire into the solid uti-

lity of any pursuit we undertake,—it never appeared to me either wise or

worthy to ask at every turn what special usefulness, or bearing on present con-

cerns, may appear in each part or section of the study before us. In science

we know that things, which were once thought to be mere food of learned and
abstract mathematical speculation, have turned out in the progress of knowledge

to subserve the most practical purposes ; and with respect to those literary and
antiquarian researches, which form the more proper object of this Society,

—

while nothing that gives us clear knowledge of the history of man and the pro-

gress of mind ought to be deemed unimportant by us,—we must remember also

that we caunot exactly determine beforehand how far any fragment or mor-
sel of history may conduce to that clear knowledge in the end. In investigating the

former history of India, where from the almost total absence of written do-

cuments, we must needs proceed by such fragments and morsels,— it is very

necessary to bear this in mind. With respect to iny own occasional share in

these researches,—of which you have made such kied aud flattering mention,

—

1 fear that what I have succeeded in deciphering has scarcely adequately repaid

the labour bestowed : my own judgment could never admit the idea, which some
even of considerable eminence in these pursuits would have led me to entertain

as probable, that the classical period of Indian history had been attained : I

adopted at length firmly, however reluctantly, the conviction which both iuternal

ana external evidence forced upon me, that the mouumenls in question belonged

to a much darker as well as more recent age. A better fortune, us well as a

higher merit, has characterised the efforts in the same kind of another Member
of the Society now present

;
whose happy researches ou other monuments, con-

ducted under much greater disadvantages in every way than mine, has finally led

to a conclusion, which 1 think all but certainly established, that they beloug to
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and illustrate a most classical and important part of the history of this country.
1 beg my friend the Secretary’s pardon for talking thus of disadvantages ; for it

appears almost ungracious to notice what, however enchancing, as it does, the emi-
nent inductive sagacity that he has displayed in his discovery, might seem also

to derogate from the universality of his varied and extensive knowledge. I would
not have mentioned them— had I not been convinced that he needs but the will,

if he could find the leisure, to rid himself entirely of them. I know at least that

if he could bend his thoughts that way, he needs far less time than most men to

add a critical knowledge of the learned languages of the country, so auxiliary to

his successful researches in the coins and monuments of India,— to the many other
distinguished merits which have made his Journal of our Society, even in his sole

portion of it, the object of attention- to literarv Europe. Of bis value as a Se-
cretary, I cannot possibly say more than that he has caused even the loss of the

transcendent merits of Wilson to cease to be thought irreparable by us.

My business, however, as I must not forget, is not to express my sense of the

merits of other Officers of this Society, (however incidentally forced on my notice

in this instance,)—but to acknowledge your kind opinion of myself and to accede

thankfully to the proof of it contained in your parting request to me. To be

associated in this manner in the remembrance of this Society with its illustrious

founder, aud the many others whose contributions have conferred ornament and
dignity on its proceedings,—is what I cannot suffer even my sense of comparative
unworthiness to prevent esteeming a great source of gratification. To you, Mr.
President, who have so long added to the duties of your high station in this set-

tlement, a zealous and able administration of the affairs of this Society,—as well

as to your colleague in both these respects, of whom, being now absent, (as 1

regret to perceive,) from illness, 1 may speak with more freedom,—as one whose
distinguished scientific and literary attainments add lustre to his other excellent

qualities,— I am well pleased to leave this token of recollection of myself, whose
friendship with both was begun in the academic associations of a far different clime

from this, in which again I hope we may yet meet. To the other very learned

and able Vice-Presidents, and to all, whether countrymen or natives of In-
dia, who may be led to take interest in the works you have mentioned with
such marked approbation,— I am glad to present, when absent, some memento
of my endeavours, such as they are, to instruct or to aid them. Once more,
Gentlemen, I thank you for your kind sentiments towards me, and bid you most
heartily farewell.

(Signed) W. II. MILL.

Resolved, on the motion of Mr. W. Cracroft, that the address and the

reply he entered in the outcoming volume of the Researches.

The president moved that all farther business be adjourned to the next
meeting.

The Secretary however ere he closed his boxes begged to be allowed to men-
tion one subject of their contents, that he could not allow himself to withhold

from his friend Dr. Mill, after the warm interest he had just evinced in the pro-

gress of the investigations upon which he had lately been engaged. A letter just

received from the eminent Pali scholar Mr. Turnour gave confirmation the most
unequivocal to the supposition just expressed by the learned Vice-President that

the tats were monuments of the classical age of Indian history. Mr. Turnour
had proved from an ancient Pali work that Piyadasi was no other than the great

Asok a himself, who reigned paramount over India, in the third century before

the Christian era. [The communication is printed in a preceding page.]

Neither could he allow himself to sit down on this last opportunity of enjoying

Dr. Mill’s society without shewing him what would nearly interest him in an

equal degree, the fruit of Captain Burxes’s researches on the Indus, the first

Sanskrit monument we had seen from the neighbourhood of Kabul— a transcript

of a mutilated inscription from Hand, 20 miles above Attack.—Capt. Burnes had
left the white marble slab on which it was engraved at Peshawer awaiting the

Society’s instructions. He hoped by the next meeting to give a further account
of it.

The members present then shook hands with Dr. Mill, and the meeting
adjourned.
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